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ABSTRACT 

This thesis is presented as a contribution to the St Andrews School 

of Linguistics, Axiomatic Functionalism, as developed by Mulder and 

Hervey. It is essentially a piece of Theoretical Linguistics which 

outlines an approach to the hitherto undeveloped areas of Parasyntax 

and the Sentential Level in Axiomatic Functionalism. 

The theoretical arguments are supported by descriptive hypotheses 

concerning the nature of Spoken English. These descriptions are 

corpus-based. 

The conclusion reached by the author is that not only are Parasyntax 

and the Sentential Level distinct in theory (this is axiomatic), but 

they are also distinct in their application as regards methodology 

and description. This conclusion will undoubtedly prove to be 

controversial in the light of recent developments in Axiomatic 

Functionalism concerning the Postulates in particular (of which the 

author was at the time of writing unaware), and in the light of 

other Functionalist approaches to the nature of intonation and 

sentences. 

It is anticipated that this thesis will be of value to those 

interested in Functionalism as well as those concerned with 

intonation and the levels of language beyond syntax. 
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Summarv 

AS can be seen from the Table of Contents, this thesis, like a 

Shakespearean play, contains five parts. The first of these is an 

introduction to the problems of Parasyntax and to the framework of 

Axiomatic Functionalism as it is relevant to this thesis. 

The second chapter looks at the boundary between the Parasyntax 

and the relatively well developed Syntax, showing how the two differ 

and how they are related. 

The third chapter is the main chapter of the thesis. It covers 

the major aspects of Parasyntax and develops them in a way designed 

to be both as consistent as possible with previous work done in 

Axiomatic Functionalism and as adequate as possible with regard to 

the data. The result is a strengthening of the demarcation between 

parasyntax and the sentential level. 

The fourth chapter turns to the sentential level and an 

examination of sentential features in a number of systems including 

English. 

The progression away from Syntax, through Parasyntax is 

continued to the final chapter on Discourse Analysis. This not only 

demarcates the upper boundaries of Parasyntax and the sentential 

level in the way that chapter two demarcated the lower boundaries, 

it also points to areas of speech which fall right outside the 

present scope of kxiomatic Functionalism. 
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CHAPTER 1 

THE SCOPE OF PARASYNTAX 

1 .1 Introduction 

From its beginnings in Phonology (Mulder 1968), Axiomatic 

Functionalism has developed more fully in some areas (Morphology, 

Syntax, Semantics) than in others. It would probably be fair to say 

that before this thesis was written, Parasyntax was the least 

developed area of the whole approach. For this reason it is perhaps 

easiest to start a description of the scope of Parasyntax by 

detailing its relationship to various neighbouring, better defined 

disciplines. 

The term "parasyntax" has been used in several different ways 

with varying relationships to para-plerotactics, the sentential 

level, prosody and intonation. The difference between each of these 

terms will emerge as the thesis progresses. It is our aim to 

examine all the major aspects of Parasyntax. This will include the 

nature of distinctive and contrastive parasyntactic features, the 

nature of simple and complex parasyntactic units and the distinction 

between the discipline and the subsystem of parasyntax. In addition 

we will examine the relationship between Parasyntax and the 

Sentential Level, Discourse Analysis, Semantics, Ontology, 

Paralinguistics and Extralinguistics. Our purpose in this Chapter 
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is to outline initially the scope of Parasyntax with reference to 

various disciplines of Axiomatic Functionalism and to outline some 

of the immediate problems that Parasyntax poses. 

1.2 DisciDlines an-d Svstems 

A useful distinction has been made (Hervey, Linguistics Course 

Handouts, Mulder, forthcoming: 48) between a discipline and a system. 

The discipline of Parasyntax is the subject of this thesis. it 

includes a description of all aspects of Parasyntax - theoretical, 

methodological and descriptive, structural and realisational, 

denotational and connotational, systemological, ontological and 

semantic as well as a discussion of the implications of these 

findings for other disciplines, linguistic and extralinguistic. 

The discipline Parasyntax is a subdiscipline of the discipline 

Grammar, just as the system parasyntax is a subsystem of the system 

grammar. (We shall adopt the convention of marking the disciplines 

with capital initial letters and the systems with small initial 

letters. ) 

The system parasyntax is the subsystem of grammar which is 

concerned with the grafting of parasyntactic features onto 

parasyntactic bases to form parasyntactic units. As Hervey (ibid) 

points out, to every system there adheres a corresponding discipline 

(the study of all aspects of that system), but not every discipline 

corresponds to a system. As a system parasyntax interlocks with 

syntax in that many parasyntactic bases correspond to syntactic 

entities (syntagmsq pleremesq words). Parasyntactic features on the 

- 
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other hand, are not described elsewhere in grammar and interlock 

directly with cenology. These relationships in systemology will be 

described in greater detail in Chapters Two and Three. We conclude 

this section with an example of how parasyntactic units are formed: 

Base + p-s feature p-s unit 

he asked us to go + he asked us to go. 

he asked us to go +? he asked us to go? 

1.3 Parent Disciplines Qf parasyntax 

Within the Axiomatic Functionalist (AF) 

Systemology and ultimately Semiotics are the p; 

Parasyntax. Parasyntax, alongside Morphology 

sub-discipline of Grammar; Grammar, together 

sub-discipline of Systemology and Systemology , 

and Semantics, is a sub-discipline of 

approach, Grammar, 

arent disciplines of 

and Syntax, is a 

with Cenology, is a 

alongside Ontology 

Semiotics. These 

relationships are shown on the diagram on page 4. 

The implications of these relationships are that Parasyntax is 

bound to the Functional Principle, to the AF Philosophy of 

Science and to the various assumptions about semiotic systems and 

languages that are implicit or explicit in the theory. In the 

following sections we shall examine these with particular reference 

to Parasyntax. 

- 
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AF Semiotics 

Ontology 

Systemology 

Cenology Grammar 

Morphology 
Syntax 
Parasyntax 

Semantics 

I .j 

1.4 
-nig 

Functional PrinciDle 

First and foremost, THE FUNCTIONAL PRINCIPLE: all features in 

semiotic sets are separately relevant to the purport of the whole of 

which they are a part. This principle pervades the whole theory, 

but it is in Parasyntax that it is most crucially put to the test. 

Here a distinction is drawn between features which are functional 

but not distinctive (contrastive parasyntactic features) and 

features which are both functional and distinctive (distinctive 

parasyntactic features). This distinction is one which is often 

blurred in other places; indeed one is often led to believe that 

functional features are in fact all and only those features which 

- 
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are distinctive. "The identit y of anything we set up in a 

linguistic description depends on its "distinctive function". If 

something possesses "distinctive function", that "something" is said 

to be "functional". " (Mulder 1978: 3-42 also in Mulder and Hervey 

1980: 104) Clearly the "if" here must not be interpreted as a logical 

"if and only if". 

Parasyntactic features are defined in the Postulates 1974 as 

"features accompanying but not determining the identity of syntactic 

entities" (def 18) (Fn). 

In other words, they are the features which combine with a base to 

produce a parasyntactic unit. There are two types of parasyntactic 

feature: distinctive and contrastive. Distinctive parasyntactic 

features (def 18b) are "parasyntactic features (of a plerematic 

nature, ie involving both form and information value) that are in a 

relation of commutation with one or more other parasyntactic 

features". For example, in spoken English we can describe a rising 

intonation as a distinctive parasyntactic feature. Contrastive 

parasyntactic features (def 18a) are "features with the sole 

function of groupment over and above syntactic groupment". There 

are several potential ambiguities here, the most striking of which 

is whether contrastive features, being parasyntactic featuresq are 

also of a plerematic nature (ie involving both form and information 

value) or whether contrastive features, having no distinctive 

function as parasyntactic features, are not of a plerematic nature. 

If they are of a plerematic nature, but not distinctive, then they 

Fn. All axioms and definitions refer to the Postulates as they 
appear in Mulder and Hervey 1980: 41-63 and 203-211 unless otherwise 
stated. 

- 
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cannot be functional in parasyntax and thus cannot be of a 

plerematic nature. If they are not of a plerematic naturep but are 

functional, they must then be either phonological features or, 

perhaps, allomorphs of signa, or have some particular kind of 

function peculiar only to them which will require explication. Just 

exactly how the distinction between distinctive and non-distinctive 

functional features fits into the rest of the approach will be 

considered in more detail in Chapter Three where an examination of 

this apparent contradiction is carried out as a test of the 

meta-hypothesis that the theory is consistent. 

1.5 The Hypo the tico-Deductive Method 

The second major challenge to Axiomatic Functionalism which 

parasyntax offers concerns the claim that semiotics (and hence 

parasyntax) should be a SCIENTIFIC DISCIPLINE. The AF Philosophy of 

Science combines a "relativist realist" epistemology (see Suleiman 

and Gardner 1981) and a hypothetico-deductive approach "with a 

difference" (Mulder 1979 also in Mulder and Hervey 1980: 6). 

Relative realism is inherent in Hjelmslev's claim - also adopted by 

AF - that the theory is arbitrary (it could have been otherwisev but 

isn't and can only be tested relative to its own tenets) but 

appropriate (it is as realistic, accurate and as pertinent 

(consistent, adequate and simple) as possible) (Mulder 1979). The 

task of the semiotician is to set up hypotheses or descriptive 

statements which are in principle refutable by application of the 

theory to fields of phenomena. Owing to the lack of consensus on 

the nature of parasyntactic phenomena (in comparison, for example, 

- 
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to syntactic phenomena) and the consequent subjective nature of the 

testing of the adequacy of the hypotheses, a suitably objective and 

scientific description of parasyntactic phenomena may be hard to 

find. Nowhere else in the theory is one invited to consider 

gradient or non-discrete phenomena and the problems of 

identification and testing they bring. I shall now digress slightly 

and outline the problem gradient features of intonation pose to an 

objective, scientific methodology. 

1.6 Gradient Features gf Intonation 

The traditional kF argument is that parasyntactic features are 

of ten features of intonation, that intonation features are gradient 

to the extent that each one is unique, and that these features can 

be plotted on the intonation square: (Mulder 1968: 212, Mulder 

1974b, also in Mulder and Hervey 1980: 55) 

01 

� 

Each point on the square is unique, and each point corresponds to a 

different message. Just as with the system of the Bees Dance where 

each message varies directly according to the form of the signum, 

each being a unique event because of the impossibility of deciding 

where, if anywhere, the bees cease to discriminate between one 

message and the next (the signum is a point on a line, as the 

- 
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message is a point in the real world), so a parasyntactic feature of 

intonation is said to be in a one -to-one relationship with its 

message. 

There are several problems here. First, the arguments are 

ambiguous in that the points on the square are written in square 

brackets - the conventional way of transcribing phonetic forms - yet 

the features are elsewhere treated as parasyntactic features ie as 

grammatical features. Secondly, if the parasyntactic features are 

gradient, and each sentence corresponds to a parasyntactic unitt 

then each sentence is also gradient. This means that each sentence 

is a unique event and the difference between a sentence and an 

utterance as a model for a single realisation of a signum. no longer 

has the significance implied in treating a signum as a class of 

utterances. This will have severe implications throughout the 

theory. 

There are logically at least three possible ways of treating 

this problem: Either we define each intonation and therefore each 

sentence of English as unique (ab inititio) thus denying the 

possibility of two realisations corresponding to the same sentence 

and therefore denying the distinctive function of a sentence as a 

signum. For if it is ruled out by definition that two parasyntactic 

features of intonation are 'the same', then it is impossible to 

hyDothgsise that they are different. This could not be tested and 

therefore is not a valid descriptive hypothesis. The distinctive 

function and hence of the identity of the parasyntactic features and 

hence the sentences of English would be determined without any 

- 
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reference to sentences or parasyntactic features in actual 

communication and would, as descriptive statements, be of little 

value. 

The second alternative is to treat each intonation as 'the 

same' from a linguistic point of view. In other words we could 

agree that intonations are infinitely gradient and as such not 

testable, and so decide that they do not lie within the scope of 

linguistics. This is the approach adopted by Martinet, who goes 

further than this to say that not only are they non-linguistic, but 

they are a natural phenomenon - intonation varies with the emotions 

and the tension created by the communication process. 

The third alternative would be to group intonations according 

to their communicative purport, in a similar way in which we group 

other linguistic units. The first alternative does not yield useful 

hypotheses, the second is unsatisfactory because of the similarity 

of some parasyntactic features of intonation to other linguistic 

features (see see 3.6,3-7) and because of the problems of 

delimiting sentences of English in the absence of intonation 

features (see 4-7). The third alternative is difficult to execute. 

As a methodological strategy, however, we believe the third is 

superior. The difficulty is now to set up a model. This does not, 

of course, mean that linguists such as Martinet do not have a point 

in that some features of intonation do correspond on a one-to-one 

basis with a message and are extralinguistic. For example it is 

quite probable that the pitch of a spoken utterance would correspond 

to the degree of excitement of the speaker. This type of intonation 

- 
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Or tone of voice will have to be sorted out from the more 

conventional linguistic intonation. Clearly, however, there is a 

clash between the AF Philosophy of Science and the description of 

intonations as gradient parasyntactic features. We have decided to 

retain the Philosophy of Science and will offer an alternative 

description of intonation. 

1.7 Tb& Postulates 

In addition to the epistemological and methodological claims 

referred to above, the AF Philosophy of Science embodies an 

axiomatic-deductive theory (Mulder 1980, Hervey 1980, Rastall 1977). 

In order to avoid any circularity, the theory is axiomatic and it is 

of particular interest here that two of the six axioms of the 

Axiomatic Functionalist theory are the primary concern of 

Parasyntax. This fact is however somewhat misleading; the 

Postulates (axioms and definitions of the theory) have not been 

organised in a way which reflects the sub-disciplines as outlined 

above; their organisation is due largely to historical 

considerations. The 1968 version of the Postulates (Mulder 

1968: 10-12) consists of Axioms A and B alone; tone, accent and 

intonation are outwith the scope of this theory. By 1974 (Mulder 

1974b) Axioms C and D, which deal with parasyntax and the sentential 

level, respectively, had been added onto, rather than incorporated 

into the theory. It is perhaps for this reason that several 

inconsistencies arise such as the definitions of "grammar" as either 

"complex plerological system" (which would include parasyntax) or 

"morphology or syntax" (which would exclude parasyntax) def 2a3a. 

- 10 - 
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There is no reason to suppose that the subsystem of parasyntax 

should be restricted to languagev or indeed to systems with a 

syntactic subsystem. While the definitions of language and proper 

language do not make any reference to the para-tactic subsystemsp it 

is suggested (def 3c2) that all natural languages subsume six 

subsystems: cenematicsy cenotactics, paracenotactics, morphologyp 

syntax and parasyntax. This will be treated as another hypothesis 

to be put to the test in this thesis. The very notion of DOUBLE 

ARTICULATION may also be called into question if, as is at least 

theoretically possible, (def 20a) there is found to be the 

possibility of articulation (ie complex ordered system of signa) in 

parasyntax over and above the "first" articulation of syntax. In 

Appendix A we present a revised version of the Postulates which 

incorporates the slight changes which were found necessary in the 

light of this thesis in order to maintain the consistency of the 

approach. 

1 .8 The Sentential Level 

The nature of Axiom D as a distinct axiom also poses a problem 

in that "sentences" have been given a highly ambivalent treatment in 

Axiomatic Functionalist literature. By introducing an axiom to deal 

solely with sentences, the impression has been created that they 

form a separate component of the theory; this, however, is not 

necessarily the case. The sentential level has often been equated 

with parasyntax: "para-plerotactics, which can also be called the 

sentential level" (Mulder forthcoming: 46-7). It has also been 

treated as part of parasyntax: "para-plerotactics, which deals with 

- 11 - 
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the sentential aspect, including intonation" (ibid 46) and, 

conversely, as the third component of grammar, which includes 

parasyntax: "grammar comprises plerematics ... , plerotactics ... 

and the sentential level" (ibid). As far as the Axioms are 

concerned, there clearly is a difference between sentences ("Axiom 

D: All semiotic systems contain sentences") and parasyntactic units 

("Axiom C: ... signa may have parasyntactic features"), but until 

the problem of parasyntactic features has been sorted out, it is 

difficult to tell exactly what form that difference takes in systems 

which have potentially both a sentential level and a parasyntax. 

All semiotic systems contain sentences, but this is quite a 

different thing from saying that all semiotic systems have a 

para-plerotactic subsystem. The former is true by definition, and 

the latter is a hypothesis which might easily be refuted. It is one 

of the aims of this thesis to determine exactly what the 

relationship between parasyntax and the sentential level should be, 

and to determine how the terms "parasyntax", "para-plerotactics", 

"the sentential level" and "sentential syntax" (Mulder 1975b, also 

in Mulder and Hervey 1980: 147) can best be employed. There is some 

evidence that the Sentential. Level is not a wholly systemological 

level and perhaps bridges the gap between Systemology, Ontology and 

Semantics. This too will be examined in later chapters. 

1 A. aystem QL conventigns = Communication 

Finally we should like to consider some of the assumptions 

about language and semiotic systems which parasyntax will 

incorporate. In particular we shall examine the notions implicit in 
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the definition of a semiotic system as a "SYSTEM OF CONVENTIONS FOR 

COMMUNICATION" as they are applied to features of intonation. 

Intonation in its undefined and vaguest sense is a wide- 

ranging phenomenon which has a variety of aspects, each presupposing 

a particular point of view and a particular function. Our first 

concern is to isolate the CONVENTIONAL FEATURES OF INTONATION FROM 

THE NON-CONVENTIONAL FEATURES. Non-conventional features include 

the idiosyncratic features of voice-quality which enable us to 

identify the speaker, the emotionally conditioned features which 

enable us to identify the mood of the speaker (nervous, tearful, 

etc) and any physiologically conditioned aspects which accompany the 

production of speech generally (including the blocked nose of a cold 

or the hoarseness of a sore throat). Martinet must surely be 

referring to non-conventional intonation features when he says, 

"intonation stands outside the field of linguistic arbitrariness: 

its rise corresponds to the gradual increase in the tension of the 

vocal chords which accompanies the beginning of all utterances; its 

fall anticipates the total relaxation which will coincide with the 

end of the communication process. " (Martinet 1957: 261 ) Any 

intonation features which are not natural or conditioned may be 

described as conventional. 

All conventional aspects of intonation fall within the scope of 

semiotics. The next question to consider is whether they are 

STRUCTURAL OR REALISATIONAL FEATURES. Realisational intonation 

features include, for instance, those grouping features which occur 

with the constituents of a syntagm and without which it is 
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iMPossible to realise the syntagm as a syntagm. Such features in 

isolation have no semantic import - indeed they often cannot be 

isolated from the syntagm - and thus are not grammatical features. 

They are important allomorphic features whose form is fully 

described in the cenology. Conventional intonation features may be 

grammatical, phonological, allomorphic or allophonic. Our main 

interest in parasyntax is with grammatical features, but allomorphic 

features are discussed in greater detail in 3.6. 

Intonation features which are not concomitant with other 

linguistic entities can be described as members of a SYSTEM OR A SET 

of intonation features. The distinction between systems and sets is 

between self-contained (def 1bl and Mulder forthcoming 50-51) sets 

and sets which are not necessarily self-contained. It was made "to 

avoid ruling out &- Driori the possibility of referring to any set of 

semiotic entities, self-contained or not" (ibid: 49). For instance, 

we may wish to describe features of connotative insinuation as 

conventional, a-systematic intonation features. 

Intonation systems in turn may be described as FULLY LINGUISTIC 

(parasyntactic), PARALINGUISTIC (an auxiliary system) OR FULLY 

EXTRALINGUISTIC (an independent system). We gave an example of a 

linguistic intonation above (1.2). Typical paralinguistic 

intonation systems include discourse systems which are outwith the 

scope of AF linguistics because they operate on sentences, rather 

than aspects of sentences. A fully extralinguistic system might be 

a musical tune which is realised simultaneously with a linguistic 

sentence, but is functionally independent. 
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The above outline is, in theory, quite logical and 

straightforward. The difficulty lies in the application. Where 

does one system stop and the next one start? There is a thin line 

between the physiologically conditioned (non-conventional) and the 

physiologically motivated (conventional) features, just as there is 

a thin line between the conventional expression of moods and 

emotions and the grammatical uses of intonation features such as 

making statements and asking questions. The distinction between 

linguistic and paralinguistic is also going to be a delicate one to 

draw. And what counts as COMMUNICATION? Does it include the 

expression of emotions, or is it merely the conveying of information 

messages? Can linguistics/semiotics deal with more than one type of 

communication? These and many other questions will all have to be 

faced if we are to execute the delicate operation of isolating 

parasyntactic features of intonation from the many other intonation 

features which may occur with them. The ability of Axiomatic 

Functionalism to deal with this will be a telling report on its 

validity as a linguistic approach. 

1.10 Semantics and Ontology 

In our specification of the parasyntactic subsystemv we are not 

immediately concerned with whether the entities we are describing 

correspond to signs or symbols or whether they have denotation or 

semantic import. These are matters for semantics, as is the exact 

nature of their semantic import or denotation. As long as we are 

satisfied that our entities have a relatively constant form and 

information-value, we can take for granted their ontological and 
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semantic status for the purposes of systemology. 

The same is not true, however, of all aspects of the discipline 

Parasyntax. We shall be interested to discover whether 

parasyntactic features correspond to signa, or not, and how the 

notion that sentences are vehicles for conveying messages whereas 

other signa merely have information value fits into the existing 

Axiomatic Semantics. 

We shall, however, begin with the systemological perspective 

and in particular with the relationship between syntax and 

parasyntax. From there we move to a more detailed study of 

Parasyntax and the Sentential Level where semantic and ontological 

issues are raised. The thesis concludes with a chapter on Discourse 

Analysis in order to clearly demarcate the Upper, as well as the 

Lower, ranges of the Scope of Parasyntax. 
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CHAPTER 2 

SYNTAX AND PARASYNTAX 

2.1 Introduction 

The aim of this chapter is to define the boundaries of syntax 

with particular reference to its upper limits which border on 

parasyntax. We shall start with a historical perspective (2.2) 

which shows how AF dif fers from Orthodox Functionalism in extending 

the scope of linguistics beyond that of syntax to include 

parasyntax, and which suggests how the concepts of parasyntax may 

have originated and developed. 

The next two sections (2-3,2.4) explain why syntax cannot cope 

with some aspects of language and begin to differentiate syntax from 

parasyntax. They are followed by two sections on the advantages for 

the systemology as a whole of recognising parasyntax as distinct 

from syntax. 

The second part of the chapter starts by an examination of 

various marginal syntactic entities (2-5) - grammatical entities 

which syntax cannot adequately describe and yet which in many 

respects resemble syntactic entities. These sections, unlike those 

referred to above, are concerned with entities of the base of 

parasyntactic units. From here it is a natural step to a closer 
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look at the relationship between syntax and parasyntax (2.6) which 

holds essentially via the interlock between syntactic entities and 

parasyntactic entities (2-7). A brief section (2-8) on some of the 

implications of the discussion for grammar as a whole bring the 

chapter to its end. The result is an ironing out of many 

inconsistencies and a paving of the way into the relatively 

uncharted areas of parasyntax. 

2.2 Some Historical Considerations 

In this section we will briefly review the historical 

development of the role of parasyntactic features of intonation in 

Axiomatic Functionalism in the light of other influential 

approaches. 

Although the 1968 model of Axiomatic Functionalism (Mulder 

1968) did not explicitly contain a parasyntactic subsystem of 

language, there were plenty of indications that such a level was 

conceived of. One of the main hindering blocks seems to have been 

political: - a reluctance to diverge too drastically from Martinet's 

"Orthodox" Functionalism and in particular from the belief that 

syntax is the ultimate level of grammar. Indeed, the following 

argument is exactly Martinet's dilemma between function and 

segmentation (Martinet 1964: 74-5)p between the obvious significance 

of intonation and the inability of his theory to describe it as a 

syntactic, and hence linguistic, phenomenon: 

The notions "tone", "accent" and "intonationnp no matter 
how important in fact, have a marginal status in the 
theory because they do not actually fit into the system of 
the double articulation. One may even say they do not 

- 
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have a status in the theory at all, because they are not 
selected by the theorems of scope. (Mulder 196 8: 10) 

On the nature of sentences, Mulder also follows the Orthodox 

Functionalist approach, initially: 

An independent syntagm together with its expansions, if 
any, is a sentence. (ibid: 81) 

Throughout Sets ADýL Relations (Mulder 1968), Mulder makes 

references to intonation without actually specifying what exactly he 

is referring to. Intonation is a syntactic model (ibid: 9), but two 

distinct intonations are referred to. This first type we may refer 

to as the Dutch intonation. 

In a complete and exhaustive desa 
a language, these intonational 
propos (after AW de Groot)] have 
may represent, as it were, 
intimately connected with and 
articulation [syntax]. (ibid: 95) 

ription of the syntax of 
features [of theme and 

to be considered. They 
an extra articulation, 
dominating the first 

These intonation features are not contours as much as 

contrasts. "The intonational nucleus of the theme has a higher, 

that of the propos a lower pitch, at least in Dutch" (ibid: 95) and 

the extra articulation is illustrated as follows: 

theme propos 

subject c-predicative subject predicative 
I 

object 

copula complement 

7 it E was I 

-- I 
Germany who I lost I the war 

- 
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The second type of intonation referred to specifically is the 

intonation whose form is an intonation contour and whose meaning 

varies according to the form. This we may ref er to as the French 

intonation. Such intonations have meanings and modify sentences; 

they are signes in the Saussurian sense (ibid: 94). Later, this idea 

is developed and such intonations are considered part of language, 

not because an auxiliary subsystem is envisaged which can describe 

gradient features which do not belong to the first articulation, but 

because such intonations are necessary for the description of 

sentences. "Intonation could be regarded as belonging to an 

auxiliary system, were it not that intonation is a necessary 

constituent of any sentence" (ibid: 211). ("Constituent" at this 

stage is not defined. ) On the next page the intonation square is 

introduced: 

emphatic 

suspensive 

I non-emphatic 

final 

Here the notion of sentence is developed as a 

"clause or nested group of clauses which has an intonation 

- 
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other than (non-emphatic, suspensive) or the 
neutralization type (non-emphatic), or an instance of such 
a clause or group of clauses plus one or more clauses with 
(non-emphatic, suspensive) or (non-emphatic) intonation 
which are attached to it, is conventionally called a 
"sentence". It is in fact Martinet's sentence, plus its 
intonation(s). The phonological form of an intonation is 
called an intonation contour. " (ibid: 213) 

Thus one of the most original breaks from Orthodox Functionalism 

began. 

Mulder gives credit for his inclusion of intonation within the 

description of the sentence to his Dutch predecessors: 

I believe the [distinction between syntactic entities and 
sentential entities] originated with AW de Groot ... 
some Dutch linguists, such aEM Uhlenbeck and AJBN 
Reichling were already in the early fifties aware of the 
fact that the notion sentence could not adequately be 
dealt with without taking "intonation" into consideration. 
(Mulder 1975b, also in Mulder and Hervey 1980: 150) 

Given the type of intonation these Dutch linguists were interested 

in, however, it seems more likely that the inclusion of intonations 

whose forms are intonation contours and which are now described as 

paratactic features was influenced by the Bloomfieldian notion of 

parataxis. Under parataxis, two syntactically unrelated entities 

can be grouped into one sentence, and sentences are marked by a 

final intonation feature ([. I, [&II[? ] or [! 1) (Bloomfield 

1935: 92). "It's ten o'clock, I have to go home. " (ibid: 185) can 

readily be described as a clause which has an intonation other than 

(non-emphatic, suspensive) or ... (non-emphatic) (ie "I have to go 

home. ") plus a clause with (non-emphatic, suspensive) (ie "It's ten 

o'clock, ), or as a sentence under the above definition, but it is 

difficult to see how it could be described in the Dutch linguists 

- 
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terms of theme and DroDos. 

Page 2-22 

In addition to the sentence-forming aspect of intonation and 

the significant (distinctive or oppositional) aspect of intonation, 

Mulder also brings in a contrastive aspect. This is presumably an 

offshoot of Martinet's distinction between distinctive function, 

contrastive function and expressive function (Martinet 1964: 72). 

For Martinet, a contrastive function is essentially a demarcative 

function. (He gives the example of Czech where the accent occurs on 

the first syllable of every word and thus has a contrastive, word- 

identifying function. ) For Mulder, however, contrastive features 

are, for example, features of intonation as implied by the Dutch 

theme-Dropos arrangement of sentences. In this way, by 1974 when 

the Postulates were first presented in their extended form (Mulder 

1974b), Mulder has fused the Dutch and the French influences into 

his own unique approach by describing the intonation contours as 

distinctive parasyntactic features and the theme-Droms features as 

contrastive features. 

While these historical features are interesting in their own 

right, and are useful in placing the relationship between syntax and 

parasyntax in the context of other linguistic theories, they form a 

mere background to this chapter. The present version will now be 

placed in a synchronic context, divorced from its historical and 

political origins and implications, and examined with a view to 

explaining, in logicalp synchronic terms, the role of parasyntax in 

relation to that of syntax. 

- 
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2.3 Syntax glad Parasyntactic Features 

When we sketched parasyntax as that subsystem of grammar where 

features are grafted onto bases, we did not mention that it was 

created partly out of necessity to accommodate relations and 

entities syntax could not adequately deal with. Before we turn to 

the marginal syntactic entitiesp we shall examine certain relations 

which, without parasyntax, would be a thorn in the side of syntax, 

and we shall see how they compare, functionally, with those 

intonation features which have the primary claim on the label 

"parasyntactic features". 

2.3.1 Permutation and Parasyntactic Features 

Morphology and syntax are mature, relatively well-developed 

subsystems of grammar concerned primarily with the structural rather 

than the realisational, aspects of grammatical entities. It is the 

task of morphology to list the monemes of the system and to specify 

which elements may combine to form simultaneous bundles (unordered 

complexes) of mnemes (Mulder 1975a: 6, also in Mulder and Hervey 

1980: 75). Syntax, in its turn, has, in its scope, the set of the 

pleremes of the system and a description of the distribution of 

entities (pleremes and syntagms) in positions of the relational 

structures. It thereby predicts the possible tactic complexes of 

the system (ibid: 79). Because of the impact of the Functional 

Principle, two or more monemes can only form a morphological complex 

if the relationship between them is a constructional one in the 

functional sense and not merely a juxtaposition of two monemes. In 

- 
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other words, the complex has to be "greater" than its parts. 

Similarly, a syntactic relation can only be said to hold between two 

syntactic entities if it is both a constructional relation and if it 

holds between two syntactic entities. Generally speaking, a 

constructional relation has a particular semantic import and is 

realised by particular phonological grouping features, whereas a 

juxtaposition has no semantic import and no realisation of groupment 

per se. 

Although morphological and syntactic entities are realised in a 

particular linear order, linear order is not a grammatical feature 

in its own right. It belongs to allomorphy. The morphological 

complex "boy + plural" in written English can only be realised with 

the plural moneme following "boy". Ie "boys" and not "sboy". 

Similarly, the syntagm "the boy" can only be realised with "boy" 

following the definite article: "the boy". LINEAR ORDER (and here 

we are using it as a technical term) is not always fixed ("slowly 

she walked down the road" or "she walked down the road slowly"), but 

it is always a matter of realisation rather than function. 

PERMUTATION, on the other hand, is a functional relation. As such 

it must be accounted for in the structural rather than the 

realisational part of grammar. A relation of permutation exists 

between two entities in a combination if it is possible for one to 

occupy the linear place of the other, and vice-versa, such that the 

resultant is a grammatically different combination from the 

original. (eg. "the boy likes the girl" and "the girl likes the 

boy") As such, relations of permutation are a particular kind of 

ordering relation. 

- 
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Some relations of permutation are adequately accounted for in 

syntax. For examplev the difference between "John hit Paul" and 

"Paul hit John" is described as an instance of diverse 

determination, whereas "ego filiam. amo" and "filiam ego amo" are 

described as instances of parallel determination. (For further 

clarification of these notions see Mulder 1977, also in Mulder and 

Hervey 1980: 152-160. ) The former is an instance of permutation; the 

latter of difference merely in linear order. 

DIVERSE DETERMINATION 

subject 

predicative 

object 

b) PARALLEL DETERMINATION 

subject 

predicative 

object 

In diverse determination there is a difference in semantic import 

between the relationships of each of the peripheral elements with 

the nucleus. The difference between "John hit Paul" and "Paul hit 

John" cannot be attributed to the constituents, so it must be 

attributed to a difference in the relationships between them or the 

correlates of these relations ie the positions they stand in. With 

parallel determination the difference lies in the peripheral 

elements themselves, each of which contracts the same type of 

functional relationship with the nucleus. Thus if two syntactic 

entities are both subordinated to the same nucleus, they must either 

stand in the same position (in which case they are members of the 

same distribution class and are in a relation of co-ordination or 

inter-ordination with one another) or they must stand in different 

positions in either a relation of diverse determination (in which 
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case they may belong to the same distribution class) or in a 

relation of parallel determination ( in which case they may not 

belong to the same distribution class). It may appear to be a 

circular procedure to establish positions with reference to 

distribution and distribution with reference to positionv but 

ultimately, of course, it is a matter of arriving at the best 

hypotheses - that is, the most consistent, adequate and simple 

hypotheses - and there is seldom room for alternative descriptions 

of equal merit. 

If one were to exhaust a syntactic description of a language 

such as English, one would still find oneself left with certain 

instances of permutation which cannot be accounted for in syntactic 

terms. For example, with "John can hit Paul" and "can John hit 

Paul". Here there is a functional, rather than a realisational 

opposition between the two which lies outwith the present scope of 

syntax. Each of the complex grammatical entities corresponds to the 

same Predicative Based Syntagm (PBS), viz: 

Figure 1 

John 

> (can -> hit) 

Paul 

In order to extend the scope of syntax to cover the above 

permutation between "John can" and "can John" , it would not be 

sufficient to reverse the order of the representation of the 

constituents to yield 
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Figure 2 

(can -> hit) 

John John 

or -> 

Paul Paul 

because these are equivalent to Figure 1 above. 

Page 2-27 

(hit <- can) 

Nor would it be 

sufficient to label the models or arrows differently: - 

Figure 

a) subject-auxiliary PBS 

John 

> (can -> hit) 

s-a 

Paul 

b) auxiliary-subject PBS 

John 

-> (can -> hit) 

a-s 

Pau 1 

because labels are mere descriptive tools which cannot change the 

nature of the structures they label. It is necessary to label an 

additional structural feature which we shall introduce to modify the 

existing PBS. This could be attempted in Syntax in the following 

ways: 

Figure 

a) s-a -> (John can hit Paul) b) s-a <-> (John can hit Paul) 

a-s -> (John can hit Paul) a-s <-> (John can hit Paul) 

In a) the grammatical features "s-a" and "a-s", for 

subject-auxiliary and auxiliary-subject word order respectively, are 
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subordinated to the syntagm "John can hit Paul"; in b) they are in 

a relation of interordination with the syntagm. Auxiliary verbs are 

those which occupy the Modal, Tense, Aspect, Modalitity and Copular 

positions of the Extended Predicative Syntagm. While either of 

these solutions might appear initially to be possible syntactic 

structures, when we examine the consequences of this solution, we 

find that they imply a host of contradictions. 

Firstly, the features "s-a" and "a-s" are not syntactic 

entities in that they are not "entities capable of standing in 

ordering relations with other entities or having an internal 

structure such that it is capable of containing as constituents 

entities capable of standing in ordering relations with other 

entities" (def 7b2). "S-a" and "a-s" commute with each other and 

each may contract a simultaneous relation with a PBS, but they are 

neither potential constituents nor capable of being analysed into 

constituents. 

Secondly, "s-a" and "a-s" are features, not entities. They are 

not elements like "John" and "Paul"y nor are they "discretel 

disjunct analytical properties of elements" (def 1c2); they are 

features which can be described as either (non-disjunct) analytical 

properties of "John can hit Paul" and "can John hit Paul" or 

relations between the subject "John" and the auxiliary verb "can". 

In neither case could they be described as entities. 

- 12 - 
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Finally, it is difficult to determine the exact nature of the 

relationship between the word order features and the PBS. There 

would certainly be a relationship of mutual occurrence dependency 

(def 12a) between a word order feature and a PBS with subject 

position and an auxiliary verb position filled, if both were 

syntactic entities. So, given a syntagm such as "he does smoke" or 

"they are fools" (but not "he smokes"), it is (provided that it is 

not in an embedded position - "she wants to know if he does smoke")X 

essential that it be realised with a word order feature. Similarly, 

the word order features "s-a" and "a-s" can only occur with syntagms 

which contain both a subject and an auxiliary, in other words with a 

particular type of PBS. This would-be occurrence interdependency 

between the word order features and PBS's with an EPS nucleus can be 

represented in symbols as [ab] (def 12a). 

In syntax this mutual occurrence dependency would imply that 

there was either a relation of interordination (a direct tactic 

relation of mutual functional dependency, def 11c) or a relation of 

subordination (a direct tactic asymmetrical relation of functional 

dependency, def 11a) between the potential constituents. The choice 

can be represented as in Figure 4 as either a) subordination or b) 

interordination. On the basis of the semantic import of these 

relations, we would argue that the relationship between word order 

and the relevant PBS was closer to subordination than to 

interordination. The semantic import of the feature modifies the 

denotation of the syntagmg rather than the denotation of the syntagm 

modifying the semantic import of the feature, showing that the two 

sides are not as equally weighted as one would expect them to be in 
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interordination. Similarly, interordination usually occurs between 

entities of the same syntactic type. This is certainly not the case 

here. 

What we now have is a grammatical feature which would contract 

a relationship of occurrence interdependency and subordination with 

a particular type of PBS were it not for the fact that the feature 

is neither an entity, nor does it have a syntagmatic aspect and 

therefore cannot be an immediate constituent of a syntagm. The 

solution is therefore either to extend the domain of syntax to 

include these grammatical determinants or to recognise a new level 

of grammar separate from syntax to accommodate grammatical features 

which modify syntagms but cannot be constituents of them. This 

second alternative has been adopted for the reasons of adequacy and 

simplicity outlined below; the additional level of grammar being, 

of course, parasyntax. Whichever solution were to be adopted, 

however, it is clear that a proposal to leave syntax as it is 

without recognising a specific level designed to account for these 

permutation features is one which results in inconsistencies. One 

cannot claim to account for all the functional features of language 

while at the same time including some permutation features (such as 

subject-object) and excluding others (such as subject-auxiliary). 

This would be both inconsistent and inadequate with respect to 

adequacy of detail. 

To conclude this section, we can summarise the different types 

of feature of linear order in grammar as follows: 

1. Allomorphic differences in linear order. These do not affect 
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the structures of 

realisational features. 

Page 2-31 

the grammatical units; they are purely 

In ALLOMORPHY the syntagm "I have never seen it so dirty" 

may be realised as "I have never seen it so dirty" or 

"never have I seen it so dirty". Or, the parasyntactic 

entity "then the invasion came" may be realised as "then 

the invasion came" or nthen came the invasion" 

(Fn. ) 

2. Functional differences in linear order. These differences may 

be demonstrated by permutation and must be accounted for by the 

grammatical structures. 

In SYNTAX we have "John can hit Paul" vs "Paul can hit 

John". This difference is accounted for in syntax via the 

diverse determination model. 

In PARASYNTAX we have "he has never touched the plug" vs 

"has he never touched the plug", and "where are you going" 

vs "where you are going". 

These last two differences are accounted for in parasyntax as 

instances of different parasyntactic features which may combine with 

a particular type of syntagm. We shall call these parasyntactic 

features of permutation INVERSION FEATURES. Evidence of a potential 

permutation is therefore a necessary, but not a sufficient, 

condition for the existence of inversion and features of inversion. 
Fn. All examples from the data of Appendix B are referred to by a 
Roman Numeral (I-IV) which refers to the item and an Arabic Numeral 
which refers to the line as transcribed in the Appendix. 
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We will now sum up this section with the following definitions: 

def 4c "linear order in grammar" for "the order of grammatical 
entities in an utterance" 

def 7a4 "permutation in grammar" for "alternation between two 
semiotic entities in an utterance such that each occupies 
the place of the other and the resultant is a different 
grammatical entity" 

def 18c "inversion features in grammar" for "parasyntactic 
features of permutation" 

2.3.2 Intonation AIII Parasyntactic Fegtures 

Intonation will be discussed more fully in later chapters; 

here it is suf f icient to point out that there is in English a 

functional system of intonation which comprises at least the 

opposition between a question (rising intonation) and a statement 

(falling intonation) such that one and the same syntagm (eg "you 

want to go home") may combine with either a rising or a falling 

intonation; the resulting complexes are two systemologically and 

semantically different signa. Before we consider how and where 

these differences should be treated, let us look at the relationship 

between the intonations and the syntagm. 

The situation here is very similar to that of inversion, or the 

permutation of subject and auxiliary verb: The intonation is, 

firstly, not an entity, for it is neither an element, nor a 

discrete, disjunct analytical property of an element. Secondly, it 

is not syntactic, for it is not capable of standing in ordering 

relations with other entities or of having an internal structure 

such that it is capable of containing - as constituents - entities 

capable of standing in ordering relations with other entities. In 
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other words, intonation could not be a syntactic entity and enter 

into syntactic relations with the syntagm it accompanies. As far as 

semantic import is concerned, the semantic import of the intonation 

features seems to modify the denotation of the syntagm in a way 

similar to that of adjuncts: 

Figure 

you want to go home <- now 

you want to. go home <- ? 

I am not suggesting that "now" commutes with "? "; merely that they 

both modify the syntagm in a similar way as peripheral elements in 

relation to a nuclear syntagm. Syntagms cannot be realised in a 

sentence without the presence of some kind of an intonation and to 

this extent are "occurrence dependent" on them. It is also the case 

that a fully conventional intonation feature cannot be realised in a 

sentence without the presence of a base onto which it could be 

grafted. In other words there is a potential relation of mutual 

occurrence dependency between a base and an intonation. 

The next question to ask, having recognised the above potential 

system of intonation and examined its relationship with syntax, is 

where can we accommodate such a system. There are three possible 

solutions: either we argue that this intonation system is outside 

the scope of grammar and hence of linguistics in general, or we 

extend the scope of linguistics to include this intonation system as 

part of syntax, or we extend the scope of linguistics to include it 

as part of a separate subsystem. The first alternative of setting 
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up a separate semiotic system which functions as a paralinguist. 4ic or 

auxiliary system (Gardner 1982; Chapter Five) is the one Martinet 

would plumb for. The second alternative of extending the scope of 

syntax is a compromise position which is hinted at in Mulder 1968: 9. 

And the third alternative of introducing a new level of grammar 

which could accommodate such an intonation system is that which the 

newer AF models embody. The second alternative is obviously 

inferior because of the fundamental differences in both form and 

function between syntactic entities and intonation. Precisely why 

it is inferior will be discussed more fully in the section on the 

place of intonation in Axiomatic Functionalism (see section 3.7). 

The choice is really between intonation as an auxiliary 

paralinguistic subsystem and intonation as a parasyntactic subsystem 

of language. 

Let us compare intonation and features of inversion. Despite 

their differences in realisation form, as functional features they 

are very similar in the following ways: Firstly, both sets of 

features are potential grammatical features which fall outside the 

present scope of syntax. Secondly, they would enter into a 

relationship of mutual occurrence dependency with certain syntagms, 

were they syntactic entities. Thirdly, they would enter into a 

relationship of subordination with certain syntagms were they 

syntactic entities. Further evidence for this last point rests in 

the fact that their semantic import modifies the denotations of the 

syntagms they accompany. In recognition of this fundamental 

functional (as opposed to realisational) similarity, it makes sense 

to describe the above features of intonation and inversion as 
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ontologically the same type of feature, namely parasyntactic 

features. Inversion cannot be treated as extra-linguistic, though 

intonation could be; intonation cannot be treated as syntactic, 

though inversion perhaps could be. (eg Martinet treats intonation 

as extralinguistic and inversion as syntactic. ) And both inversion 

and intonation concern features that are non-discrete properties. 

Parasyntax is the discipline which deals with the combination of 

syntagms with such grammatical features such as permutation of the 

subject-auxiliary kind and intonation of the question vs statement 

kind. These grammatical features shall henceforth be called 

parasyntactic features. 

2.4 Reasons oL Simplicill 

Although reasons of simplicity and elegance alone would not 

bring sufficient weight to the argument for a level of grammar above 

syntax, they do add weight to the above reasons of consistency and 

adequacy. We shall now discuss brief ly two ways in which the 

introduction of a level of grammar above syntax makes the overall 

systemology, and hence the overall theory, more simple and elegant. 

The first looks at the structural aspect of systemology; the second 

at the realisational aspect. 

2.4.1 
-P-arallel 

with Cenoloav 

First, there is the fundamental symmetry which is built into 

the systemology. This can be sub-divided initially into two parts: 

Cenology and Grammar. Further sub-divisions yield the following: - 
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Cenematics which is the counterpart of morphology in Cenology and 

deals with unordered complexes; Cenotactics which is th e 

counterpart of Syntax in Cenology and deals with tactic relations; 

and Para-cenotactics - that sub-discipline of Cenology which 

analyses the output of Cenology into bases which correspond to 

cenotactic entities, and para-cenotactic features which correspond 

to suprasegmental features such as tones. The inclusion of a 

sub-discipline of Parasyntax into Grammar results in the following 

elegant, symmetrical scheme: - 

Figure 6 

Systemology 

ý-ýýGrammar 

Cenofogy 

Cenematics Cenotactics Para- Morphology Syntax Para- 

cenotactics syntax 

This scheme has been explained in greater detail elsewhere 

(Mulder 1975a, 1975b, also in Mulder and Hervey 1980: 73-87,145-151 

respectively) so we shall not go into it further here. We should 

however point out that although there is a parallel to be drawn 

between Cenology and Grammar, the two are not, indeed cannot be, 

symmetrical in all respects. The differences between parasyntax and 

para-cenotactics are many, as will become apparent, but they should 

not be allowed to mar th e fundamental simil arity of a 

para-cenotactic unit whose parts correspond (in the case of Chinese 

for example) to a phonotagm and a tone, and a parasyntactic unit 
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whose parts correspond to a syntagm and an intonation. In other 

words, the para-tactic subdisciplines have included in their domain 

the grafting of distinctive supra-segmental features onto tactic 

bases. This is their purport, or what makes them distinct, as 

subsystems, from the matic and tactic subsystems. 

2.4.2 Realisational AsDec s 

The second point I would like to raise under the simplicity 

criterion concerns the realisational aspect. A morph or allomorph 

of a signum is a cenological form bearing (and in its capacity of 

bearing) the distinctive function of that signum. Thus an allomorph 

of the signum "indef inite article" in spoken English is 

/a/Rd"indefinite article" and an allomorph of the signum "to be <. 

a fool" is /iz r fRul/R"to be a fool". It is part of the remit of 

allomorphy to specify under what conditions a particular allomorph 

will occur. Thus we can say that when the signum "indefinite 

article" is combined with a signum whose form begins with a vowel 

phoneme (eg "arm"), it is realised "/rn/n and precedes the 

realisation of the other signum ("/rn arm/"). Similarly, if the 

above copulative predicative occurs with a third person singular 

subject (eg "he"), then it is realised "/iz r fRul/ff, but the linear 

order of the parts with respect to "he" is not specified. It is the 

linear order of the elements of the utterance which enables us to 

state whether the base "he is a fool" is combined with a 

parasyntactic feature of "a-s" or "s-a" word order, ie whether we 

have ff/hRi iz r fRul/" or "/iz hRi r fRul/n. Without the 

parasyntactic level, we would be in the situation of saying that "he 
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is a fool" and "is he a fool" are allomorphs in the same way that "I 

saw him yesterday" and "yesterday I saw him" are allomorphs. As we 

have seen above, this would be a consistent but inadequate position 

to maintain, given the present scope of syntax. 

Although it would be possible to exclude parasyntactic features 

from syntax, it is not possible to exclude supra-segmental features 

from the forms of allomorphs of syntactic entities. Take, for 

example, utterances of "a blackbird" and "a black bird". It is not 

sufficient to argue that there is a logical distinction to be made 

here, one must also demonstrate that this distinction is in fact 

made by the English language. On a structural level this can be 

done by demonstrating that they have a different systemic identity2 

but this has to be accompanied by establishing that they are 

distinct signa. Because of their formal similarity and the overlap 

in the classes of denotables to which they correspond (as instanced 

by any black blackbird), we must establish a difference in 

grammatical structure of we wish to maintain that they are different 

signa. In some cases of structural ambiguity, such as "flying 

planes can be dangerous", it is not always possible to identify 

which structure is being uttered. Such cases are said to be 

indeterminate. This is however rarely the case with "blackbird" and 

there are certain supra- segmental features which allow us to 

recognise whether a communicative act is referring to "a black bird" 

or "a blackbird". The latter is said with a single word accent on 

"blackbird", whereas the former is said with an accent on both 

"black" and "bird". These features of accent may not be functional 

in the sense of being separately relevant to the purport of the 
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whole, but they are certainly relevant features. They are the 

features which reveal the underlying syntactic structure (or absence 

of syntactic structure) of the syntactic entity in question. They 

do not, on their own, constitute the difference between the two 

signa , that is done primarily by the difference in syntactic 

structures, but they do reveal which structure is being realised at 

any particular time. They are the clues on the utterance level to 

the fact that in one case we have one simple linguistic sign 

"blackbird", whereas in the other case we have part of a nominal 

syntagm "black bird". Features of accent do not only work on the 

simple vs complex level; they can also serve to identify the 

syntactic structure of utterances such as "she slipped and fell 

under the bridge" or "I didn't come here for medical reasons" or 

"I'd like some fish cakes and tea please". Features of accent group 

phonological forms and thus help us to identify the syntactic 

structures involved. An accent on "slipped", rather than on both 

"slipped" and on "fell", gives us "(she slipped) <. (and fell under 

the bridge)", rather than "(she slipped and fell) <-.. (under the 

bridge)". Obviously features of accent are not the only clues to 

the syntactic structures, features of rhythm and intonation can also 

help us to identify a syntagm; nor are these supra-segmental 

features always unambigously present, but where they are present, 

they have a communicative role to play. 

In all cases, suprasegmental features of accent, rhythm and 

intonation, together with features of linear order, are the 

realisational correlates of grammatical relations. Without any 

realisational grouping features, we would not be able to claim the 
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existence of grammatical relations in the first place. The grouping 

features are the essential difference between the juxtaposition of 

simple signa, and a complex signum. We shall now demonstrate this 

with reference to more intonational than accentual features. 

We have identified some grouping features which are the forms 

of syntactic relations. Thus if a syntagm is realised as more than 

one breath group, there will be some kind of grouping intonation 

between the breath groups. These will usually be suspensive clause 

intonations ([, ]) on all but the final breath group or clause. 

eg a) I have two cats, a dog, and a chicken. 

b) When we were young, we went to the seaside. 

Grouping intonations are an essential part of the realisation of the 

syntagms; they are necessary, but not sufficient conditions of the 

existence of syntactic relations. The grouping intonations tell us 

where the syntagms are and the syntagms tell us where the grouping 

intonation features go. They are in a many to many relationship of 

implication; one grouping feature may be the realisational 

correlate of several syntactic relations. 

eg b) When we were young, we went to the seaside. 

and c) Either you come here, or I'll go there. 

and one syntagm may be realised with several different grouping 

patterns 
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eg d) This morning, I got up bright and early. 

and e) I got up bright and early, this morning. 

Page 2-41 

In each of the above examples, the syntactic relations and the 

intonation features reinforce each other; both are obviously 

present and both contribute to the unity of the utterance. We shall 

now consider some less clear cases: 

First of all, if there is no grouping intonation, then there is 

not one syntagm but two or more, for example: 

f) When we were young. We went to the sea. 

g) (The above could be an answer to "When did you go swimming? " 

h) This morning. I got up bright and early. 

i) (h) could be a reply to "When did you last see the milkman? " 

Secondly, if there are no obvious syntactic connectors such as 

"and", llor"y "because" etc, then there must be an obvious grouping 

feature. 

John bought a horse, Peter sold it again. 

From the point of view of discourse analysis the second clause 

contracts a cohesive relation (5.4) with the first if nit" and "a 

horse" are interpreted as co-referential. Intonationally they are 

grouped together, but syntactically they are unrelated. 
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The important difference between this example and the others is 

that here we have a potential cline from one sentence utterance to 

two and the difference makes little or no difference to the message 

conveyed. 

John bought a horse, Peter sold it again. 

k) John bought a horse. Peter sold it again. 

We are not forced to choose between two alternatives in terms of the 

message. If I answered d) instead of h), the question would not 

have been properly answered; but if I said j) or k), the difference 

in the message would not be one of content, but one of style (in 

both cases "it" could refer to the horse or not, although it is more 

likely to in 

What we have to consider then in the light of the above is 

whether j) should be treated as one syntagm or two, bearing in mind 

the corollaries for the examples quoted earlier. 

There is no justification for treating j) as one syntagm since 

there is no functional to connect the parts and, more importantly, 

there is no semantic import to attribute to a relation between the 

parts. ie this is not like d) where "this morning" and "bright and 

early" modify the nucleus "I got up"; they tell us when and how the 

action was performed. Any attempt to argue for syntagmatic 

substitution and co-reference of "a horse" and "it" in j) but not in 

k) or vice-versa can be refuted given a complex enough context. The 

co-referentiality of "a horse" and "it" might be assumed in both 

and k) or neither j) or k). 
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So is j) one sentence or two? Intonationally speaking it is; 

syntactically speaking it is not. It seems, then, that groupment in 

syntax is quite different from groupment in parasyntaxg despite the 

fact that both are realised by suprasegmental features of 

"intonation". 

This brings us on to another important point about the 

realisational aspect of signa: it is not only in cases where there 

is potential ambiguity or indeterminacy that we need to identify the 

realisational clues about the underlying structures involved we 

should give the necessary information for the realisation of the 

structure for all signa. Thus, the phonological form of "jackdaw" 

as well as of "blackbird" must contain an indication of the place 

and number of accents necessary for an adequate realisation of the 

signum. It is the same word accent which occurs with "blackbird" 

that occurs with "jackdaw". Without such grouping features we would 

not be able to properly identify the signum at all. Just how word 

accent is described in the phonotactics and allophony will be dealt 

with in Chapter Three. There we also see how phrases are grouped 

under phrase accents, clauses under clause accents and so on. Such 

groupings of linguistic units is the key to the systemology. In 

grammar we study different groupings of grammatical entities, in 

phonology we study different groupings of phonological entities and 

in allomorphy and allophony we study how these are correlated with 

each other and with their phonetic realisations. These grouping 

features have been referred to as contrastive para-tactic features 

(def 17a, 18a); these are also discussed in Chapter Three. Our 

point here is that, since we have to describe some suprasegmental 
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features for an adequate description of the sntax of English, we may 

as well describe those involved in parasyntax as well. 

2.5 Maminal-Svntactic Entities 

Our discussion of syntax and parasyntax so far has centred on 

the description of parasyntactic features as essential parts of 

parasyntactic units. We now turn to the nature of the base of 

parasyntactic units in order to examine the extent to which the base 

corresponds to syntactic entities. In the following sections on 

Apposition, Ellipsis and Quasi-syntactic Entities, we compare and 

contrast parasyntactic entities of the base with syntactic entities. 

2.5.1 ADDosition sgllLL Quasi-synt&gms 

def 11d "A relation of apposition" or "quasi-syntactic 

relation" for "direct, non-constructional - and therefore 

non-grammatical - relation between, qua tactic function, 

equivalent immediate constituents of a chain" 

By labelling the relation "quasi-syntactic", we are saying it is not 

syntactic at all. It is like a syntactic relation and has a bearing 

on syntax in that it holds between entities which are equivalent 

from a syntactic point of view, but it does not relate the parts of 

a well-formed, self-contained syntagm. Let us consider the paradigm 

example given in the Postulates: "John, the fool, stayed behind". 

This can be represented on the level of syntax as 
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Figure 

(John - the fool) SUBJECT 

PREDICATIVE stayed 

behind COMPLEMEMT 

Page 2-45 

where "John" and "the fool" are in a relation of apposition with one 

another, competing for subject position. Either one, separately, 

could occupy the subject position and form a syntagm ("John stayed 

behind", "the fool stayed behind"), but together they do not form a 

nominal syntagm. Despite this, there is a direct relation between 

the apposites. This direct relation has the semantic import of 

"co-reference"; "John" and "the fool" both refer separately to the 

same denotable. Clearly there is some discrepancy here, since a 

direct relation is by definition "a relation between constituents 

that is not a relation via other constituents" (def 

constructional relations are "relations between immediate 

constituents" (def 7f) and constituents are "entities of the same 

kind in self- contained combinations" (def 7fl). Apposition cannot 

be both a direct relation and a non-constructional relation. If 

apposition is a direct relation, then it is a relation between 

constituents, and the apposites are in a self-contained combination. 

Qua tactic function they are constituents of a chain (here: syntagm), 

therefore they are syntactic entities in a self-contained syntactic 

combination. This is not consistent with their being in a 

non-syntactic relation. 
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If apposition is a non-constructional relation, then it is not 

a relation between immediate constituents. It is a direct relationv 

and therefore a relation between constituents in a self-contained 

combination. Not all direct relations are constructional, but all 

direct relations between constituents of a syntagm are grammatical 

relations and well documented (Mulder 1975a). Apposition cannot be 

non-constructional, direct and non-grammatical. 

In other words, if "John, the fool, stayed behind" is a 

self-contained combination, "John" and "the fool" are syntactic 

entities, and since there is a direct relation between "John" and 

'"the fool", there is a constructional relation between "John" and 

"the fool". This is because a direct relation is a relation between 

entities of the same kind in a self-contained combination. 

There are many possible solutions to this paradox, but we have 

forwarded the one which we believe to be the simplest: the direct 

relation is a grammatical relation, it has semantic import and is 

therefore different from mere juxtaposition, but it is a grammatical 

relation on a different level. Its exact nature will be described 

in parasyntax where all groupment "above" syntactic groupment is 

described (see in particular 3.4.4 on apposition). An alternative 

to definition 11d which does not result in such inconsistencies is: 

def 11d "relation of apposition" for "direct non-syntactic 

relation between qua tactic function equivalent immediate 

constituents of a chain" 

The relationship clearly is grammatical, even though it is not 
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constructional in syntax. In addition to this revised definition, 

we may introduce the notion "quasi-syntagm" as a syntactic entity 

which satisfies the definition of "syntagm" (1) as a "self-contained 

bundle of positions in grammar", but not "syntagm" (2) as "an 

instance of a self-contained bundle of positions in grammar" (def 

9b). In other words, where we have apposition, we have a 

quasi-syntagm which is a self-contained bundle of positions in 

grammar (syntagm (1)) which is realised with more than one entity in 

at least one position. Where more than one entity occupies a 

syntactic position and such entities are not in a syntactic 

relation, these entities are said to be in apposition. 

def lldl "quasi-syntagmn for "syntactic entity in which at 

least one position is filled by entities in apposition" 

It has become apparent that the notion "apposition" is an 

ontological hybrid; it refers both to syntax and to parasyntax, 

falling somewhere between the two. Theoretically speaking, it is a 

redundant notion, but it is descriptively a useful one in that 

apposition is a regular phenomenon in natural languages and thus it 

facilitates the syntactic description of such languages. We now 

turn to a fuller description of apposition in English. 

Apposition is often realised in written English by commas, and 

in spoken English by clauses. It can be opposed to a corresponding 

syntactic relation which is not marked by such features. In this 

way, apposition is logically quite distinct from a constructional 

relation in syntax. A similar unit to 'John - the foolt is the 
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syntagm "John the fool" (of "John the Baptist", "Elizabeth II", 

etc). Although these names belong to a system of labelling which is 

best described as a paralinguistic system with respect to English 

(Chapter Five), we can recognise that this is a complex ordered 

system (Paul John III *- John Paul II) and that there is a 

constructional relationship between the parts. Thus, "the fool" 

modifies "John" in a wholly syntactic manner: - 

Figure 

John <- the fool 

This type of relationship is sometimes called 'close apposition' 

(Bloomfield 1935: 186) to distinguish it from our first example which 

is called "loose appositionn. 

As suggested by the paradigm example, apposition typically 

occurs between a proper name and a nominal syntagm. The following 

examples from the data bear out the regularity of this relation: 

1. [on the line calling us is] tam dalyell -- the labour mp 

for lothian (IV. 94) 

2. john nott -- our defence secretary (IV-371-2) 

alexander haig -- the secretary of state (111.81-2) 

malcolm rifkind -- the newly appointed under secretary of 

state in the foreign office (111-31-2) 
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sir nicholas henderson -- our ambassador in washington 

(IV - 140) 

In each of these examples the conditions for apposition are 

me t: 

a) the apposites are in a non-syntactic relation (together they 

do not form a syntagm or part of a syntagm) 

b) the apposites are in a direct relation (the relationship 

between them is not via another entity) 

c) the apposites each, separately, contract equivalent 

syntactic relations with the immediate constituents of the chain 

(each is separately an expansion, though they may be in a bound 

position) 

The following are useful rules of thumb for checking 

apposition: 

a) their order is not significant 

b) they are co-referential 

c) each of them, separately, could form a syntagm with the rest 

of the chain. 

Although the above examples are the most typical, there is no 

reason to suppose the proper name always occurs first (6 and 7), or 

even that there must be a proper name (8,9 and 10): 
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6. the soviet communist newspaper -- pravda (11-32-3) 3 

the labour mp for ayrshire south -- mr george foulkes 

(111-39-40) 

[they are conscripts] -- people who have been forced to 

join the armed forces (IV-72-3) 

[whether they are] in falkland island waters -- in british 

waters (IV. 64) 

10. the royal navy and army and marine personnel that are 

going to the falklands -- they [are a professional force] (IV. 66-68) 

Here too we find all the conditions of apposition met, and it 

becomes clear that co-reference is very much a matter of an 

utterance in context and is something which cannot be tested against 

purely linguistic information. 

There is a third possible realisation of the string of pleremes 

"John the fool stayed behind" and that is one which would be 

synonymous with "John stayed behind / the fool" where nthe fool" is 

realised as a speaker's comment on John's action. In other words, 

there is a direct relation between "John stayed behind" and "the 

fool". This type of direct non-syntactic relation is also described 

in parasyntax. 

Our definition of apposition is reminiscent of, but by no means 

identical with, the traditional notion of apposition and the ways 

this term has been used in the literature. 
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In order to clarify the AF notion apposition, and to underline 

that it is a definition to be rigorously applied, we shall now 

describe some examples which other linguists have considered in 

their treatment of apposition. 

'We have already claimed that some instances of close 

apposition, that is apposition which is not realised by a pitch 

pause, can be described as a syntactic relation. A closer look at 

some of these suggests the following syntactic structure for these 

names: - 

Figure 

[Pre-title 

(1st name <- 2nd name etc) -> Family Name 

[Post-title]] 

1. [Jack] -> [Nicklaus] 

2. [Mrl -> ([John] -> King) 

[Sir] -> (Kenneth <- [Dover]) 

[Queen] -> Elizabeth <ý [II] 

[Miss] -.. > ([Anne] .> [Lawson]) 

[Robert <- [Louis]] -> Stephenson 

The facts that the rather rigid conventions are not always 

adhered to, that the system of addressing is somewhat different from 

the system of referring, and that the British system is being 

influenced by the American system suggest that we would do well to 

stop here before going into a long description of all the possible 
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occurrences of these phenomena. We have sufficiently demonstrated 

our point that close apposition is a syntactic matter and that this 

type of nominal syntagm is quite different from the nominal syntagms 

of English described to date. Let us now consider similar examples 

which, we hypothesise, are fully part of the set of nominal syntagms 

of English. 

the word love 

the number six 

the letter p 

the poet Burns 

my brother Charles 

It seems reasonable to suggest that these, like 'John the fool' may 

be realised as either a syntagm or apposition. Where there is 

apposition, the apposites will be clearly demarcated by commas or 

separate clauses. For the syntagms we propose the following 

description: 

Figure 10 

[ article I 

[numeral] 

[adjectival] > (nominal -> nominal) 

[supplement] 
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Consider now the following: - 

Elizabeth, Queen of England 

Burns,, the poet 

my brother, Charles 

Bill and Ben, the flowerpot men 

a John Smith, one of our Canadian visitors 

Page 2-53 

In isolation none of these can be considered as apposition, there 

being no way of demonstrating equivalence qua tactic function. In a 

chain, each of them may correspond to apposition with the probable 

exception of "Elizabeth, Queen of England". We cannot think of a 

context where "Queen of England" and "Elizabeth" could contract 

equivalent syntactic relations with other members of a chain. In 

this respect it is a relation similar to that between "Andy" and 

"scoundrel that he is" in "Andy, scoundrel that he is, has actually 

done me a good turn. " Similarly with "we English" or "you ladies", 

we may propose the following syntactic description, but cannot 

envisage these being treated as apposition 

nominal -> personal pronoun 

(Notice this is different from Postall and Burton-Roberts 

treatment which is based on semantic rather than syntactic criteria; 

they see the pronoun as a 'personalised modifierl- Postall 1966; 

Burton-Roberts 1975) 
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Where co-reference is taken as the main criterion for 

apposition, examples such as "Elizabeth, Queen of England" "Andy, 

scoundrel that he is" and "we English" would be treated as 

apposition. The same would apply to the following: 

rissa tridactyla, or the kittywake 

Sir Winston, or Mr Churchill as he then was 

These examples are from Matthews 1981: 225 and as he points out, this 

use of "or" is quite different from its syntactic use as in "tea or 

coffee" and should be described in different terms. In AF terms 

these would be clear-cut cases of a parasyntactic relation, no 

different in grammatical type from examples such as 

Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh 

or Brown, never at a loss for an answer 

This last example is given by Jespersen 1969: 14 as an example of one 

type of apposition. AF's definition of apposition is first and 

foremost a syntactic definition. It therefore does not allow 

everything which resembles co-reference to be included and yet it 

captures the ambivalence of apposition - by defining it as a 

non-syntactic relation which nevertheless occurs only in a syntactic 

position - and in this way dispels the need for flexibility and 

vacillation which others seem to have needed to describe apposit6. ion 

(Matthews 1981: Chapter 10). For AF there may be indeterminacy on 

the level of the protocols, but not in the grammatical description. 

This demonstrates one of the advantages of an axiomatic deductive 
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approach. 

Indeterminacy on the protocol level might arise as a 

consequence of the gradient nature of intonation. The difference 

between "John - the fool" (apposition) and "John -- the fool" 

(syntagm); or between "John -- the fool" and "John / the fool" 

(syntactic juxtaposition) can be minimal, or even non-existent. 

Protocolisation of the speech events with sophisticated equipment 

such as a pitch meter might enable one to arrive at a workable 

hypothesis for differentiating protocols, but in principle the fact 

remains that a protocol may be indeterminate between two of the 

above. This is quite a common occurrence, particularly where 

differences rest on intonation as with the difference between one 

sentence and two (Chapter Four) or the difference between 

restrictive and non-restrictive relative clauses. 

Consider the following pairs of examples: 

Ia Children who are nokafraid of water learn to swim quickly 

Ib Children, who are not afraid of water, learn to swim quickly. 

IIa The news that Thatcher had been re-elected came as a shock. 

IIb The news, that Thatcher had been re-elected, came as a shock. 

In each case (a) is a syntagm and (b) is not. (b) contains examples 

of non-restrictive relative clauses or non-restrictive appositive 

clauses (Leech and Svartvik 1975: 270). The first type (I) does not 

allow the possibility of apposition (the relative clause could not 

form a syntagm with the rest of the chain), but the second type (II) 

does. Here too we have a potential indeterminacy between an 
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instance of apposition and an instance of a syntactic relation of 

subordination. 

To conclude this section, I would like to quote some of 

Burton-Roberts' and Jespersen's examples of apposition and to 

describe them brief ly in AF terms: 

39 Manchester United, the champions, play today. 

43 You won't be alone, that's to say, there'll be others to 

help you. 

44 He ran - absolutely raced - up the hill. 

45 They sent him to Coventry, refused to speak to him. 

46 Under normal, peacetime conditions. 

47 They met here, in London. 

(Burton-Roberts 1975; 4069410) 

39,44,46 and 47 are all apposition. In each case they are 

opposed to similar syntagms. 43 is not apposition, nor is 45 which 

might also be treated as ellipsis, but this would be less likely. 

1 the word [love] 

21 like my tea [very hot] 
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You [Germans] admire Hitler, we [English] do not. 

No money [of mine] 

(Jespersen 1969: 13-14) 

Page 2-57 

Here the entities in square brackets are appositives. For AF 1 

could be apposition or a syntagm, 2 is a syntagm, 3 is a syntagm and 

is a syntagm. 

Through this brief examination of apposition, we have 

demonstrated that a linguistics which did not describe anything 

greater than a syntagm would be forced to ignore much of the English 

language. Apposition is in a sense the bridge between syntax and 

the domain of parasyntax. To disregard apposition is to disregard 

many syntactic relations (those between entities in apposition and 

the rest of the chain); to include apposition is to recognise 

parasyntactic relations as grammatical relations. A linguist has no 

real choice. He has to go beyond syntax and syntactic relations if 

he hopes for an adequate description of languages such as English. 

Although this is recognised in the Postulates in Axioms C and D; 

Axiom B has, to a certain extent, lagged behind. In particularp the 

suggestion that apposition is neither a grammatical relation, nor a 

constructional relation is an anachronism. There are constructional 

relations between entities in parasyntax, but these are different in 

kind from constructional relations between syntactic entities as we 

shall see in Chapter Three. 
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2.5.2 ElliD_s_is = Incomplete SyntaRms 

Ellipsis (Fn) , 

like apposition, is a grammatical notion which has implications for 

both syntax and parasyntax. It is defined in the Postulates as 

"realisation of a syntagm, such that one or more of its constituents 

are not realised at utterance level" (def 21). The explanation 

following the definition gives us three "necessary conditions for 

recognising true ellipsis" (with the proviso that they are mere 

rules of thumb): 

a) the message should not be affected if the missing elements 

were re-included 

b) without the missing elements it is not a well-formed syntagm 

c) the missing elements should be unequivocally recoverable 

In other words, it should be obvious from an elliptical 

utterance which syntagm is being partly realised. The example given 

is the utterance "John hit, and Peter pushed him". This corresponds 

to the syntagm 

Figure 11 

John 

h) 

( Peter 

and 4- pushe 

[him] ism 

Footnote: Mulder (lecturesl forthcoming) has replaced the term 
"ellipsis" with "conflation", but the notion remains the same. 
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where the box indicates the suppressed part in the realisation. 

elliptical utterances are a regular feature of standard English 

and in no way to be excluded from a description of English with any 

kind of prescriptive caveat. There does seem to be degrees of 

ellipsis, however, as we can see from the following examples of 

potentially elliptical utterances and the syntagms, they may 

correspond to: 

a) Subject deletion (Little 1978) 

"been here long" for "[you] SUBJ. [have] TENSE be here long" 

[he] [has] 

[she] 

etc 

ii) "never heard of it" for "[I] SUBJ [have] TENSE never heard of it" 

[you] 

[she] [has] 

etc 

iii) "looks like rain" for "[it] SUBJ looks like rain" 

[that picture] 

etc 

iv) ngo home" for "[she told me to] go home" 

"[You] go home" 

"(I want to] go home" 

e te 
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Object deletion 

Page 2-60 

"John hit and Peter pushed him" for "John hit [him] and Peter pushed him" 

[me] 

[the target] 

etc 

c) Article deletion 

i) "lovely day" for "[what a] lovely day" 

[a] 

"strange person" for "[what a] strange person" 

[a) 

d) predicative deletion 

i) "the girls were fairies and the boys pixies" for "the girls 

were fairies and the boys [were] pixies" 

ii) "I will" for "I will (E)P(S)" 

iii) "could I" for "I could (E)P(S)" 

e) PBS deletion 

i) "she what" for "what [did] she [do]" 

[does I 

"she never" for "she never [did that]" 

[climbed Mount Everest] 

e te 
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In order for a missing element to be recoverable, it is 

essential that the elliptical utterance be recognisable as an 

instance of a particular syntagm. In other wordsv the syntactic 

relations will be realised in the accent pattern of the utterance. 

An alternative stress pattern might group the same string of 

pleremes in such a way that they are a full, rather than an 

elliptical realisation of a syntagm. (For example, if "hit" were to 

be used as a synonym of "scored" in bi). ) Such problems are, 

however, matters for the description. We do have instances of 

elliptical utterances where the missing elements are unequivocally 

recoverable, linguistically speaking, and these can be described as 

corresponding to complete syntagms, where appropriate. If we 

compare, for example, di) and dii), we realise that the missing 

elements are not always unequivocally recoverable. It is necessary 

in this case of the second type to refer to the context of the 

utterance. In some cases we refer to the linguistic context - eg 

"Does she snore? " "No, she doesn't" - in other cases we refer to the 

context of situation eg (looking out of the window at the skY) 

"Looks like rain. ". Although in these cases the missing element is 

not itself unequivocally recoverable from the utterance, we can, 

without reference to the context of the utterance, state which 

syntactic position(s) the missing element(s) would fill. In other 

words we can differentiate between 

a) elliptical realisations of syntagms where the missing 

element(s) are unequivocally recoverable. 
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and b) elliptical realisations of syntagms where the unfilled 

(missing) syntactic position(s) are unequivocally identifyable 

(recoverable). 

A glance at the definition of syntagm, ýý shows us that both 

types of ellipsis are possible. A syntagm (def 9b) is 

i)"self-contained bundle of positions in grammar" or ii)"instance of 

a self-contained bundle of positions in grammar" that is a 

"self-contained combination of one or more syntagmatic entities" 

(def 9). Ellipsis a) is consistent with syntagm ii); ellipsis b) 

with syntagm i). 

From the point of view of syntax, ellipsis a) poses no 

problems, for it presupposes the existence of a complete syntagm. 

For ellipsis b) we (Gardner and Hervey 1983: 14) have proposed the 

term INCOMPLETE SYNTAGM to refer to such combinations of syntagmatic 

entities. Incomplete syntagms such as "she doesn't" are bundles of 

syntactic entities between which normal syntactic relations hold; 

they are recognisable as instances of a particular type of syntagm 

in which at least one position which is not an expansion is not 

f illed. 

We can tabulate the different ontological levels in syntax 

schematically as follows: - 

Figure 12 

SYNTAGM (1) SUBJECT 

> PREDICATE 

OBJECT 
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SYNTAGM (2) 

SYNTAGM 

she 

> love 

Page 2-63 

"she loves me" or "/ERi lrvS mRi/" 

Syntagm (1), as a bundle of positions, is realised in syntagm (2) as 

an instance of a bundle of positions. Syntagm (2) in its turn is 

realised in syntagm (3) or an utterance of an instance of a syntagm. 

An incomplete syntagm is an incomplete realisation of a syntagm (1). 

eg 

Figure 13 

she does -> [PREDICATE] 

not 

or nshe doesn't". An elliptical utterance of a syntagm is a 

incomplete realisation of a syntagm (2). eg 

John hit [him] and Peter pushed him 

A possible definition of "incomplete syntagm" would be "a 

self-contained bundle of positions in grammar, at least one 

obligatory position of which is not filled" (11d2) 

In order to underline the similarities between ellipsis and 

incomplete syntagms, we can formulate conditions for incomplete 

syntagms parallel to those for ellipsis: 
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a) the message would be affected if the missing elements were 

reincluded 

b) without the missing element(s) it is not a well-formed 

syntagm 

C) the unfilled position(s) should be unequivocally 

identifyable 

There are two topics to be discussed before we leave ellipsis: 

Firstly, not all apparently elliptical bases are elliptical. And 

secondly, there may be the possibility of indeterminacy. 

Unfortunately until the syntax is more fully developed, we cannot 

deal with certainty with such problem cases. To date syntax has 

examined "declarative" syntagms and their constituents; that is, 

syntagms with one of the following underlying structures: 

EPBS [TIME] 
[PLACE] > PBS 
[MANNER] 
[CONDITION] 

PBS a) SUBJECT 

->(E)P(S) 
[COMPLEMENT] J 

eg he was beaten by John, he is crazy about her 

b) SUBJECT 

[INDIRECT OBJECT] ý-> (E)P(S) 

OBJECT 

[COMPLEMENT] 

eg I gave him a book for her, we asked her a question 

SUBJECT 

OBJECT (E)P(S) 
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[COMPLEMENT] 
ý 

eg they played Spain at football, I told them to leave the dishes 

d) SUBJECT 

OBJECT 

COMPLEMENT 

(E)P(S) 

eg I had my hair cut, we called him Dennis 

EPS [MODAL] 
TENSE I PREDICATIVE 

[ASPECT] 
[NEGATION] 

eg may have eaten, does not like, has been a fool, will work and play 

PS a) COPULA -> COMPLEMENT 

eg is a fool, is beaten 

x <- ( conjunetion <- x) 

eg work and play 

EXTENDED NOMINAL SYNTAGM 

SINGULAR ARTICLE 
NUMERAL NOMINAL 
E ADJECTIVAL 
[SUPPLEMENT] 

b) PLURAL [ARTICLE] 
[NUMERAL] > NOMINAL 
[ADJECTIVAL] 
[SUPPLEMENT] 

c) GENERIC [ARTICLE] 
[ADJECTIVAL] NOMINAL 
[SUPPLEMENT] 

NOMINAL SYNTAGM NOMINAL -> NOMINAL 

FUNCTIONAL SYNTAGM FUNCTIONAL <- COMPLEMENT 

Although the syntax has been developed by Mulder in articles and 

lectures (see Mulder 1975b, 1977,1980) and the bulk of the above is 

taken directly from these works, the above is ultimately our 

interpretation of the present state of syntax, for which we take 
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full responsibility. 

Page 2-66 

Axiomatic Functionalist Syntax has, until very recently (see 

Mulder, forthcoming), not explicitly accounted for what we might 

call "interrogative" syntagms (eg those with question words such as 

"who" or "what") or "imperative syntagms" (eg those with no apparent 

subject) or "exclamatory syntagms" (eg those with "what a" or "how" 

Until a full description of the syntax has been completed, we 

cannot distinguish different types of ellipsis with certainty. For 

until we know what sorts of syntagm there are, we cannot decide 

whether an utterance is an elliptical realisation of one syntagm or 

a full realisation of another. Having said this, however, I would 

like to point to the following examples where it seems that we are 

working with a new type of syntagm, rather than an elliptical 

realisation of an existing syntagm: 

Consider the utterances "you are careful" and "you be careful". 

Syntactically, these differ in the following respects: 

a) "do" can occur with "be" and "not be" (eg "do be careful" 

but not "do are careful") 

b) "You" is an essential part of the syntagm "you are careful" 

but not of "you be careful". In the second case we may have "be 

careful" on its own; the "you" being perhaps not even part of the 

syntagm, but merely juxtaposed to it. Whether "You" and nbe 

careful" are in a syntactic or an a-syntactic relationship will not 

concern us here. What is clear is that the "you" is not the subject 

as in "you are careful". We shall refer to it as the optional 
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subject. 

Page 2-67 

0) The class of optional subjects is different from the class 

of compulsory subjects. Some syntactic entities may occur in both 

subject and optional subject position (eg [you, John, ladies and 

gentlemen}), others may only occur in compulsory subject position 

(eg {the boy, my uncle})v while others may only occur in optional 

subject position (eg fdoctor, darling}). Those in optional subject 

position are the terms of address and those in subject position are 

terms of reference. 

d) The class of predicatives which may occur with an optional 

subject is different from that which occurs with a compulsory 

subject. With the former only the present tense of the verb occurs. 

With the latter, present and past tenses occur. (eg "are" above 

commutes with Nere, will be, have been, etel whereas "be" does not. 

The hypothesising of a new syntactic structure (a PBS without an 

obligatory subject) is corroborated with the observation that the 

differences in structure correlate with differences in supra- 

segmental realisation of instances of these structures and 

differences in semantic import of the relations implied. This 

hypothesis can be carried through from copulative predicatives like 

"be careful" to verbal predicatives like "go home". Here the 

difference is not as marked in the second person, but it is 

additionally marked in the third person (eg "John go home" vs "John 

goes home"). 
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So. can we decide whether we have a full realisation of the new 

syntagm or an elliptical realisation of the old syntagm with the 

subject position not filled? It seems that in many cases we can. 

We can use evidence from the suprasegmentals, but also from other 

entities in the sentence base. Consider the following examples: 

a) ffspeak English, don't you" 

b) "speak English, won't you" 

A) would presumably be described as an elliptical realisation of the 

syntagm Ifyou speak English", whereas b) would be a full realisation 

of the syntagm "speak English" . 

Another potentially misleading area is that of ritual 

utterances such as "Good morning! " and "Thank you! ". If we consider 

these purely from the point of view of syntax, we may be tempted to 

describe them as incomplete syntagms. Before we do this, however, 

we have to demonstrate that they are in fact complex entities. 

Attempts to do so refute the hypothesis that they are complex: with 

reference to the sentence utterance "Good morning! ", only zero could 

commute with "good", but in this context it is not, arguably, a 

valid commutation. (The message conveyed by "Good morning! ff is not 

significantly different from that conveyed by "Morning! ") In other 

words, "Good morningl" is not analogous to "a good morning" in, for 

example, "That was a good morning. " In the former, "good" does not 

commite with other adjectives, such as "bad", "happy" or "quick" and 

therefore does not stand in adjectival position in a nominal 

syntagm. We call ritual utterances such as "Good morning! ", "Good 

afternoonIff and "Goodbyel" syntactically speaking "fossils" or 
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pseudo-composites (Hervey and Mulder 1973v also in Mulder and Hervey 

1980: 122-144) . 

The case of "Thank youl" is slightly different. 

consider potential commutations: - 

Thank you 

Thanks 

I thank you very much 

We thank you very much 

Thank you very much 

You thank him for me 

Thank God 

I thanked him 

Let us 

It is questionable whether we could set up valid commutations; even 

the following are dubious: 

Thank youl Thank the Lord! 

Bless youl Bless the Lordl 

It seems intuitively that they are not valid commutations. Our 

hypothesis at this stage is that "thank you" and "bless you" are 

simple grammatical entities and that the others will somehow be 

described in syntax either as syntagms with optional subjects or as 

some kind of subjunctive syntagm. Until the syntax has been fully 

described, however, we will leave this issue unresolved. 
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One possible solution is that "Thank you! " and "Good morning! " 

belong to an auxiliary system of ritual utterances. While "Thank 

youl" clearly enters into syntactic constructions (eg "Thank you 

very much! "), "Good morningIff does not seem to. This in itself is 

not sufficient grounds for describing entities as part of one system 

or another, as we shall see in the next section on Quasisyntactic 

Entities. 

To conclude this section on ellipsis, we shall sum up and issue 

a word of caution. We have identified two types of elliptical 

realisation; one whereby the syntactic entity is recoverable, the 

other where the syntactic position is recoverable. We have stressed 

that the actual syntactic description of many potentially elliptical 

utterances cannot be satisfactorily carried out until a more 

exhaustive description of English has been completed. The 

temptation at present is either on the one hand, to be prescriptive 

and exclude from the inventory of syntagms any string which might 

not be considered "good English", or on the other hand, to admit to 

the inventory of syntagms, any syntactic entities joined by 

syntactic relations. It is not our intention to be prescriptive, 

but on the other hand, we do not wish to open a Pandora's box of an 

infinite number of possible syntagms and render the restrictions on 

existing constructions meaningless. We believe we have justified, 

syntactically, the existence of a PBS with optional subject, but not 

all strings of syntactic entities will correspond to syntagms. 

Ellipsis is one of the means of restricting the inventory of 

syntagms, while recognising syntactic relations where they occur. 
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2.5.3 MarRinal Svntaszms 

Page 2-71 

We shall refer to quasi syntagms and incomplete syntagms 

together as MARGINAL SYNTAGMS (def 11d3). Marginal syntagms are 

essentially syntactic in nature, but cannot be consistently 

described as well-formed syntagms although they do correspond to 

well-formed signa on another level. There are three main types of 

marginal syntagm: quasi-syntagms, incomplete syntagms and 

incomplete quasi-syntagms. A syntagm which contains a 

quasi-syntactic relation such as apposition between would-be 

immediate constituents is a quasi-syntagm. A grammatical entity 

which has syntactic relations between its syntactic constituents but 

is incomplete in as far as one or more of the bound positions of the 

syntactic structure is not filled, is an incomplete syntagm. An 

incomplete quasi-syntagm subsumes both an unfilled bound syntactic 

position and a quasi-syntactic relation between two would be 

constituents. 

2.5.4 Quasisyntactic Entities 

We have already pointed out that relations in parasyntax are 

different from syntactic relations; they differ not only in the 

nature of their relata, but also in their semantic import. Now we 

turn to those simple grammatical entities which correspond directly 

to parasyntactic entities of the base; in other words, they do not 

combine in syntax or morphology. Such entities are called 

quasisyntactic entities. Grammatical entities such as "good 

morning" in the sentence "Good morning! " would seem to be prime 
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candidates for the status of quasisyntactic entity. Other examples 

might include "Please", "oh", "hello" and "well" (the sentence 

introducer, not the adverb) as in the following examples: 

1. please give me a call on 041 334 9301 (111.45-6) 

2. hello (III. 1) 

good morning mr speed (IV. 151-2) 

now my question is to mr foulkes please (IV-332) 

well that is a very brief background to the situation 

(111.86-87) 

Quasisyntactic entities pose a different problem for the 

relationship between syntax and parasyntax than either ellipsis or 

apposition. The existence of quasisyntactic entities has two 

important corollaries: First, that not all entities of the base 

correspond to tactic entities - and secondly, that there is some 

kind of constituent analysis in parasyntax. These issues will be 

examined in the following sections on Interlock (2-7) and 

Paradigmatic Relations (2.8.2) respectively. 

2.6 The Relationship between Syntax and. Parasynt" 

In this chapter so far, we have examined two very different 

aspects of the relationship between syntactic entities and 

parasyntactic entities. We first considered the combination of 

syntactic entities with various types of suprasegmental features, 
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including parasyntactic features and noted that a combination of a 

base plus a parasyntactic feature is an instance of economy 

different in kind from that which obtains in morphology and syntax. 

In section 2.5 we turned to the syntactic status of entities of the 

base in our examination of marginal syntactic entities. These two 

aspects of the relationship between syntactic and parasyntactic 

entities are logically independent and should not be confused. The 

former is an argument for a system of parasyntax whose 

distinctiveness lies in the combination of base plus parasyntactic 

feature; the latter is an argument for a sentential syntax whose 

distinctiveness lies in the combination of entities which are 

ontologically different from syntactic entities. While these two 

aspects of parasyntax are logically independent, in that either one 

may occur without the other, in English they are interrelated. Just 

as morphology is characterised by simultaneous relations and Syntax 

by ordering relationsl yet there are simultaneous relations between 

syntactic entities; so too between syntax and parasyntax: syntax 

is characterised by ordering relations; parasyntax by the grafting 

of parasyntactic feature onto a base, yet there are also tactic 

relations in parasyntax. Exactly how tactic relations and grafting 

relations may co-occur in Parasyntax will be discussed in the 

Chapter on Parasyntax. 

It is interesting to note that in order to admit parasyntax to 

the class of grammatical subsystems along with morphology and 

syntax, as a complex subsystem, it is sufficient that parasyntax is 
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a) a complex system (a system with a combination of elements 

-ie base and feature- def 4b) and 

b) a system of signa 

ie it is not necessarily a system where "signa" combine. 

2.7 
_Ulg 

Interlock between Syntax and Parasyntax 

"Interlocking" as defined in 1974 (def 3c2c) comprises two 

basic types: 

(i) "The one system providing the forms gL the entities of the 

other system" (a cenology and a grammar interlock in this way) 

(ii) "The one system providing the basic elements of the other 

system" (a cenematics and a cenotactics, as well as a morphology and 

a syntax, interlock in this way). 

The need for a third type of interlock to capture the 

relationship between syntax and parasyntax has been recognised for 

some time; it appears in Mulder forthcoming: 64 as "the entities of 

the tactic (phonotactic and syntactic) levels provide the base for 

the entities at the para-tactic (para-phonotactic and sentential) 

levels". This is consistent with the definition of "base" as "in a 

para-tactic unit, the total complex of those features that 

corresponds (on another level) to tactic entities". There are 

several points worth noting here. First of all, the total complex 

of features is not necessarily a self-contained complex. In other 

words, it is only recognised as a complex in the context of its 
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being part of the base of a parasyntactic unit; it is not 

necessarily a well-formed "product" of syntaxt nor is it necessarily 

produced as a "product" by syntax. Secondlyp not all features of 

the base correspond to tactic entities at all. For example, the 

base of "Good morning Johnl" corresponds to a quasi-syntactic entity 

and an addressed subject. These are neither strictly speaking 

tactic entities, nor are they necessarily provided by the tactic 

levels. Inconsistencies would, therefore, arise were we to keep the 

above definitions. We have a choice between either defining a base 

as only those features in a parasyntactic unit which correspond to 

tactic entities or defining a base as those features in a 

parasyntactic unit which are not parasyntactic features. This 

second option, while uncomfortably vague and opening the way to 

circularity, is still infinitely preferable. It is a definition 

which we shall make more specific as we investigate the nature of 

the base more fully. The important point is that we are dealing 

with parasyntactic features here, and from the point of view of 

parasyntax, it is irrelevant whether a base corresponds to a 

pseudo-tactic entity or to a tactic entity. We therefore propose to 

amend definition 3c2c as follows: 

def 3c2c "Interlocking" for "the one system providing the forms 

of the elements of the other system (a cenology and a 

grammar interlock in this way) , or the one system 

providing all of the basic elements of the other system (a 

cenematics and a cenotactics, as well as a morphology and 

a syntax interlock in this way), or the one system 

providing some of the basic elements of the other system 
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(a cenotactics and a para-cenotactiesp as well as a syntax 

and a parasyntax interlock in this way). 11 

Notice that in addition to the extra clause, we have changed 

"entities" to "elements" in the first part to conform with the 

subsequent parts. This is merely a matter of consistency of 

formulation and does not constitute a significant change. 

We thus have the following: - 

Figure 14 

Plerological system 

Grammar 

......... 
..... .......... 

. .. 

Morphology Syntax Parasyntax 

monemes pleremes -s features 

pleremes syntagms bases 

{simple signa} {sentences} 

This is a diagram of the most complex type of plerological 

system; a system with three complex subsystems (morphology, syntax 

and parasyntax) and two additional simple subsystems (the set of 

simple signa and the set of sentences). Other, less complex 

plerological systems can be described with reference to the above. 

eg A simple plerological system is one where the set of simple signa 

corresponds to the set of sentences ie one with no grammar; a 

complex plerological system with no morphology is one where the 
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basic elements of syntax correspond to simple signa; and so on. 

To sum up the types of interlock possible, we now have 

(i) "The one system providing _th_e 
for= 2f the elements of the 

other system" (a cenology and a grammar interlock in this way) 

(ii) "The one system providing AU 2L the basic elements of the 

other system" (a cenematics and a cenotactics, as well as a 

morphology and a syntax, interlock in this way). 

(iii) "The one system providing soMe _Qf 
the basic elements of 

the other system" (a cenotactics and a paracenotactics, as well as a 

syntax and a parasyntax interlock in this way). 

Figure 15 

Cenological System ------ (i) ---- > Plerological System 

Grammar 

Morphology - (ii) -> Syntax - (iii) -> Parasyntax 

As we shall see in the following section, the relationship 

between signa (simple signa and sentences) and gramatical entities 

not exactly an interlock. Interlock builds a systemology which 

consists of grammatical entities. The relationship between signa 

and grammatical entities is a relationship of correspondence which 

links the systemology and ýe ontology. A simple signum may 

correspond to a moneme, a plereme or a quasisyntactic entity. Of 
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these, monemes and quasisyntactic entities must correspond to simple 

signa. As far as sentences are concerned, a sentence may correspond 

to a simple signum, a plereme, a syntagm or a parasyntactic unit, 

depending on the complexity of the system (see Chapter Four). 

Figure 16 

monemes pleremes syntagms q-s entities p-s units 

simple signa sentences 

The notion interlock is not designed to be used to interpret 

semiotic systems as a "sausage factoryn - something with a 

particular input which is processed and churned out as something 

different. It is intended to reflect the nature of language as a 

cohesive system, where the links between the different subsystems 

are binding. In other words, what we have established is the bond 

between syntax and parasyntax which makes them cohere. This is a 

sufficient definition of the interlock between them. The fact that 

not all the "input" to parasyntax comes from syntax does not 

belittle the nature of the interlock. It merely underlies the fact 

that parasyntax has its own autonomous inventory of features. 

2.7.1 Language sU- & System 2f Systems 

The title of this section is borrowed from an article of the 

same name (Mulder and Hervey 1975, also in Mulder and Hervey 

1980: 73-87) in which the authors develop the AF classification of 

semiotic systems on the basis of the structural complexity of the 
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cenological and plerological systems of a semiotic system. .4 

plerological system, like a cenological systemv may be simplev 

complex unordered or complex ordered. Complex plerological systems 

may consist of either a morphology (complex unordered system) or a 

syntax (complex ordered system) or both a morphology and a syntax. 

In a few sentences the third type of complexity - that of the 

combination of a base plus a para-tactic feature - is excluded: 

This classification is designed to capture the system of 

discrete features in human languages. Non-discrete 

(gradient) features, such as intonation, and contrastive 

rather than distinctive features, such as accent, fall 

outside the scope of this particular scheme, and 

consequently also of the present article. (Mulder and 

Hervey 1980: 74) 

Now that we have a fuller understanding of the grammatical nature of 

intonation, we are in a better position to include it, along with 

all other distinctive para-tactic, features, in the scheme, as 

f ollows: 
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Figure 17 

Page 2-80 

--------------- --------- 

Plerol- 
-------- 

M? r- 

---------- 

Syn- Mor 
--- 

& 
------- 

Mor & 
------- 

Syn & 
----------- 

Mor, 
ogical pology tax Syn Para- Para- Syn & 
Inven- (Mor) (Syn) syn- syn Para- 
tory tax 

------- 
syn 

----------- --------------- 
Cenological 

--------- -------- ---------- --- ------- 

Inventory A B c D E F G 
- --------------- 

Cenematics 
--------- 

H 
-------- 

I 
---------- 

i 
--- 
K 

------- 
L 

------- 
m 

------- --- 
N 

--------------- 
Cenotactics 

--------- 
0 

-------- 
p 

---------- 
Q 

--- 
R 

------- 
s 

------- 
T 

----------- 
u 

---- --------------- 
Cenematics and 

--------- -------- ---------- --- ------- ------- ------- 

Cenotactics V w x Y z AA BB 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Cenematics and 
Paracenotactics cc DD EE FF GG HH 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Cenotactics and 
Paracenotactics ii KK LL mm NN 00 pp 
---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Cenematics, 
Cenotactics and 
Paracenotactics QQ RR ss TT uu vv ww 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Although this table represents all the logical possibilities, it is, 

in one sense, overadequate with respect to those systems classified 

to date. The same criticism, however, could be levelled at the 

original model (which corresponds to the intersection of the first 

four rows and the first four columns). Our model has the advantage 

of taking into account all the structural complexes of the system in 

its classification. In particular, it yields a finer classification 

of those systems with a double articulation which satisfy the 

definition of language (def 30). 
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We can include in the scheme all those systems already 

classified by Mulder and Hervey as well as some additional ones 

subsequently classified. 

A: gestures 

H: semaphore; traffic lights 

0: Morse Code 

B: Traf fie Signs 

P: Telephone Numbers 

C: Number Writing 

J: Music Notation 

: some forms of Classical written Chinese 

: Picture Writing 

: Modern Written Chinese 

WW: Spoken English 

U: Written English 

WW: Written Arabic, Spoken Chinese 

One thing about this scheme that is immediately striking is the gap 

in the middle. It seems that semiotic systems either tend to be 

structurally fairly simple or structurally fairly complex. At this 

stage, of course, that is a mere observation. A much larger number 
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of semiotic systems will need to be studied before such claims can 

be substantiated. What is useful, howeverp is to examine the 

paratactic nature of some of the systems which do have paratactic 

features and to compare them to systems which have similar 

realisational features. 

2.8 lb& Implications fDx- Grammar 

In addition to the above revisions concerning interlock, the 

clarification of the relationship between syntax and parasyntax has 

a number of implications for grammatical notions in general. In the 

final sections of this chapter we shall briefly examine the 

relationship between signa and grammatical entities and the nature 

of paradigmatic relations before concluding with a summary of the 

chapter. 

2.8.1 Signa and Grammatical Entities 

One of the major revisions to Axiomatic Functionalism since the 

publication of The Strategy of Linguistics in 1980 is the 

clarification of the difference between signa, as members of a 

semiotic system, and grammatical entities. One of the main reasons 

for this distinction is described in Hervey 1975 where it is clear 

that for x to be a signum in L, x must correspond both to a 

grammatical entity in L and to a semantic entity in L, where x is a 

potential signum and L is a language. 

(2) the entity "je ne sais quois" is a grammatical 
entity in English to which no semantic entity corresponds 
in English - "je ne sais quois" is not a linguistic sign 
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in English 

(3) the entity "house" is a semantic entity in 
English to which there corresponds a grammatical entity in 
English - "house" is a linguistic sign in English 

(4) the entity "he liked" is a semantic entity in 
English, to which no grammatical entity corresponds in 
English - "he liked" is not a linguistic sign in English 

This position seems to contradict the Postulates where we have , 

for example, def 2a3 "grammatical entity" for "signum in grammar" 

and Axiom B: Semiotic systems contain simple and may contain 

complex unordered, or complex ordered signa and figurae. 

In the case of simple semiotic systems, there is no problem. 

They have no grammar, hence no grammatical entities and all members 

of the system with form and information value are signa. 

In the case of more complex systems, such as natural languages, 

we do wish to distinguish signa which belong fully to a language 

from those which do not. To this end it has become common practice 

to describe entities in grammar as grammatical entities which may or 

may not correspond to signa, of the system in question. 

As we saw in Figure 14 above, all plerological systems have an 

inventory of simple signa and an inventory of sentences. In 

addition, if they are complex plerological systems, they have a 

morphology and / or a syntax and / or a parasyntax. The grammatical 

entities of morphology are monemes and pleremes; the grammatical 

entities of syntax are pleremes and syntagms; the grammatical 

entities of parasyntax are paraSyntactic entities and parasyntactic 

units. Parasyntactic entities are entities of the base of a 
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parasyntactic unit which may correspond to tactic entities, 

quasisyntactic entitiesq marginal syntagms or parasyntactic units. 

Figure 18 

Grammatical Entities 

Monemes Pleremes Syntagms P-s entities P-s units 

In addition to entities in grammar, there are relations and 

features. Matic relations are relations in morphology (ie relations 

between non-syntagmatic entities)t tactic relations are relations in 

syntax (or relations between syntagmatic entities), relations in 

parasyntax are either paratactic relations (or relations between 

paratactic entities) or grafting relations (or relations between a 

base and a parasyntactic feature). 

Just as we have simultaneous relations in syntax, so too do we 

have ordering relations in parasyntax. In other words, it is not 

only the type of relation that exists between grammatical entities 

(symmetrical or asymmetrical) , but also the nature of the relata 

that determines whether a particular complex is a morphological, 

syntactic or parasyntactic complex. 

Just as monemes on the one side correspond to minimal signa, so 

parasyntactic units on the other side correspond to sentences or 

maximal signa. The importance of the ontological distinction 

between sentences and parasyntactic units is discussed in Chapter 

Four on the Sentential Level. 
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2.8.2 Paradigmatic Relations 

Page 2-85 

Finally in this chapter we turn to definitions of various types 

of paradigmatic relation to see if they need to be revised in the 

light of our discoveries about parasyntax so far. The relevant 

definitions from the Postulates are listed below: 

7a "paradigmatic" for "oppositional or distinctive aspect of 

semiotic entities" 

7al "paradigmatic relations" for "relations of opposition 

between members of sets" 

7a2 "commutation" for "alternation between semiotic entities 

(or 0 and semiotic entities) in functional opposition as 

immediate constituents in a given context" 

7a3 "distinctive function" for "the set of commutations in 

which as semiotic entity may partake" or "the set of 

oppositions into which a particular semiotic entity 

enters" 

7gl "paradigm" for "set of entities in functional opposition in 

a given context, within a chain" 

A signum (def 24,24a) is a class of phonological forms with a 

particular distinctive function. (Clearly a major revision is 

required here since not only phonological forms, but also any other 

cenological form may be the form of a signum. See revise 

Postulates. ) If we insist on the first definition of distinctive 

function, we see that signum implies commutation and commutation 

implies immediate constituent analysis. In the case of simple signa 
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in a simple system or in the case of sentences which by definition 

are signa which may not be constituents (def 20) we do not always 

have immediate constituent analysis where we have signa. We 

therefore propose to delete the first definition of distinctive 

function (7a3). This effectively reserves the notion "commutation" 

for the complex subsystems of systemology. From these it follows 

that for a grammatical entity to have a distinctive function, it 

must commute with other grammatical entities as an immediate 

constituent. The corollary of this is that either quasi-syntactic 

entities have no distinctive function and therefore do not 

correspond to signa, or there must be constructional relations 

between entities of the base. Because quasi-syntactic entities do 

correspond to signa from the point of view of at least one 

definition (2a "sign" or "symbol" for "semiotic entity with both 

form and information value"), the simplest solution is either to 

remove the constraint that signa have to correspond to constituents 

by deleting "as immediate constituents" from def 7a2, or to 

substitute "functional oppositions" for "commutations" in def 7a3. 

Either of these solutions would alleviate the plight of a sentence 

which is by definition a signum which cannot be a constituent (def 

20). It is worth noting here that "paradigms", contrary perhaps to 

common parlance, can only occur in phonotactics and syntax. The 

differences between paradigms and commutation classes or between 

functional opposition in a given context and commutation have never, 

to our knowledgev been spelled out. The differences which are 

emerging here are between: 
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a) functional opposition in a given context 

b) functional opposition in all possible contexts 

c) functional opposition as an immediate constituent 

Page 2-87 

d) functional opposition as a syntactic immediate constituent 

We can assign terms to these as follows: 

paradigmatic relations 

b) distinctive function 

c) commutation 

d) paradigm 

by deleting the first definition of "distinctive function" and by 

deleting "or distinctive' in 7a since "oppositional' is sufficient, 

to read: 

def 7a "paradigmatic" for "the oppositional aspect of semiotic 

entities" 

Not only do these alterations ameliorate the situation for 

sentences, signa in simple systems and entities of the base of 

parasyntactic units, they also dispel the air of paradox that was 

shrouding distinctive parasyntactic features. Parasyntactic 

features could not commute as they are neither semiotic entities nor 

immediate constituents. They can, however, be identified as 

semiotic features with an oppositional aspect. 
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Since marginal syntactic entities do correspond to signa - they 

are entities with both form and information value - then there must 

be a level of constituent analysis in parasyntax. This is not to 

say that all entities of the base of a parasyntactic unit 

necessarily form a grammatical entity, but in those cases where 

there are direct relations between entities of the base, there must 

also be positions and complex parasyntactic entities. Such 

relations are the subject matter of Sentential Syntax as described 

in Chapter Three. 

2.9 Conclusion 

Basically what we have done in this chapter is to clear the 

ground for parasyntax. We've dispelled a number of inconsistencies 

and revised several notions in aneffort to clarify the nature of 

syntax and its relationship to parasyntax and grammar as a whole. 

We do not intend to summarise each point here, but shall briefly 

recap on our achievements by listing the Axioms and Definitions 

which we have revised. These should be sufficient reminders of the 

clarifications made above. 

def 3c2c "Interlocking" for "the one system providing the forms 

of the elements of the other system (a cenology and a 

grammar interlock in this way) , or the one system 

providing all of the basic elements of the other system (a 

cenematics and a cenotactics, as well as a morphology and 

a syntax interlock in this way) , or the one system 

providing some of the basic elements of the other system 
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(a cenotactics and a para-cenotactiesp as well as a syntax 

and a parasyntax interlock in this way) n 

def 4c "linear order in grammar" for "the order of grammatical 

entities in an utterance" 

def 7a "paradigmatic" for "the oppositional aspect of semiotic 

entities" 

def 7a3 "distinctive function" for "the set of oppositions into 

which a semiotic entity enters" 

def 7a4 "permutation in gammar" for "alternation between two 

semiotic entities in an utterance such that each occupies 

the place of the other and the resultant is a different 

grammatical entity" 

def 11d "relation of apposition" for "direct non-syntactic 

relation between qua tactic function equivalent i=ediate 

constituents of a chain" 

def lldl "quasi-syntagm" for "syntactic entity in which at 

least one position is filled by entities in apposition" 

def 11d2 "incomplete syntagm" for "a self-contained bundle of 

positions in grammar, at least one obligatory position of 

which is not filled" 

def 11d3 "marginal syntagm" for "quasi-syntagm or incomplete 

syntagm" 

def 18c ninversion features in grammar" for "parasyntactic 
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features of permutation" 
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CHAPTER 

PARASYNTAX 

3.1 Introduction 

In grammar there are three ontologically different complex 

entities: pleremes, which are combinations of one or more monemes, 

syntagms, which are ultimately combinations of pleremes, and 

parasyntactic units which are combinations of a base, which may 

correspond to one or more syntactic entities, and a parasyntactic 

feature. It is the role of Parasyntax to analyse and describe these 

parasyntactic units. In the following sections we will start with 

an examination of Axiom C (3.2) and the parasyntactic unit (3-3), 

then proceed to the nature of the base (3.4) and the contrastive and 

distinctive parasyntactic features (3-5 - 3-7) to conclude with the 

notions of complex paratactic unit (3.8), parasyntactic entities 

(3.9) and complex base types of English (3-10). 

3.2 lb& Paratactic Axiom 

kXIOM C "Figurae may have paracenotactic features and 
signa may have parasyntactic features. " 

The formulation of this axiom is confusing in two respects: 

the first concerns the subjects and the second the verb. While we 

do not intend to rewrite Axiom B and the ensuing definitions to 
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bring it in line with the signum/grammatical entity distinction (see 

2.8.1), it is essential in this thesis for the reader to be clear 

exactly what is meant by Axiom C. Is it the case that any signum 

may have parasyntactic features? Is the same true of grammatical 

entities? Do signa "have" parasyntactic features in the sense of 

possessing them or in the sense of their being an integral part of 

the signa? And so on. Let us start by considering the 

signa/grammatical entity question as it is relevant to Parasyntax. 

Signa which do not correspond to grammatical entities are signa 

in a simple system. Since the combination of a base plus 

parasyntactic feature into a parasyntactic unit represents one type 

of economy and therefore presupposes a complex semiotic system, it 

is logically impossible for signa in a simple system to have 

parasyntactic features. This, together with the argument that we do 

not have signa in grammar (but that signa may correspond -t, -Q- 

grammatical entities), is sufficient for us to substitute 

"grammatical entities" for "signa" in Axiom C. The same argument 

holds for cenology where we substitute "cenological entities" for 

"f igurae". 

There are two senses in which signa, might "have" parasyntactic 

features: they may be part of them or they may be additional to 

them. Interestingly enough, the definitions which explain the axiom 

only recognise a combination of tactic entities with paratactic 

features, so one is none the wiser. Is it logically possible to 

have a system with a morphology and a parasyntax, but no syntax? Or 

a cenematics and a Paracenotactics, but no cenotactics? For all 
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that it is improbable, it is not logically impossible, and we should 

be careful not to exclude the possibility a priori. In other words, 

the ambiguity of "have" remains. Clearly if we wish to make this 

axiom more consistent with the rest of the theory, we have to 

substitute grammatical entity for signa and cenological entity for 

figurae; and if we want to make it more explicit, we have to 

reformulate it. We propose the following revised axiom: 

Axiom C: "Cenological entities may combine with 
paracenotactic features to form paracenotactic units and 
grammatical entities may combine with parasyntactic 
features to form parasyntactic units. 11 

This excludes the possibility of a signum, whether in a simple 

system or not, combining with a paratactic feature, and allows the 

base of a parasyntactic unit to correspond to pleremes, syntagmsl 

parasyntactic units or any other grammatical entities. 

3.3 The Paratactic Unit 

def 19 "paratactic unit" for "self-contained entity 
constituted by tactic entities, together with accompanying 
paratactic features" 

To bring this into line with the revised axiom, we propose the 

substitution of "cenological entities" and "grammatical entities" 

for "tactic entities" in two separate definitions, viz: 

def 19 "Paratactic unit" for "paracenotactic unit or 
parasyntactic unitn 

def 19b "paracenotactic unit" for "self-contained entity 
constituted by one or more cenological entities together 
with one or more accompanying paracenotactic features" 

def 19c "parasyntactic unit" for "self-contained entity 
constituted by one or more grammatical entities together 
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with one or more accompanying parasyntactic features" 

Any adequate description of a parasyntactic unit must take into 

account whether the base is simple or complex, whether the 

parasyntactic features are contrastive or distinctivel whether the 

parasyntactic unit may correspond to a sentence, and what its 

distribution is. These aspects of parasyntactic units will now be 

discussed. 

3.4 Ma& Base 

3.4.1 
_7Lg 

Definitions 

Starting, as is appropriate, from the Postulates, we see a 

potential inconsistency resulting from a shift in focus between the 

two definitions most relevant to the notion "base": - Definition 19c 

follows Axiom C, the Paratactic Axiom, and definition 20b follows 

Axiom D, the Sentential Axiom. (We have substituted "cenological 

entities or grammatical entities" for "tactic entities" in 20b for 

the reasons given in 3.2 above. ) 

def 19c "parasyntactic unit" for "self-contained entity 
constituted by one or more grammatical entities together 
with one or more accompanying parasyntactic features" The 
grammatical entities involved are called the "base" of the 
unit. 

def 20b "Base" for "in a paratactic unit, the total complex of 
those features that corresponds (on another level) to 
cenological or grammatical entities". 
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We are presented here with a choice between treating the base 

of a parasyntactic unit as one or more grammatical entities (def 

19c) or as a complex of features that corresponds to one or more 

grammatical entities (def 20b) Let us consider first the case of a 
f 

simple base which is / corresponds to a syntactic entity. Strictly 

speaking, a syntactic entity in combination with a parasyntactic 

feature is a different entity from a syntactic entity in combination 

with another syntactic entity. This is because in parasyntax it may 

be opposed to other non-syntactic grammatical entities, whereas in 

syntax it may not. A syntactic entity in parasyntax therefore 

assumes a different identity from its identity in syntax. In other 

words, even in the case of a simple base, there is a difference in 

kind between that base and the syntactic entity it corresponds to, 

and it is misleading to call the syntactic entities involved "the 

base". 

In the case of a complex base, the situation is even clearer: 

A complex base does not exist as a well-formed grammatical entity in 

isolation. It is not necessarily a "total complex" (def 20b) in the 

sense of a self-contained combination of grammatical entities. It 

is rather an abstraction from a parasyntactic unit. Its identity as 

a base depends on its being part of a parasyntactic unit. It is not 

so much that a base combines with parasyntactic features, but that 

entities of the base are grouped together by and only by virtue of 

parasyntactic features. Were it not for the parasyntactic featurel 

there would be no relation between parts of the base. In other 

words, the existence of a base presupposes the existence of a 

parasyntactic unit of which it is the base and also of a 

- 
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parasyntactic feature with which it combines to form a parasyntactic 

unit. 

What we need it s cover-term for syntactic and other 

grammatical entities when they occur as features of the base. We 

propose the term "parasyntactic entity" (3.4,3.8, def l9a3). As 

long as it is understood that the base is really a feature of a 

parasyntactic unit, but that it does correspond to grammatical 

entities, some of which may be of another level, there should be no 

confusion. For simplicity of formulation we shall ref er to 

"entities of the base", and we ask the reader to bear in mind that 

such entities are actually grammatical entities which correspond to 

features of the base which is itself a feature of a parasyntactic 

unit. The only change needed is the substitution of "parasyntactic 

entities" for "the base of the unit" in the sentence following def 

19c. In addition, we intend to move def 20b to Axiom C, as it is 

clearly more relevant to parasyntax than to the sentential level. 

3.4.2 Structural Base Types 

As we have seen in Chapter Two, there are various types of 

grammatical entity which may correspond to a base which combines 

with a parasyntactic feature to form a parasyntactic unit. In this 

section, we will describe the different types of grammatical entity 

and the combinations thereof in order to gain a better understanding 

of the nature of the base and the role of parasyntactic features. 

- 
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We will describe as a SIMPLE BASE any base which corresponds to 

one grammatical entity, be it plereme, syntagm, marginal syntagm, 

parasyntactic unit or quasisyntactic entity. 

ie A simple base corresponds to one plereme 

one syntagm 

one marginal syntagm 

one parasyntactic unit 

or one quasisyntactic entity 

For example, the plereme "good" may occur as the base of the 

parasyntactic unit "goodl"; the syntagm "she sings beautifully" as 

the base of "she sings beautifully? "; the marginal syntagm "we 

could" as the base of "could we"; the parasyntactic unit "can you 

sew" as the base of "can you sew? "; and the quasisyntactic entity 

"hello" as the base of "hellol". To facilitate description, we have 

defined any grammatical entity which corresponds to all or part of 

the base of of a parasyntactic unit a parasyntactic entity (def 

19a3). Such entities will be referred to as entities of the base. 

A base which is not simple is a COMPLEX BASE, or a base which 

corresponds to the juxtaposition of two or more parasyntactic 

entities. For example, the plereme "fine" and the quasisyntactic 

entity "thanks" may correspond to the two-part complex base of the 

parasyntactic unit "fine thanks. ". Or the quasisyntactic entity 

"yes", the plereme "Johnn and the syntagm nj know" may correspond to 

the three-part complex base of the parasyntactic unit "yes John I 

know! " (to be distinguished from the two part base: "yes, John I 

know. ". ) In theory there is no limit to the number of parts which 
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may be grouPed together to form the base of a parasyntactic unit, 

but in practice the number is likely to be small. A typology of 

two-part complex bases is given in Gardner and Hervey 1983, together 

with examples of each. Selected examples are reproduced here for 

the convenience of the reader: - 

1. Plereme/Plereme "Look, Jane! " 

3. Syntagm/Syntagm "The butler killed him, my dear Watson. " 

5a Marginal Syntagm/Syntagm "That book, the red one, got 

lost, John told me. " 

Parasyntactic Unit/Plereme "Don't you smoke, John? " 

9a Marginal Syntagm/Parasyntactic Unit "You, my best friend, 

betrayed me, didn't you? " 

11 Quasisyntactic Entity/Plereme "Oh, darlingl" 

13a Quasisyntactic Entity/Marginal Syntagm "Yes, I read the book 

- the revised edition. " 

15 Quasisyntactic Entity/Quasisyntactic Entity "Oh, goshl" 

Further examples of complex bases are described in the section 

on complex parasyntactic units in English. Our aim here has been to 

demonstrate that not only syntactic entities occur in the base of a 

parasyntactic unit, to introduce the notion "parasyntactic entity" 

and to provide a basis for the classification of structural base 

types. Such a classification does not exhaust a description of the 

entities of the base as these can also be classified functionally. 

This will be done in section 3.9. 

- 
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Def 16 "paratactic features" for "Paracenotactic or 
parasyntactic features" 

Def 17 "paracenotactic features" for ncenological features 
accompanying but not determining the identity of 
cenotactic entities" 

Def 18 "parasyntactic features" for "features accompanying but 
not determining the identity of syntactic entities" 

In the light of our investigation into the nature of the base, 

we must now revise the definition of parasyntactic features in order 

to make it consistent with our findings. As we have discovered that 

parasyntactic features may accompany a variety of grammatical 

entities, which we have labelled parasyntactic entities, the 

substitution of "parasyntactic" for "syntactic" will bring the above 

definition into line. This does have the effect of making the 

definition and hence the theory, more general; each description of 

parasyntax will have to specify which parasyntactic entities occur 

as parts of the base in each particular system. This weakening of 

the theory is unavoidable in light of the overriding constraints of 

consistency. 

Def 18 "parasyntactic features" for features 
accompanying, but not determining the identity of, 
parasyntactic entities" 

We can anticipate similar arguments in cenology and make the 

corresponding adjustments to definition 17: 

Def 17 "paracenotactic features" for "cenological features 
accompanying but not determining the identity of 
paracenotactic entities" 
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3.6 Contras-tive Paratactia. FeatUres 

3.6.1 Introduction 

Contrastive paratactic features (def 17a and 18a) are "features 

with the sole function of groupment over and above tactic 

groupment". As we pointed out in Chapter One, there is a problem 

with contrastive features: it is difficult to see what the role of 

groupment features is in a theory in which it is axiomatic that all 

features are functional. The paradox lies in the question whether 

contrastive parasyntactic features, being parasyntactic features, 

are of a plerematic nature or whether contrastive parasyntactic 

features, being contrastive and not distinctive , are not of a 

plerematic nature. 

The distinction between contrastive and distinctive function is 

not drawn elsewhere and it is difficult to interpret satisfactorily. 

All parasyntactic features must, in a functionalist approach, be 

separately relevant to the purport of the whole of which they are a 

part (see Axiom A and def la). They are, in other words, opposed to 

their absence. Although they are grammatical features, they cannot 

be said to commute (because they are not immediate constituents)p 

nor can they have a distinctive function (because they are not 

entities). (See 2-3) Contrastive features add groupment over and 

above syntactic groupment: they are opposed to the absence of 

groupment, or mere juxtaposition. Distinctive features are opposed 

to one or more other parasyntactic features. Before we examine 

these features in greater detail and with reference to English, we 

will look at groupment features in phonology and syntax in order to 
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bring out the similarities and differences. 

3.6.2 Groupmen_t Features ja Phonology and Syntax 

In 2.4.2 on the Realisational Aspects of Grammatical Entities, 

we described the difference between "a blackbird" and "a black bird" 

as a structural difference which we can describe in terms of the 

nominal syntagm singular: 

a art 

num 

[adj] -> Nom 

[suppl] blackbird 
-. 0 

a art 

num 

black [adj] -> Nom 

[suppl] bird 

Like all grammatical structures, the nominal syntagm singular is 

realised in such a way that its parts are grouped together in a 

"well-formed" utterance which is quite distinct from the occurrence 

of the same constituents as, say, a list of pleremes. In other 

words, the grouping features are the realisation of, or the physical 

manifestation of, the grammatical structure. Here are some further 

examples where two utterances, which correspond by and large to the 

same string of phonemes are differentiated in their realisational 

aspect by different grouping features which are the evidence of or 

realisational correlates of different grammatical relations: 

b night rate, please 

cI don't know 

vs nitrate please 

vs I don't, no 

d she slipped and fell under the bridge 
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eI didn't come here for the good of my health 

f I'd like some fish cakes and tea please 
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The different groupings are realised phonetically by stress, 

rhythm, sound quality and intonation, but what is their phonological 

status? It seems that in phonology too these grouping features do 

not have the status of distinctive features per se, but are 

properties of the realisation of phonological structures. Thus, for 

example , if we consider / import/ R"import" (noun) and 

/import/Rllimport"(verb) we can describe the different groupment of 

the phonemes in terms of different types of phonotagms (major and 

minor). In other words, what we are saying is that word accent 

features have a grouping function and are, to the extent that they 

are functional, in a one-to-one relationship of mutual implication 

with structural (here: phonotactic) relations. The same is true of 

the various grouping relations above (cf b-f above). Let us now 

return to grouping features in parasyntax. 

3.6 .3 GrouDment Features ja Parasyntax 

The examples of contrastive parasyntactic features given in the 

Postulates are varied and we shall consider each of them separately 

in the order in which they appear in the explanation following def 

18a as reproduced below: 

[a] Typical examples [of contrastive parasyntactic 
features] in natural language are cases of "suspensive" 
clause intonation, usually, in writing, symbolised by a 
comma, which may help to distinguish between say, "John 
bought a horse, Peter sold it again" (one sentence), and 
"John bought a horse. Peter sold it again. " (two 

sentences), [b] and cases of so-called "theme and DroDos 
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(or "topic and comment") arrangement, eg "John, is not a 
bad guy", as opposed to "John is not a bad guy". Such 
features may also affect Eel variance at the syntactic 
level, eg "John, he is not a bad guy. ", but not *"John he 
is not a bad guy. " or "It was Napoleon, who lost at 
Waterloo. " as opposed to "Napoleon lost at Waterloo. ". 
Also cases of [d] "apposition" (see Def. 11d) are usually 
formally marked by such features. 

3.6-3.1 J_&]_ 
_OILQ_ 

Sentence pM Two? - 

This example is discussed in greater detail in Chapter Four 

At this point it is sufficient to point out that if we 

consider the sentence whose base corresponds to two syntagms (John 

bought a horse, Peter sold it again. ), then we can describe these 

syntagms as being grouped together under the distinctive 

parasyntactic feature. Such examples do not suggest that we need to 

recognise a contrastive parasyntactic feature as distinct from a 

distinctive parasyntactic feature, merely that a distinctive 

parasyntactic feature groups those entities of the base of the 

parasyntactic unit it occurs in. 

3.6-3.2 Fbl Topic and Comment - 

This example which has already been referred to in 2.2 is 

discussed in greater detail in Chapter Five where we consider 

various auxiliary systems and their relationship with language. The 

question here is how do we decide in an Axiomatic Functionalist 

approach which auxiliary systems are fully part of language and 

which are better described as extralinguistic. It seems to be 

inconsistent to wish to include this kind of topicalisation which we 

shall call contrasitve accent and yet to exclude connotative stress 
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from the scope of our approach. Let us digress slightly and examine 

the question of connotative accent and contrastive stress. 

3.6-3.3 Contrastive Accen-t-and Connotative Stress - 

Any given parasyntactic entity will have a neutral, or unmarked 

realisation form. This will be described in the allomorphy which 

includes such general statements of realisation as: "subjects 

precede predicatives which precede objects"; "the last lexical item 

of a syntagm carries the main accentn; "adjuncts follow the PBS 

they modify in the order: manner, place, time"; and so on. Any 

variation in the realisation of a parasyntactic entity will be 

described as either an allomorphic variation or as the effect of 

combining the parasyntactic entity with a parasyntactic feature. 

For example, there is allomorphic variation between "she could come 

with us easily" and "she could easily come with us". This 

allomorphic variation is different from the difference between "she 

could come with us easily" and "could she come with us easily" where 

there is a difference in terms of the parasyntactic feature of 

inversion In cases where a difference of realisation corresponds to 

an allomorphic difference, there is often a corresponding difference 

in connotation. In cases where a difference is structural, there is 

often a corresponding difference in denotation (see Hervey 1979 on 

sign identity and synonymy). The problem with parasyntactic 

features, more than with any other kind of grammatical feature, is 

where the cut-off point lies between functional opposition and 

allomorphic variation. Mulder (under def 17a) makes the following 

comment: 
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"connotative stress" and other features fulfilling the 
same function ID 0 40 may be considered as (usually 
non-discrete) features of an auxiliary semiotic system 
used to draw attention to specific parts of an utterance, 
at the cost of others, and so adds connotation to the 
denotation, which remains constant. Examples of 
connotative stress are seen, for example in the difference 
between "b& hit him", "he J11, t him", and "he hit hIM" (the 
stressed parts are [underlined]), which have the same 
denotation , but which are different as to connotation. 
Of a similar nature, and often occurring in conjunction 
with the former, is what one might call "connotative 
modulation", which usually takes the form of pitch- 
modulation, similar in appearance to, but to be 
distinguished from, the phonetic forms corresponding to 
intonation... 

We can demonstrate the independence of connotative stress and 

intonation with Halliday's well-worn example (Halliday 1970). 

Jane goes shopping in town every Friday 

We can put the stress on any of the words together with either a 

rising or a falling intonation. 

II Jane goes shopping in town every Friday. 

III Jane goes shopping in town every Friday? 

IV Jane goes shoDDing in town every Friday. 

V Jane goes shopping in town every Friday? 

VI Jane goes shopping in town every Friday. 

VII Jane goes shopping in town every Friday 
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Each of the above (II-VII) is different from the neutral 

realisation (I) which has the main accent, but no stress, on 

"Friday". In other words, the system of giving prominence to 

specific parts of the utterance at the expense of others is 

independent of the neutral realisation of parasyntactic entities. 

Mulder suggests that this system of giving prominence may be 

considered as an auxiliary system. In this respect it has the same 

status as the system of intonation. We must examine whether it is 

consistent to describe the difference between "he hit him" and "he 

hit him" as a connotational difference and the difference between 

"he hit him. " and "he hit him? " as a denotational difference. Both 

belong to systems which could be described as auxiliary semiotic 

systems - in other words there is no question that they have a 

communicative function; the question is whether they should be 

described as part of language, or in this case part of the English 

language, or not. One difference between the two systems is that 

the intonations modify the whole base, whereas for the stress it is 

necessary to specify which part of the base is being given 

prominence. A similar effect can be achieved by "fronting" or 

moving part of the utterance to which one wishes to give prominence 

to initial position: 

I've never been there 

never have I been there 

there I've never been 

This system really only operates on certain parts of the utterance 

and not others: 
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*'? been there have I never 

*have been there I never 
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The problem, as we said earlier, is where to find a cut-off 

point. If stress is described as linguistic, rather than 

paralinguistic, because of its relationship to the parasyntactic 

entities it modifies, then "fronting" must, surely, also be 

described as linguistic. We must here anticipate the more detailed 

arguments of Chapter Five and state our hypothesis that although 

such auxiliary systems could be described as linguistic, they are 

best treated as outside language. We do not describe the different 

arrangements of "John is not a bad guy" as different parasyntactic 

entities. The reasons, as we said, will become apparent in Chapter 

Four and Five. 

We return now to potential contrastive parasyntactic features. 

3.6.3.4 rcl Variance and AllomorphL - 

The claim here is interesting: that "John, is not a bad guy" 

and "John, he is not a bad guy" are allomorphs, as are "It was 

Napoleon, who lost at Waterloo. " and "The one who lost at Waterloo 

was Napoleon. ". The items "he" and "it" are said to be allomorphic 

variants. In the first example it is not clear which utterances are 

opposed to which, but clearly, from a syntactic point of view, they 

are not allomorphs. What this suggests is that allomorphs of a 

parasyntactic unit may correspond to more than one syntactic entity. 

While the converse of this has never been denied ("she can smoke" 
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the syntagm corresponds to two different parasyntactic units, namely 

"she can smoke" and "can she smoke"), this new proposition has 

unforeseen consequences. The main consequence is a rapprochement to 

the Chomskyan notion of transformations. If "it was Napoleon who 

lost at Waterloo" and "the one who lost at Waterloo was Napoleon" 

and, presumably, "Napoleon was the one who lost at Waterloo" are all 

allomorphs from the point of view of parasyntax, then we have to 

have some way of arriving at these allomorphs from the different 

syntactic structures. Perhaps these various cleft sentences are all 

to be considered allomorphs of the simple "Napoleon lost at 

Waterloo". If this is the case, then we may as well consider active 

and passive sentences "allomorphs" of each other. To step in this 

direction is to deny the autonomy which Axiomatic Functionalism 

grants to its systemology with respect to its semantics. The above 

so-called "allomorphs" may well be synonyms or near synonyms, but I 

find it very difficult to justify excluding cleft type syntagms from 

the syntagm types of English, while recognising active and passive 

sentences as instances of different types of syntagm. Consequently, 

we propose to treat each of the above examples as different 

grammatical entities, each of which corresponds to a different 

syntagm and consequently to a different parasyntactic unit. 

3.6 . 3.5 LLJJ_ ADDosition - 

This is perhaps where contrastive parasyntactic features come 

into their own. We described apposition as a direct non-syntactic 

relation between entities in a syntactic position. We also said 

that this relation is a grammatical relation which to tactic 
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entities a groupment that goes beyond ordinary syntactic groupment 

or adds groupment "over and above syntactic groupment" (def 18a). 

If we extend this to any direct relation between grammatical 

entities which is not described as a syntactic relation or a 

morphological relationg then we have a relation which functions in 

the same way as contrastive parasyntactic features. They both add 

groupment over and above syntactic groupment, are opposed to their 

absence, but not opposed to other parasyntactic features. The 

problem is to explain how a direct relation could be a feature. 

Clearly there is an implicit difference between a relation which one 

assumes holds between entitiesp and a feature which one assumes is 

additional to an entity. This implicit difference is not, however, 

borne out by the theory which defines "features" as "elements, 

analytical properties of elements, or relations between elements or 

properties of elements" (def lel). 

If we describe quasisyntactic relations as corresponding to a 

contrastive feature, then the resulting complex - which we had 

referred to as a quasisyntagm - is in fact a parasyntactic unit. 

Here again there is a shift of focus, but no inconsistency. The 

relation of apposition holds between syntactic 

equivalent position in a chain: 

John - the fool 

behind 

SUBJECT 

COMPLEMENT 
PREDICATIVE 

entities in 

stayed 

In our exampley there is apposition between "John" and "the fool". 

The contrastive featurev on the other hand, groups the two parts of 

the base "John stayed behind" and "the fool" via a direct relation 
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between "John" and "the fool". This will be represented by a broken 

arrow: 

John stayed behind 

(the fool) 

To conclude, contrastive parasyntactic features are groupment 

features: they are from a syntactic point of view, a-syntactic or 

non-syntactic relations. In parasyntax they group parasyntactic 

entities. They are unlike distinctive parasyntactic features in 

that they do not themselves have a readily abstractable or 

identifiable form and information value. In other words, they are 

not opposed to other parasyntactic features with form and 

information value, but they are grammatical features; features 

which, like constructional relations, are functional in the sense 

that they are opposed to their absence. 

We argued in 2.5.1 that if apposition is a direct relation2 it 

cannot hold between syntactic entities without inconsistencies 

arising. Our recognition of entities of the base of a parasyntactic 

unit as entities which correspond to, but are logically distinct 

from, syntactic entities emphasizes the fact that what we called a 

quasisyntactic relation is, in fact, a regular feature of 

parasyntactic units. The groupment of entities in parasyntax 

differs from syntactic groupment in the following ways: - Firstly, 

the entities of the base are not syntactic entities: they are 

parasyntactic entities and they may correspond to parasyntactic 

units, quasisyntactic entities or syntactic entities. Secondly, the 
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parasyntactic entities of the base are generally of different 

"phases" (see 3-6.4) and thus the groupment of parasyntactic 

entities is ontologically something quite different from the 

groupment of syntactic entities. This difference is brought out in 

cases where a) certain tactic entities are grouped in syntax and b) 

the corresponding entities are grouped in parasyntax. We have seen 

examples of this in apposition: - "John the Fool stayed behind" 

versus "John - the fool - stayed behind". It also occurs with 

restrictive vs non-restrictive relative clauses, sentential adverbs 

and much more. This aspect of parasyntax is sometimes called 

Sentential Syntax, because of its deceptive similarity to syntax. 

Let us now examine Sentential Syntax and the role of contrastive 

parasyntactic features in grouping parasyntactic entities. 

3.6.4 Sentential Syntax 

Perhaps the most striking difference between syntax and what we 

may call 3entential syntax lies not in the recognition of 

parasyntactic features, but in the nature of the entities themselves 

and their communicative potential. 

The parasyntactic unit, as the grammatical entity closest to 

the sentence and hence to the communicative actq necessarily 

contains information about how language is being used. Unlike the 

denotations of those signa which correspond to syntactic entities 

which can be described in "neutral" or "literaln terms, the 

denotations of signa corresponding to parasyntactic units contain 

information about the communicative function of each of its parts. 
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The following examples are illustrative of this point: 
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la Children, who are not afraid of water, learn to swim easily. 

lb Children who are not afraid of water learn to swim easily. 

2a I'd like some basta or what ever you call it. 

2b I'd like some basta or what ever you're having. 

3a John, the butcher's son, stayed behind. 

3b John the butcher's son stayed behind. 

In each case the (b) example can be fully described in syntax 

as corresponding to one syntagm, whereas the (a) example cannot be 

fully described as corresponding to one syntagm. This is partly 

because of the lack of syntactic resources for differentiating the 

two in syntax, but also because of the different communicative 

functions of its parts. In la, the non-restrictive or non-defining 

relative clause is additional to rather than an integral part of the 

syntagm; in 2a the comment is on one particular lexical item and in 

3a "the butcher's son" provides a "cross-reference" for "John" - 

additional information which helps us to identify the subject. In 

other words, the parts of the (a) examples have to be described as 

having different communicative functions than their "literal" 

counterparts. In this very important respect parasyntactic entities 

of the base differ in kind from syntactic entities. 

We can describe each of these examples as parasyntactic units 

as follows: 
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1a) (children)learn to swim easily 
A, 
I 

(who are not afraid of water) 

1b) easily <- (children who are not afraid of water learn to swim) 

2a) I'd like some(basta) 

(or whatever you call it) 

2b) I SUBJECT 

> PREDICATIVE Id like 

some basta or ... having OBJECT 

3a) (John) stayed behind 
A, 

(the butcher's son) 

3b) John the butcher's son SUBJECT 

ý.... > PREDICATIVE stayed 

behind COMPLEMENTJ 

Various classifications exist of the different functions that 

language fulfils. For instance, Halliday recognises three: the 

interpersonal, the experiential and the textual (Kress 1976: 29); 

(Halliday 1970: 143). Lyons also has three: the social, the 

expressive and the descriptive (Lyons 1977 vol 1: 50); Buehler has 

three: the expressive (Ausdruck), the descriptive (Darstellung) and 

the vocative (Appell) (Buehler 1934); Hymes has six: the 

expressive/emotive, the directive/conative/persuasive, the poetic, 

the contact, the metalinguistic, the referential, and the 
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context/situational (Hymes 1962: 7); Jakobson has six: the 

referential, the emotive, the conative, the metalinguistic, the 

phatic and the poetic (Jakobson 1960); and Brown and Yule have two: 

the transactional and the interactional (Brown and Yule 1983: 2). 

"That function which language serves in the expression of "content" 

we will describe as "transactional", and that function language 

serves in expressing social relations and personal attitudes we will 

describe as "interactional" (usually language fulfils both functions 

to a greater or lesser degree). " (ibid) 

That final comment could apply equally well to most of the 

above, and we must be careful in Axiomatic Functionalism not to 

confuse the functions of language with the functions of 

parasyntactic entities. Parasyntactic functions are going to be 

different from syntactic functions (subject-of, object-of, etc), and 

different from the functions of language in use. We envisage for 

Sentential Syntax a set of paradigmsv each with its own functionv 

linked by contrastive parasyntactic features. In labelling these 

paradigms we may well borrow from the above, but we must bear in 

mind that our parasyntactic labels refer only to parasyntactic 

entities and not to any grammatical entity which functions in a 

particular way suggested by the parasyntactic labels. We shall 

postpone this description until we have examined distinctive 

parasyntactic features and complex paratactic units. 
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3.7 Distinctive Paratactic Features 
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def 17b "distinctive paracenotactic features" for 
"paracenotactic features that are in a relation of 
commutation with one or more other paracenotactic 
features, or with zero" 

def 18b "distinctive parasyntactic features" for "parasyntactic 
features that are in a relation of commutation with one or 
more other parasyntactic features" 

Distinctive paratactic features, like contrastive paratactic 

features2 accompany but do not determine the identity of paratactic 

entities of the base. In the case of distinctive features, we have 

described this accompanying relationship as "grafting": distinctive 

features are grafted onto a base (Gardner and Hervey 1983: 8). 

Unlike contrastive features, distinctive features are defined as 

being in a relation of commutation with other paratactic features. 

We pointed out above (2-3) that features, not being immediate 

constituents, cannot commute, nor can they, not being entities, have 

distinctive function. Nevertheless we can identify "distinctive" 

features, or features which are opposed to other features in the 

context of a paratactic unit. We can capture what is clearly meant 

by these definitions in the following, more consistent, manner: 

def 17b "distinctive paracenotactic features" for 
"Paracenotactic features that are in a relation of 
functional opposition with one or more paracenotactic 
features in the context of a paracenotactic unit" 

def 18b "distinctive parasyntactic features" for "parasyntactic 
features that are in a relation of functional opposition 
with one or more parasyntactic features in the context of 
a parasyntactic unit" 
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Where contrastive features group entities of the base and thus 

affect the relationships between the parts of the base by adding 

groupment over and above syntactic groupment, distinctive features 

are additional to, in the sense of being more distinct from, the 

entities of the base. Being opposed to other features, they add 

something distinctive to the parasyntactic unit as a whole, rather 

than re-grouping or adding extra groupment to the entities of the 

base. 

The substitution of these new definitions has not only removed 

the notion "commutation", but also the notion that distinctive 

paracenotactic features may alternate with zero. In the first 

instance, it was incongruous that paracenotactic features could 

alternate with zero, whereas parasyntactic features could not. But 

more importantly, the "combination" of a potential base and zero 

cannot result in a paratactic unit. If there is no paratactic 

feature (or in this case, a zero paratactic feature, which amounts 

to the same thing), then there can be no paratactic unit. Our 

revised definitions of the nature of the base of a paratactic unit 

(3.4.1) allow us to combine paratactic entities of all kinds (ie 

corresponding to tactic entities, paratactic units etc) in the base 

of a paratactic unit and therefore removes any possible argument for 

the existence of a zero paratactic feature. We can distinguish, 

ontologically, a phonotagm from a paraphonotactic entity which 

corresponds to a phonotagm and thus avoid the problem of the "zero" 

tone. 
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Because distinctive paratactic features are opposed to other 

paratactic features, they can be isolated from the paratactic unit 

in a way which contrastive paratactic features cannot be. In this 

sense, distinctive features have a more positive identity and 

contribute more to the paratactic unit as a whole. 

Because distinctive paratactic features are paratactic 

features, they group entities of the base in such a way that 

together they form a parasyntactic unit. This grouping aspect is 

similar to that of a syntactic nucleus which not only has its own 

distinctive aspect in that it is opposed to other syntactic nuclei, 

but also groups those entities which are subordinated to it. 

Distinctive paratactic features may group more than one entity of 

the base or they may be graf ted onto a simple base. We will look 

first briefly at distinctive paracenotactic features, then turn to 

distinctive parasyntactic features. 

3.7.1 Distinctive Paracenotactic Features 

Typical distinctive paracenotactic features are the tones of 

many South and West African languages, South East Asian and American 

Indian languages. The tone systems of these languages differ in 

number, in distribution and in realisation. For example, Mende 

(Sierra Leone) has two tones , Somali has four tones and Hagu (Amoy) 

has eight tones (O'Connor 1973: 240). It may be that every syllable 

must bear a tone or that only some syllables bear a tone. Tones may 

be realised as high-hight mid-mid, high-mid, mid-low, etc. or any 

combination thereof. In addition, they may rise or fall as steps or 
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as glides. The exact phonetic properties of these pitch patterns 

will also vary from language to language. 

The following example of tones in Vietnamese illustrates the 

fact that tones are phonological features which are in functional 

opposition to other phonological features as distinctive 

paraphonotactic features in a paraphonotactic unit. (Fn) 

Description Phonemic 

1. Level 

2. Rising 

3. Falling 

4. Fall-rise 

5. Rise-fall 

6. Level-fall 

Transcription 

ta 

ta 

ta 

v ta 
A 

ta 

ta 

Vietnamese Meaning 

Transcription 

ta we 

. ýO ta a dozen 

ta s tem 
-. N 

ta to describe 

ta nappies 

ta one hundred kilos 

3.7.2 Distinctive Parasvntactic Features 

We identified provisionally two different types of distinctive 

parasyntactic feature for English: inversion and intonation. Our 

first step will be to test whether, when they both occur, each is 

separately relevant in the parasyntactic unit. 

We noted above that a distinctive parasyntactic feature of 

inversion may only occur where there is a subject and an auxiliary 

verb, but that it does not always occur when there is a subject and 

Footnote. This description was provided by a colleague, Laurence 
Bon, and probably only holds for syllables in isolation. It is, 
however, sufficient to demonstrate our point. 
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an auxiliary verb. It does not occur in subordinate clauses. 

if she does not want to come, she should let us know 

when we've finished this, we'll come home 

they can't come alone because they're too old 

In each case the parasyntactic feature of inversion can only occur 

with the main subject-auxiliary pair. This ought not to be confused 

with alternative linear realisations of syntagms brought about by 

the fronting of adjuncts as in "never have I been there" (2-3-1). 

We propose, in fact, that there is at most one parasyntactic feature 

of inversion in any given sentence. This hypothesis will be 

discussed more fully in later sections (4-7,4.8). Having reminded 

ourselves of the limited occurrence of parasyntactic features of 

inversion, we shall now look at parasyntactic units with both these 

and intonation features in order to ascertain whether each is 

3eparately relevant. 

There are three main types of base which occur with inversion 

features: a) incomplete syntagms, b) PBS's with wh-adjuncts and c) 

PBS's with no wh-adjunct. 

Some examples: 

I a) would she 

b) where is it 

it isn't 

when you're ready 

c) do you smoke she can dance 
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Previous research has shown that these cannot all be treated 

the same. Halliday, for instance, has this to say: 

Basically, a falling contour means certainty and a 
rising contour means uncertainty. This is true in many 
languages, though by no means all. In English, it takes 
this particular form: a falling contour means certainty 
with- regard to y-gL QW DD. We go down when we know whether 
something is positive or negative, and we go up when we do 
not know. In other words we go down when we know the 
polarity of what we are saying. 

This means that we use a falling tone in statements; 
and ja 

_QaQ 
tvDe 2L guestion, the "WH-" (or "special") 

question, the type which has an interrogative word like 
who/what/whv/ in it. The uncertainty in a WH-question is 
not an uncertainty about yes or no. We use a rising tone, 
however, in the other type of question, the "yes/no" (or 
"general") question, when the uncertainty is precisely 
between negative and positive. (Halliday 1970: 23) 

In our terminology, then, the neutral or unmarked intonation pattern 

for types a), b) and c) with subject-auxiliary word order is a 

falling intonation, and the neutral or unmarked intonation pattern 

for types a) and c) with auxiliary-subject word order is a rising 

intonation, whereas for b) it is a falling intonation. 

Neutral Intonation Patterns: 

II a) she would. 

b) where it is. 

c) you do smoke. 

III a) would she? 

b) where is it. 

c) do you smoke? 

In order to demonstrate 

it isn't. 

when you are ready. 

she can dance. 

isn' t it? 

when are you ready. 

can she dance? 

the separate 
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parasyntactic features, we have to alternate each one separately. 

This gives us, in addition, the following twelve parasyntactic 

units: 

Marked Intonation Patterns: 

IV a) she would? 

b) where it is? 

c) you do smoke? 

it isn't? 

when you're ready? 

she can dance? 

V a) would she. isn't it. 

b) where is it? when are you ready? 

c) do you smoke. can she dance. 

Clearly the description is not as simple as we initially 

supposed. Even with our extremely vague intonation categories of 

and "? " we could not satisfactorily describe all the above 

parasyntactic units as, for example, either questions or statements. 

Group IV for example may be interpreted as statements or as 

statements which require a response or as questions. Any broad 

classification is going to be misleading. What our fabricated 

examples do show, however, is that both inversion and intonation 

contribute separately to the parasyntactic unit. The question now 

is whether a significance can be attached separately to each, or 

whether they are best described as two formal parts of one 

grammatical feature which is realised simultaneously by intonation 

and inversion. 
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From the realisational point of view this would be an unusual 

solution but by no means an impossible one. The main problem with 

the realisational aspect of distinctive parasyntactic features in 

English is the gradient nature of intonation (1.6) and this problem 

remains whether we consider inversion and intonation together as one 

parasyntactic feature or as two. Problems do arise, however, in the 

areas of semantic import and of complex parasyntactic units. 

First, semantic import: Because of the gradient nature of 

intonation, the linguist has the freedom to group intonations under 

parasyntactic features according to his ability or desire to 

recognise similarities and differences, or according to what he 

finds adequate. In other words, if linguist A describes the 

intonation system of English as having ten parasyntactic features 

and linguist B describes the intonation system of English as having 

five parasyntactic features, we would not necessarily deduce that 

A's description was preferable, merely because it was able to cope 

with finer distinctions. We have already rejected (1.6) the notion 

that each parasyntactic feature of intonation is unique on the 

grounds that it is not testable and not a valid hypothesis. This 

points to the danger of making more distinctions that can be 

consistently and objectively recognised. We should group 

intonations not merely on the basis of formal similarity, but also 

on the basis of similarity of semantic import. There is, however, a 

sense in which it is not only the forms of intonations which are 

gradient, but also their semantic import. We can think of 

intonation as something where the fewer distinctions one makes, the 

more systematically conventional they are and the more distinctions 
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one makes, the more one enters the area of connotation and speaker's 

state of mind. For example, the distinction between "go home! ", "go 

home? " and "go home. " as a command, a question and a statement, 

respectively, is generally accepted as more systematically 

conventional and therefore more worthy of inclusion in the 

grammatical system of a language than the distinction between a 

pleading command, or a request, with a fall-rise, and a sharp 

command, or a warning, uttered throughout on a low pitch, ending 

with a low fall. The latter could in turn be divided on the basis 

of length into sharp commands (short, abrupt syllables) and warnings 

(longer, more extended syllables). And so on. In short, we must 

not forget that whichever description we arrive at of parasyntactic 

features, it will be an arbitrary description, but, we hope, an 

appropriate one. 

Together with the problem of differentiating information values 

comes the problem of describing them. This arises precisely because 

we recognise and act on the different semantic imports of 

parasyntactic features but are not usually required to put them into 

words. While our descriptions of them in terms of words is 

essentially a labelling operation, it is difficult not to be 

deceived into thinking in terms of the words themselves. Thus, if 

we start with the idea that "a rising intonation turns a statement 

into a questionn, then we must not stop here, but go on to compare 

this question with other potential questions. For example, group IV 

above (eg "she can dance? ") are typically used to challenge or to 

query something a previous speaker has said, or something that is 

assumed by the speaker. They are requests for confirmation, rather 
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than information. They are called echo-questions and clearly have 

quite a different communicative function to the questions of group 

III (eg "can she dance? "). This difference of communicative 

function is attributed to the parasyntactic features of intonation 

and inversion. 

The major objection to treating inversion and intonation as two 

parts of one feature comes not from the semantic import side, but 

from the point of view of a complex parasyntactic unit. The 

combination of parasyntactic entities of the base which may occur 

depends not on the intonation feature, but on the inversion feature. 

This is particularly marked in the case of tags where the choice of 

tag is highly restricted by the main parasyntactic entity it 

modif ies. 

it's beautiful, isn't it 

*is it beautiful, isn't it 

To this base we can add either a rising or a falling 

intonation. The rising intonation turns the parasyntactic unit into 

an information seeking unit and the falling intonation turns it into 

a confirmation seeking unit. 

it's beautiful, isn't it? ... yes it is 

it's beautiful, isn't it. ... mmm 
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This restriction on co-occurrence in the base occurs not only 

with tags. For example, comments such as "strangely enough" can 

also only be selected with a parasyntactic unit with a subject- 

auxiliary inversion feature. 

strangely enough, it's man-made 

*strangely enough, is it man-made 

The addition of the inversion feature marks the grammatical 

entity as an ontologically different kind of entity than a syntactic 

entity and reinforces the distinction between parasyntactic entities 

and syntactic entities. This is an additional consideration rather 

than a compelling reason for treating intonation and inversion 

separately. The compelling reason is the argument for describing 

inversion BEFORE the addition or combination with other 

parasyntactic entities, and such combinations BEFORE the addition of 

an intonation feature. In other words, if we were to first combine 

entities of the base such as "strangely enough", a PBS and a tag, 

then we would have no choice of inversion feature. We mu s t, 

therefore, treat the combination of PBS plus inversion feature as a 

parasyntactic entity which may combine with other parasyntactic 

entities of the base, according to certain distributional 

restrictions. 

Having explored and rejected the possibility of describing 

intonation and inversion as one feature, we are still left with the 

problem of describing the information value of these features. We 

are in no doubt that they are functional and we deduce the fact that 
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they are grammatical from the fact that they affect the distribution 

of the grammatical entity they occur with and that they contribute 

to the information value of the whole unit. We are however, not so 

easily placed to describe the semantic import of inversion in 

particular. We shall defer further consideration of this aspect of 

parasyntactic features until we are able to consider them in the 

context of parasyntactic units. In other words, we may not be able 

to isolate a semantic import for the features in isolation, but may 

be able to describe their contribution when combined with the 

different types of base to the parasyntactic unit as a whole. This 

will be considered after a reconsideration of inversion features. 

3.7.3 Invgrsion Reconsidered 

Having rejected the idea of including inversion as part of one 

parasyntactic feature with intonation, and having been unable so far 

to specify satisfactorily the semantic import of inversion, we shall 

now consider the option of describing one realisation of a syntagm 

as "neutral" and the other as a combination of a syntactic base and 

an inversion feature. (cf "singular" vs "plural" where "singular" 

as the unmarked term in English does not correspond to a moneme, 

whereas "Plural" does. ie "boy" in "a boy" is a monomonematic 

plereme and "boys" in "the boys" is a morphologically complex 

plereme. In the case of inversion, we could treat subject-auxiliary 

word order as the unmarked term or neutral realisation for most 

syntagms: - 

she cannot go alone 
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the birds are singing in the garden 

Mary and Louise have left home 
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These same syntagms as the base of a parasyntactic unit may combine 

with an inversion feature, in this case auxiliary- subject, giving 

the following parasyntactic units: 

can she not go alone 

are the birds singing in the garden 

have Mary and Louise left home 

Since we have defined parasyntactic entities of the base in such a 

way that they may correspond to either syntactic entities or to 

parasyntactic units, there is no problem from the point of view of 

parasyntactic units. The advantage of this description is that it 

is simpler: we have fewer parasyntactic features (now only one 

inversion feature rather than two); we have correspondingly fewer 

parasyntactic units and hence fewer levels of analysis in the 

description of the "neutral" cases. Since these neutral cases are 

potentially the most common, we have reduced the description of 

English as a whole considerablyt with no apparent reduction in 

consistency or adequacy. To complete this description of inversion, 

we must consider the status of the parasyntactic feature and its 

realisation in a wider variety of contexts. 

In the case of some syntagms we find that "auxiliary-subject" 

is the neutral word order. For example when the wh-words are used 

as adjuncts or complements, their neutral interpretation is as 

question words. 
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where are you 

how can they cope 

when are we leaving 

why don't they go home 
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These realisations of the syntagms concerned are more independent 

than their counterparts below: - 

where you are 

how they can cope 

when we are leaving 

why they don It go home 

These subject-auxiliary realisations of th e syntagms are, 

syntactically, more likely to occur in a subordinate position than 

the more independent, neutral, auxiliary-subject realisations above. 

There is no doubt that parasyntactic units which consist of such 

wh-syntagms plus subject-auxiliary word order do occur and that they 

are well formed, but they do not correspond to the neutral 

realisation of the syntagms. In the case of other wh-words (who, 

which, what) and of the above in other syntactic positionsy we shall 

for reasons of consistency retain the neutral word order as subject- 

auxiliary. This is principally because in other positions there is 

potential functional amalgamation as the wh-words may be expanded to 

relative clauses, or the "neutral" realisation is th e 

subject-auxiliary one. 

who did it 

what has happened 
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they've done what I wanted 

which book is here 

Page 3-129 

We therefore propose that for English subject-auxiliary is the 

neutral word order in all cases except those where {where, how, 

when, why} function as adjuncts or complements. In this latter case 

auxiliary- subject is the neutral word order. The following 

examples from the data are therefore parasyntactic entities which 

correspond to syntagms, not parasyntactic units: 

who are your studio guests this morning (1-24) 

why do you think that announcement was made (111-137-8) 

how do you read the situation now (IV. 152-3) 

Let us now examine the status of this inversion feature. 

We can no longer describe inversion as a distinctive 

parasyntactic feature because, although it is a parasyntactic 

feature in as much as it is a functional feature which is additional 

to, but does not determine the identity of, the base it accompanies, 

it is no longer opposed to one or more parasyntactic features. 

(Even if zero is a member of the set of parasyntactic features, it 

is not itself a parasyntactic feature. ) Such parasyntactic features 

which are opposed solely to their absence are, as we saw above in 

the case of apposition, labelled contrastive parasyntactic features. 

This is a most satisfactory solution in many respects. Inversion 

does add groupment over and above syntactic groupment and thus fits 
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the definition of contrastive feature. Also, the difficulty of 

specifying its semantic import can be partially explained by its 

uniqueness as a feature and the absence of other similar features to 

compare it with. Unlike distinctive features which are distinctive 

by virtue of being functionally opposed to other, comparable, 

distinctive features, inversion is merely opposed to its absence. 

Its semantic import is more like that of a syntactic relation, than 

that of an entity. Our discussion of inversion has undoubtedly 

underlined the distinction between contrastive and distinctive 

parasyntactic features. Let us now return to those properly 

distinctive features: intonation. 

3.7.4 Intonation Reconsidered 

Bearing in mind all the problems outlined above which are 

involved in the isolation of a set of distinctive parasyntactic 

features of spoken English - the gradient nature of intonation, the 

difficulties of isolating features from bases, the problem of 

specifying semantic import, the question of finding an optimum 

number of features which can be satisfactorily tested, etc. - let 

us now hypothesise such a set. We have deliberately chosen three 

bases which may occur with most of the nine features. It is 

expected that some bases will combine more readily with particular 

features to the exclusion of others. Our concern in this section, 

however, is to identify the maximum number of potential features. 

The number of features has been proposed on the basis of the 

author's own variety of Scottish English. The immediate aim is to 

show the type of feature hypothesised in the thesis and therefore 
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the details are not crucial. It is hoped that in future it will be 

possible to test this hypothesis in a satisfactory manner and in 

particular to test to what extent what was traditionally called 

connotative modulation is involved. For the purposes of this 

thesis, however, it must remain provisional. 

We can anticipate our classification of bases (3.9) and 

describe the simple base "John" (Base A) as a vocative, "don't do 

that" (Base B) as an imperative informer and "can I see her" (Base 

C) as an interrogative informer. In addition, "John" corresponds to 

a plereme, "don't do that" to a syntagm and "can I see her" to a 

parasyntactic unit. All three are, of course, simple bases 

consisting of one parasyntactic entity. We shall turn to the nature 

of parasyntactic features of intonation which occur with complex 

bases af ter we have examined the functional nature of complex bases. 

First, distinctive parasyntactic features. 

In order to describe the intonation features, we have (a) 

numbered them, (b) described their phonetic shape, (c) illustrated 

impressionistically their phonetic shape, (d) given their 

phonological form an appropriate label, (e) given their information 

value an appropriate label and (f) captured their semantic import 

with an appropriate sequel: - 
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BASE A= "John" 

(a) (b) 

1 fal 1 
2 low-rise 
3 stepping 

fall 
4 high-rise 

Cc) (d) 

0 
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(e) (fi) 

statement that's who it was. 
question is that you? was it John? 
call where are you? 

?? echo- is it really you? 
question are you sure that's who it was 

5 fall, 1 exclamation how lovelyl 
extra-height 

6 fall-rise, ?I incredulous I don't believe itl 
extra-height question are you sure it was him? 

7 fall-rise, ? plea please 
extra-length 

8 steep fall, .1 rebuke stop it 
extra-length 

9 steep fall, warning I'm warning you 
low 

BASE B= "don't do that" 

1 fall 
2 low-rise 

3 stepping 
fall 

4 high-rise 

0 co mmand 
? [u nf inish ed 

command] 
!I [call- 

command] 
?? echo- 

question 
5 fall, 1 exclamation 

extra-height outraged 
command 

6 fall-rise, incredulous 
extra-height question 

7 fall-rise, plea 
extra-length 

8 steep fall, 
extra-length 

9 steep fall, 
low 

I'm telling you not to 
do this 

o0*. wherever you are 

well, what else do you want 
me to do?! 
you shouldn't really 
please don't 

but what else can I do? 

please 

rebuke, I've told you before 
angry command 
warning I'm warning you 
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BASE C= "can I see her" 
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1 fall routine request 
2 low-rise ? polite request 
3 stepping 11 [game] 
4 high-rise I? echo-question are you sure? 
5 fall, I exclamation I'm so happyl 

extra-height 
6 fall-rise, ?I incredulous I don't believe youl 

extra-height question 
7 fall-rise, , *-'*-,,.? plea I really want to 

extra-length 
8 steep fall, I command I insist 

extra-length 
9 steep fall, warning you'd better let me 

low 

It is clear from the above (we shall ignore B2 and C3 for the 

time being) that all the intonation features are formally distinct 

and that each of the intonation features contributes to the meaning 

of the parasyntactic unit in a conventional way. In some cases the 

meaning is relatively constant: - 

call 

echo-question 

exclamation 

?I exclamatory question 

? plea 

I short rebuke 

warning 

In the other cases it varies according to the base. 

10 

2? 

st atement/ command/ request 

ues tio n/ [ ]/polite request 
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This can be explained by reference to Halliday's polarity 

(3-7.2) and we can capture the semantic import of (1) and (2) as: - 

10 certainty 

2? uncertainty 

With this explanation, it makes sense that B2 does not occur: - 

the only possible utterance of it would be as a suspensive clause as 

in "Don't do that, come and watch T. V. I" Feature (3) is also 

restricted in its distribution: only bases which could be used to 

call someone can be used. Otherwise, such utterances would be 

interpreted as part of a game or some kind of baby talk and only 

marginally, if at all, part of the system of conventions of English. 

Let us now try and map these nine features on to the intonation 

square. It can cope adequately with the oppositions between rises 

(suspensive intonations) and falls (final intonations) and between a 

steep rise or fall ( emphatic intonations) and less steep rises or 

falls. What is missing is the ability to cope with fall-risesy 

stepping falls as opposed to glides, and the relative pitch of the 

whole intonation. Consequently the following table must be 

interpreted along with the above descriptions of the intonation 

features. 
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non-emphatic 
suspensive 

2 

emphatic 
suspensive 

4(?? ) 
2(? ) 

7(.? ) 601 
1(. ) 8(. 1) 50) 

9(.. ) 301) 

non-emphatic 
0 

f inal 

I 
emphatic 
f inal 
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Despite its above mentioned failings, the table is useful for 

interpreting the logic behind the labels we have given the forms of 

the intonations. 

3.8 ComDlex Paratactic Units 

Let us consider the following definitions in abstraction, 

before we apply them to English: 

Def 19 "paratactic unit" for "paracenotactic unit or 
parasyntactic unit" 

Def 19a "complex paratactic unit" for nself-contained entity 
constituted by two or more paratactic units, together with 
further accompanying paratactic features" 

Def 19b "paracenotactic unit" for "self-contained entity 
constituted by one or more cenological entitiesp together 
with one or more accompanying paracenotactic features" 

Def 19c "parasyntactic unit" for "self-contained entity 
constituted by one or more grammatical entities, together 
with one or more accompanying parasyntactic features" 

An example of a complex paratactic unit is given under Def 19. 

is a phrase accent group: 

"In phonology a word-accent group consists of a base (the 
complex of one or more phonotactic entities, usually 
roughly corresponding with the phonological form of a word 

This 
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in terms of phonemes) and a so-called word-accent. A 
phrase accent group is a complex of the latter, together 
with a superimposed so-called phrase-accent, or a 
combination of phrase-accent-groups together with a 
further phrase-accent, and so on. " (Mulder 1974b; Mulder 
and Hervey 1980: 55) 

So we might have word accent groups: /. I. Q; Ldi/ and /hLevi/ with 

the word accents on the first phonotagm, and the phrase accent group 

/r hevi lgetdi/ with the phrase accent on the /lei/ of /leidi/. 

These grouping features (word accent and phrase accent) are called 

"contrastive paracenotactic features" (def 17a) or "features with 

the sole function of groupment over and above cenotactic (here: 

phonotactic) groupment". The problem with contrastive features has 

already been examined with reference to contrastive parasyntactic 

features (sections 2.1-3.2.2.2.3 and 3-3), but it warrants a final 

reconsideration here: Contrastive paraphonotactic features are 

relevant to communication; they group phonotagms and thus form a 

crucial difference between two isolated phonotagms /lei/ and /di/ 

and the word accent group /Igjdi/. On the other hand, once a 

description of the phonotactics has been completed, we have grouped 

/lei/ and /di/ as a complex phonotagm and the stress on /lei/ is 

predictable from the fact that it is the major phonotagmy whereas 

/di/ is the minor phonotagm. The reduced form of /di/ is also 

predictable from this phonotactic structure. 

The question here is how much of the phonological form of a 

syntagm, for example, can be described in phonotactics. Word accent 

groups are not paraphontactic units because they are already units 

in phonotactics. The same could be true of phrase accent groups, 

given the recursivity allowed for in the tactic sub-systems. It is 
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possible, however, that the maximum distribution unit in 

phonotactics corresponds to, roughly, a word, and that further 

groupment is described in paraphonotactics. A detailed discussion 

of these matters is anticipated in El-Shakfeh, forthcoming. 

So, while we might wish to dispute the example of a word-accent 

group given in the Postulates, the principle remains. A complex 

paratactic unit consists of two or more paratactic units, together 

with further accompanying features. 

'We may now compare a paratactic unit to a complex base (see 

3.3.2). The latter in parasyntax is a base of a parasyntactic unit 

which consists of more than one parasyntactic entity, where a 

parasyntactic entity corresponds to a parasyntactic unitv a 

quasisyntactic entity, a marginal syntagm, a syntagm or a plereme. 

In paracenotactics, a complex base consists of more than one 

paracenotactic entity, where a paracenotactic entity corresponds to 

a paracenotactic unit or a cenotactic entity (usually a cenotagm). 

Since these possibilities are not labelled in the Postulates, we 

have a choice between altering the definition of complex paratactic 

unit such that its base corresponds to more than one paratactic 

entity, and introducing a definition for complex base. There are 

advantages on both sides: altering an existing definition does not 

increase the number of definitions; adding an extra definition does 

not alter the theory as it stands. Both options entail the addition 

of a definition of paratactic entity as distinct from paratactic 

unit. We choose to introduce the following additional definitions: 

def 19al "paratactic entity" for "entity of the base of a 
paratactic unit" 
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def 20bl "simple base" for "base consisting of one paratactic 
entity" 

def 20b2 "complex base" for "base consisting of more than one 
paratactic entity" 

def 19a3 "parasyntactic entity" for "entity of the base of a 
parasyntactic unit" a parasyntactic entity may correspond 
to a plereme, a syntagm, a marginal syntagm, a 
quasisyntactic entity or a parasyntactic unit. 

def 19a2 "Paracenotactic entity" for "entity of the base of a 
paracenotactic unit" a paracenotactic entity may 
correspond to a cenotactic entity or a paracenotactic 
unit. 

This means that while a complex paratactic unit always has a 

complex base, a complex base may be the base of a simple paratactic 

unit. 

We shall now return to a description of complex paratactic 

units in English. 

3.8.1 Complex parasyntactic Units Jn English 

We have identified three types of parasyntactic feature in 

English: parasyntactic relations, inversion features and intonation 

features. Any one of these may combine with a base to form a 

parasyntactic unit. The base of a unit may be simple (consisting of 

one parasyntactic entity) or complex (consisting of more than one 

parasyntactic entity). In each case, the entities of the base may 

themselves be further analysed as parasyntactic units. In other 

words, there is recursivity in parasyntax, as in syntax. 
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Each type of parasyntactic feature occurs with different 

parasyntactic entities. Parasyntactic relations group entities 

between which - or parts of which - there is a direct relation. 

Inversion features occur with particular entities with a subject and 

an auxiliary verb. Intonation features occur with one or more than 

one entity of any type. The latter have not only a distinctive 

function, but also a grouping function: they group entities of the 

base which are not otherwise grouped. As we saw above (3-8.2), 

there is an order in which these features may combine with a base. 

The first is the inversion feature; then the parasyntactic 

relation(s) and finally the intonation feature. The selection of an 

inversion feature restricts the selection of a parasyntactic 

relation and, therefore, has to occur first. There will be at most 

one inversion feature per parasyntactic unit, although there may be 

more than one parasyntactic relation. The order of parasyntactic 

relations is comparable to that of syntactic relations where 

different levels of analysis are available for the description. The 

f inal level of analysis of any parasyntactic unit in English, simple 

or complex, is the analysis into base plus distinctive parasyntactic 

feature of intonation. We, therefore, have potentially four levels 

of analysis with potential recursivity on level three. In order to 

distinguish the different types of parasyntactic unit, we have 

labelled them maximal parasyntactic units, contrastive parasyntactic 

units and minimal parasyntactic units as follows: - 

Maximal P-s Unit > Base + Distinctive Intonation P-s feature 

[2] Base > P-s Entity / P-s Entity / P-s Entity / 
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(A P-s Entity may correspond to a (non-maximal) P-s Unit) 

131 Contrastive P-s Unit > P-s Entity ---- > P-s Entity 

[41 Minimal P-s Unit > P-s Entity + inversion 
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Complex parasyntactic units in English are actually very rare. 

This is because the inversion features and any parasyntactic 

relations tend to all occur with the same parasyntactic entity. 

Before we can describe these entities adequately, we must look at 

the different types of parasyntactic entities. 

We now turn to an examination of parasyntactic entities in 

English and their distribution. 

3.9 Parasyntactic Entities 

We have already examined one aspect of parasyntactic entities, 

namely that of their structural type whether they correspond to a 

syntagm, parasyntactic unit etc. (see 3.4.2). Here we are going to 

examine their functional nature. We will start by outlining the 

different communicative functions played by parasyntactic entities 

and proceed to a classification of parasyntactic units. 

Our examination of the data has revealed that entities in 

parasyntax function quite differently from corresponding syntactic 

entities. To underline this point, we will start with an 

examination of qualifiers and their relation to the parasyntactic 

entities they qualify. This relationship of all relations in 

parasyntax, most ressembles those in syntax, and for this reason the 
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description of qualifiers in parasyntax isp as we saw above (3.6.4), 

sometimes called Sentential Syntax. 

3.9.1 Qualifiers 

A parasyntactic entity functions as a qualifier if it contracts 

a direct asymmetrical relation of functional dependency with all or 

part of another parasyntactic entity and the parasyntactic entities 

concerned form the base of a parasyntactic unit. As we saw above ( 

3.6), in such cases the direct relation is the groupment over and 

above syntactic groupment which we also refer to as a contrastive 

parasyntactic feature. The additional specification that such 

direct relations must group parasyntactic entities such that they 

form a parasyntactic unit excludes the possibility of direct 

relations between sentences being construed as parasyntactic 

features. In other words, the presence of a direct relation between 

parasyntactic entities is a necessary, but not a sufficient 

condition for a contrastive parasyntactic feature of groupment. 

Qualifiers are often initially observed where a syntagm is 

opposed to a parasyntactic unit in such cases where both correspond 

to the same string of pleremes. The qualifier may be realised as 

quite distinct from the remainder of the parasyntactic unit by, for 

example, a change in pitch in spoken language or dashes in written 

language. 
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Qualifiers are either SPECIFIC or GENERAL. Specific qualifiers 

modify part of a parasyntactic entity; general qualifiers modify 

the whole of a parasyntactic entity. In order to demonstrate the 

need for such a distinction, we may consider the following 

examples: - 

1a) John stayed behind - the fool. 

b) John - the fool - stayed behind. 

c) John the fool stayed behind. 

2a) Skating on ice can be dangerous - which is fun. 

b) Skating on ice - which is dangerous - can be fun. 

c) Skating on ice which is dangerous can be fun. 

In each case (a) contains a general qualifiero (b) contains a 

specific qualifier and (c) contains no qualifier. These oppositions 

underline the necessity for distinguishing syntactic complexes (c) 

from parasyntactic complexes (a and b) , as well as the need to mark 

the relata of the direct relations in parasyntax. It is not 

sufficient to describe a parasyntactic unit as consisting of "John 

stayed behind" and "the fool", without adding that "the fool" is a 

qualifier and what it qualfies. It is a general qualifier when it 

qualifies "John stayed behind" and a specific qualifier when it 

qualifies "John". We introduced (3-5-3) the broken arrow to 

indicate the relata of the direct relations in parasyntax because it 

is reminiscent ofv but distinct from the arrow of subordination in 

syntax. The parasyntactic units of the (a) and (b) examples above 

can be represented as follows: 
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a) (John stayed behind) 

(the fool) 

Page 3-143 

b) (John) stayed behind 

(the fool) 

2a) (skating on ice can be fun) b) (skating on ice) can be fun 

(which is dangerous) (which is dangerous) 

QUALIFIED 

[GENERAL QUALIFIER] 

b) QUALIFIED 
4, 

[SPECIFIC QUALIFIER] 

A full description of qualifiers in English will include not 

only a presentation of the relata of the direct relation, but also a 

classification of the nature of the qualification. It is this, as 

well as the relata per se, that distinguishes qualification in 

parasyntax from subordination in syntax. Entities grouped by 

syntactic relations are on the same level; they have the same 

"literal" or "neutral" communicative functions. In parasyntax, 

however, parasyntactic features group entities of different 

communicative functions. They cannot all be taken "internally" (Fn) 

"literally" or "syntactically". We have seen in the case of 

apposition the need to distinguish a "syntactic" interpretation of a 

string of pleremes from an "a-syntactic" interpretation. The same 

is true of many other strings: 

Fn. Our distinction between syntactic and parasyntactic complexes 
is not that of Halliday's (Halliday 1983: 242ff) internal and 
external conjunctions. Halliday's aim is to describe the cohesive 
ties which hold between sentences, rather than intrasentential 
groupment features and these ties are essentially semantic, not 
grammatical. 
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3a) you can'tv naturally, do it alone 

naturally you can't do it alone 

b) you can't naturally do it alone 

you can't do it alone naturally 

4a) at the same time, I don't believe it happened 

b) I don't believe it happened at the same time 

5a) it can't, frankly, be done 

b) it can't be done frankly 

6a) it was drawn by her, on the other hand 

b) it was drawn on the other hand by her 
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Although these examples may seem rather far-fetched when 

juxtaposed as they are above, they do illustrate the need to 

distinguish a syntactic adjunct which is part of an EPBS from a 

parasyntactic entity which functions on a different level. In each 

of the (a) examples above (3-6) we have a general qualifier which 

qualifies another parasyntactic entity. The (b) examples are all 

EPBS's with adjuncts of time, manner or place. The parasyntactic 

units can be presented as follows: 

3a) (you can't do it alone) 

naturally 

4a) (I don't believe it happened) 
A, 

(at the same time) 
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5a) (it can't be done) 

frankly 

6a) (it was drawn by her) 

on the other hand 
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We have established that there is a functional difference 

between qualification in parasyntax and the subordination of 

adjuncts in syntax by using examples of signa which correspond to 

both an adjunct and a qualifier (ie "naturally", "at the same time", 

"frankly" and "on the other hand"). There is no reason to suppose 

that the class of adjuncts is in a one-to-one relation of 

correspondance with the class of qualifiers and counterexamples to 

this readily present themselves (eg the qualifier "of course" does 

not occur as an adjunct and the adjunct "in the garden" does not 

occur as a "qualifier"). Consequently, we shall henceforth ignore 

the potential of qualifiers to correspond to adjuncts and 

concentrate on a classification of different functional levels of 

communication. A classification of the functions of qualifiers is a 

classification of all parasyntactic entities which may contract a 

direct asymmetrical relation of functional dependency with another 

parasyntactic entity and thus function in a different way to the 

parasyntactic entity they qualify. 
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All qualifiers are comments on the parasyntactic entity they 

qualify. They may be comments on one of the following: - 

(a) the content of the parasyntactic entity 

(b) the expression of the parasyntactic entity 

(c) the relevance of the parasyntactic entity 

An example of (a) is "honestly" in "Honestly, she'll never 

finish on time. " where the speaker comments that he/she honestly 

thinks she will never finish whatever she is doing on time. 

An example of (b) is "if that is the correct word" in 

understood that you were expressing some annoyance - if that is the 

correct word - this morning at the Prime Minister's refusal to 

(IV-136-8) where the speaker's comment is on the expression rather 

than the content of the other parasyntactic entity. 

An example of (c) is "second" in "Second, I don't want to see 

them. " where "second" relates the parasyntactic entity it 

accompanies to a previous statement in a series. Such qualifiers 

comment on the relevance of the parasyntactic entity to something 

outside that parasyntactic entity often marking the structure of the 

discourse it occurs in. 

We shall now look at each of these in more detail. 
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Content Qualifiers - 
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Comments on the content include i) apposition and the addition 

of extra information on a particular item; ii) tags, or the comment 

which follows a parasyntactic entity and modifies it in some way; 

iii) attitudinals, or the expression of the speaker's personal 

opinion on or attitude to the message conveyed by the main 

parasyntactic entity; and iv) stylistic comments, or comments on 

the way the message is to be interpreted. In each case the 

parasyntactic entity which qualifies also functions as a comment on 

the content of the parasyntactic entity it modifies: 

(i) EXTRAS 

Content qualifiers which provide extra or additional 

information about part or all of the parasyntactic entity they 

modify are called extras. Typical of extras are appositions where 

the extra information provides a cross-reference for the first 

apposite: 

John - the fool - stayed behind. 

Other examples of extras include non-restrictive relative 

clauses: - 

Children - who are not afraid of water - learn to swim easily. 

and other pseudo-apposites: - 

Sir Winston - or Mr Churchill as he then was 
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In the following extracts from the data we have placed the 

extras between dashes: - 

and I think it is extremely possible - indeed I think I 
would go beyond that and say that I think it is extremely 
probable - that that is exactly what will happen (IV-91-3) 

well what I suggested was eh last Saturday - and I think 
it still holds good now - is that we should be using the 
strongest possible diplomatic means and sanctions to bring 
pressure on the Argentine (111.106-9) 

we heard on the news today that eh within forty-eight 
hours - that's the deadline now - there could be naval 
confrontation (111-150-2) 

I think the point that Mr Andrews was making - and it's a 
perfectly fair point - eh is that if Argentine's claim is 
limited to the fact that a hundred and f if ty years ago ... 
(IV. 14-7) 

(ii) TAGS 

Tag qualifiers are, as their name suggests, "tagged on" to a 

parasyntactic entity. They do not occur with an inversion feature 

and are often a negative version of the auxiliary and subject of the 

parasyntactic entity they modify. (Fn) 

I made it, didn't I 

they won't want coffeev will they 

you're on a bit of a cleft stick here, are you not (IV. 258-9) 

get lost, will you 

nice day, isn't it 

Fn. As we will see in chapter four, section 7, as there is only one 
parasyntactic feature of intonation per sentence, examples such as 
"she skates well; does he? " are described as two sentences and not 
as a complex parasyntactic unit. 
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he did seem to be happy enough, I think 

going home now, O. K. 

what sort of criteria would you use in coming to a decision, do 

you think (IV. 62-3) 

Tags are discussed further, from a sentential point of view, in 

Chapter Four. 

(iii) ATTITUDINALS 

This third type of content qualifier expresses the speaker's 

opinion on or attitude to the message conveyed by the parasyntactic 

entity it modifies. 

he is attending a constituency surgery which ended five 
minutes ago and is - hopefully - speeding now to 
Broadcasting House in Edinburgh to join us in a few 
minutes (111-36-8) 

singing Rule Brittania to some - no doubt - rather 
SeLrtled Spanish subscribers (111.14-5) 

of course - the basic question underlying the whole thing 
is "do we have a genuine claim to the Falklands" (1-11-3) 

but - of course - we deny this claim (1.21) 

and - of course - we've got George Foulkes who of course 
is the MP for South Ayrshire who is opposed to sending 
the fleet out there (1.28-30) 

Further similar examples of "of course" are to be found at 
111.29,111-54 and 111.189. 

I can't - obviously - comment on details like that 
(IV. 83-4) 

can I come to you because - unfortunately - we are 
beginning to run out of time (IV-348-9) 

but - presumably - that must be a scenario the Foreign 
Office must have considered (IV. 119-20) 
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and Argentina's claim - apparently - is based on the 
premiss that they inherited the Falklands from the Spanish 
(1.18-20) 

Uv) STYLISTIC COMMENTS 

The fourth type of content qualifier is a comment on the way 

the speaker intends the message to be interpreted or received. 

with respect, I don't think we should go 

yes - quite candidly - I've never heard so much 
unpatriotic tripe by any people for a long long while 
(IV-311-2) 

the basic fact of this - as I see it - ... (IV-312-3) 

and - frankly - obviously that sort of claim would be a 
nonsense (IV. 20-1) 

there could be a real debate over the backing to see - in 
fact - if there was any backing eh for the threat to 
attack warships within the two hundred mile limit 
(111.116-8) 

according to a spokesman - it's likely before the end of 
the year (11-39) 

(The terms "attitudinal" and "stylistic comment" are borrowed from 

1, Leech and Sva 
,, 
tvik's grammar. ) 

3.9-1.2 ExDression Qualifiers - 

Comments on the expression are essentially linguistic or 

metalinguistic comments. They include comments on the realisation, 

the formulation, the selection of grammatical entities, the 

correctness of the utterance and production errors. 

(i) REALISATION COMMENTS 
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Comments on the realisation include comments such as "if that's 

how you pronounce it" in spoken English or "(sp? )ff after a word in 

written English. In the following example, the Radio Tay presenter 

says first "[a3snkur]", then adds "or [a3! ankurt]" as a type of 

correction or comment on the pronunciation of Agincourt. 

"who was the British - sorry the English - king who won 
the battle of Agincourt - or Agincourt. (Radio Tay 7.6.84 
10am). 

(ii) FORMULATION COMMENTS 

Comments on the formulation include "to put it bluntly" and "if 

I can put it that way". 

"I think the deadline - if I can put it that way - 
draws ever closer" (IV. 168-9) 

(iii) SELECTION COMMENTS 

Comments on the selection of a grammatical entity include "if 

that is the correct word" in "I understand that you were expressing 

some annoyance - if that is the correct word - this morning at the 

Prime Minister's refusal to.... "OV-136-8). 

(iv) PRODUCTION ERRORS 

The fourth type of expression qualifier is the production 

error. The speaker knows what he wants to say, but makes a mistake 

actually saying it. We have already seen an example of this above: 

"the British - sorry the English". Other functionals which act as 

"Sorry" include {tst, eh ... rather, I mean, uh ... I mean}. They 

provide the link between the correction and the main parasyntactic 
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entity and would be described on two levels as follows: 

who was (the British) king who won at Agincourt 

(sorry the English) 

2. sorry 

(the English) 

Examples from the data are: 

Page 3-152 

a first - eh what he called a first - rank country (IV. 27) 

this would give - the sailing of the fleet would give - 
two weeks to find a solution (IV. 48-9) 

FILLERS 

We can also include here such "fillers" and hesitation markers 

as "I mean", "you know" and "eh", "er". Of all the qualifiers, 

fillers are perhaps the most likely to ocur juxtaposed to other 

entities of the base, as "I mean" does here: 

Well eh -I mean -I think the basic point I'd make is 
that when George says that eh because there could be risk 
to life therefore we must do nothing militarily that would 
have been a very good argument against D-day in 1944 
(IV. 1-4) 

but eh - you know - this country has got a very good eh 
record of seeking to fight for liberty (IV-7-8) 

you know - it's one thing to go into a war it's another 
thing to get out of it (IV. 143-4) 

if Britain were thought to be weakening at the - you know 

- fifty-ninth minute of the eleventh hour as it were and 
the Argentintians then -I think - might be tempted into 
some rash move (IV. 218-20) 
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any argentine ship eh within the two hundred mile limit - 
you say - is likely to be fired upon (IV-76-7) 

3.9-1.3 Relevance Qualifiers - 

Comments on the relevance of a parasyntactic entity can often 

be identified with discourse structure markers, although not all 

discourse structure markers are parasyntactic entities. Relevance 

qualifiers mark the relevance of a parasyntactic entity to the 

discourse. They may mark a temporal sequence or a logical sequence, 

or any other type of comment which marks the relevance of the 

parasyntactic entity modified. Temporal sequence markers include 

"first", "then", "next" and "finally". Logical sequence markers 

include "moreover", "however"Y "therefore" and "nevertheless". 

Other relevance qualifiers include "by the way", "as I was saying", 

"in reference to your enquiry". Where each of the above refer back 

to some previous clause, the fourth type refers forwards and is 

sometimes similar to topicalisation. For instance "as for Bill" in 

"as for Bill, he's gone home". 

TEMPORAL SEQUENCE MARKERS 

first of all - could I just congratulate you on your shift 
to the Foreign Office (111-155-6) 

well - in the first place there's no question if we do 
(IV. 242-3) 

what happens afterwards is - firstly - this ... (IV. 243-4) 

because - first of all - it would put the position in 
Gibralta in a very intolerable state (IV. 286-7) 

meanwhile - an Argentinian newsagency has quoted (II. 10) 
then - there was the Buckinghamshire hotelier who said he 
was removing Argentinian wine from his wine list ... 
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(111.20-2) 

(ii) LOGICAL SEQUENCE MARKERS 

so - last year they took themselves off to somewhere safe 
and quiet (111-17-8) 

well - time is running out for us (IV-369) 

however - that is another area that perhaps .. (IV. 22-3) 

would we - eh - taking your argument a bit further - eh - 
not attack eh retaliate against a first eh what he called 
a first rank country (IV. 26-7) 

(iii) OTHERS 

and - by the way - eventually I think there will be some 
kind of confrontation (IV. 210-1) 

I entirely endorse - incidentally - what Malcolm has just 
been saying (IV-158-9) 

Uv) TOPIC 

first and foremost, the Functional Principle - all 
features in semiotic sets are separately relevant to the 
purport of the whole of which they are a part (1-4) 

3.9-1.4 Summary 2f Qualifier Types - 

The following table gives a brief summary of the different 

types of qualifier which we have described above: 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 
QUALIFIERS: 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 

(a) Content Qualifiers 

(i) EXTRAS: the fool, and it's a perfectly fair point, 

(ii) TAGS: isn't it, I think, okay 

(iii) ATTITUDINALS: strangely enough, of course, presumably 

(iv) STYLISTIC COMMENTS: with respect, seriously, literally, 
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(b) ExDression Qualifiers 

(i) REALISATION: x or y, if that is how you pronounce it 

(ii) FORMULATION: if I can put it that way, in other words 

(iii) SELECTION: if that is the correct word, 

(iv) PRODUCTION ERROR: sorry the English, I mean, eh, 

(v) FILLERS: I mean, you know, you see, eh, er 

(c) Relevance Qualifiers 

(i) TEMPORAL: first, next, then, finally 

(ii) LOGICAL: moreover, however, therefore, nevertheless, well 

(iii) OTHERS: by the way, as I was saying, for example, 

Uv) TOPICS: as for Bill, 

The existence of these thirteen categories of qualifiers of 

English points to the diversity of qualifiers. We believe it is 

possible to assign any instance of a qualifier to one of these 

classes; but we should point out three caveats. Firstly, a 

qualifier may have a secondary as well as a primary function. 

e. g. "Jn other words" is primarily a formulation qualifier but it 

also points out the relevance of what follows to the discourse. 

Secondly, one signum may qualify in different ways in different 

instances. For examplep "first" may be used in a logical sequence 

or in a temporal sequence. And thirdly, many, if not all of the 

intances of qualifiers we have given here may also occur in the base 

of a parasyntactic unit in a non-qualifying capacity. 
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3.9.2 Autonomous Parasyntactic Entities 

Autonomous parasyntactic entities have a more direct 

communicative function than qualifiers precisely because they do not 

modify any other grammatical entity. Where more than one autonomous 

parasyntactic entity occurs in the base of a parasyntactic unit, 

these entities are said to be juxtaposed, or placed beside each 

other without contracting a direct relation. In the case of 

entities of the same base, they are indirectly related via the 

parasyntactic feature which groups them into the parasyntactic unit. 

We have already looked at several instances of juxtaposed entities 

which occur in the base when comparing syntactic and parasyntactic 

relations. 

eg 
1 Vocatives vs Apposition 

(a) Mrs Smith the baker's here 
(b) Mrs Smith the baker - is here 

2 Greetings vs Nominal Syntagms 

(a) good morning 
(b) a good morning 

We can group autonomous parasyntactic entities into four main 

types according to their communicative function: 

A. Vocatives 

Social Formulae 

Expressive Formulae 

Informers 
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We should remind ourselves of two points here before we examine 

each of the above in detail. Firstlyp each of these entities are 

entities of the base of a parasyntactic unit and will therefore 

combine with a parasyntactic feature of intonation. We established 

that the base and the parasyntactic feature of a parasyntactic unit 

both contributed separately to the parasyntactic unit, so we must 

not confuse, for instance, a vocative base with a calling, 

"vocative" intonation. We are interested here in the nature of the 

base, after the abstraction of the parasyntactic feature of 

intonation. 

Secondly, we may remind ourselves that entities of the base, 

although they may correspond to syntactic entities, are selected by 

their particular function. As we saw above with examples such as 

"Big the? ", only certain grammatical entities may occur as 

juxtaposed entities of the base. What follows is a description of 

just those entities. 

3.9.2.1 Vocatives - 

The class of entities which may function as vocatives is quite 

different from any syntactic class, not only as regards function, 

but also as regards membership. It-includes some proper names, some 

professional titles, some nouns and adjectives but not others: - 

Proper names Sir Kenneth *Sir Kenneth Dover 

Professional titles doctor, professor *physician *lecturer 

Nominal Syntagms old boy, my dear *old teacher, her *cat 

Nouns man, boy, *Person, *dame 
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Adjectives handsomep stupid *kind, *little 

Others baldy *poor, *poorlyp *handy 

Sir, Madam *Queen 

In terms of Schegloff's distinction (Schegloff 1968) between 

"summonses" and "addresses" - that is between vocatives whose 

function is to call to or to catch the attention of the addressee 

and vocatives whose function is to maintain or emphasise the contact 

between speaker and addressee - only addresses could be equated with 

parasyntactic entities. In our terms, summonses or calls require 

the addition of a parasyntactic feature of calling intonation and 

thus correspond to maximal parasyntactic units rather than 

parasyntactic. entities. This is consistent with the observation 

that summonses typically occur as distinct utterances whereas 

addresses may occur within an utterance (though not usually in an 

embedded clause (Banfield 1973)). Zwicky (1974) suggests that all 

address forms can be used as summonses, but the converse is not the 

case: - 

Youl Come here! 

*Yes, I know, you, but that's what happened. 

We must reiterate the distinction between the function of a 

parasyntactic entity of the base and the function of the 

parasyntactic unit it occurs in together with an intonation feature. 

Although we have described the class of vocatives as a class of 

parasyntactic entities, this does not mean that when such a vocative 
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combines with a parasyntactic featurev that the parasyntactic unit 

will necessarily also have a "vocative" function. In fact, as we 

saw above (3-7.4), this is by no means the case. It is simpler, 

however, to describe all the bases which may function as vocatives, 

as vocatives in parasyntax and thus as distinct from various 

moodless informers (3-9.2.5) which may not function as vocatives. 

We conclude this section on vocative parasyntactic entities 

with some examples from the data and a reminder that juxtaposed 

entities in parasyntax are placed between slant lines. 

okay / Jimmy / thank you (1 .3 5) 

so / George Foulkes / if I may turn to you (111.90-1) 

good morning / Mr Speed (IV-151-2) 

Mr Speed / thank you for joining me on the programme this 
morning (IV. 222-3) 

3.9.2.2 Social Formulae - 

Under the class of social formulae we include various formulae 

which are uttered when appropriate in particular social contexts. 

These include greetings and partings, politeness formulae and 

expressions of well-wishing for special occasions. They are often 

quasi-syntactic entities and reminiscent of other signa of English 

(2-5.4). 

GREETINGS: hello, goodmorning, goodevening, how do you 
do, hiyaq howdy, 

PARTINGS: goodbyep bye, farewell, adieu, good riddance, 
so long, chow, cheerio 

POLITENESS FORMULAE: please, thank you, kindly, sorry 
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CONVENTIONAL FORMULAE: bless you, good luck, happy 
birthday, bon voyage, damn you, merry christmasv God bless 
America, long live the Queenv 

Notice that we may also use longer parasyntactic entities to express 

the same sentiments - eg "I hope you have a happy birthday" - but 

that these are classed as informers, rather than social formulae, 

because their primary function is, from a linguistic point of view, 

to inform. Rather more on the border-line are expressions like 

"excuse me" and "forgive me" which sometimes appear to have lost 

their literal, informative meaning and taken on a ritualistic 

appropriateness. We shall for the time being have faith in the 

intentions of the speakers and leave them as informers. Here are 

some social formulae from the data: 

hello (II. 1) 

good morning / and welcome to the programme (11.1-2) 

good morning Tam (IV. 94-5) 

Tam Dalyell thank you very much (IV. 148) 

thank you / I'm very grateful (IV. 223) 

please / do (IV. 233-4) 

Further examples can be found at 111.1,1-35, IV. 233 and 111.440. 

3.9.2.3 ExDresslyp formulae - 

Expressive formulae are conventional means of releasing 

emotions such as surprise and annoyance. Some of these are verbal 

while others are more like vocalisations of emotions. Expressive 

formulae include what are sometimes referred to as expletives and 

interjections. 
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VERBAL: damn, blast, helly bloody hell, my goodness. 

NON-VERBAL: oh, ouch, hoyp heyt gosh, owl mmm, shh, wow. 

Page 3-161 

Generally we prefer to describe verbal parasyntactic entities 

as linguistic and non-verbal parasyntactic entities as 

paralinguistic (see 4.8 and 5-7), but both may enter equally into 

the construction of a parasyntactic entity. 

3.9.2.4 Informers - 

I have labelled this final group "informers" for want of a 

better term. The majority of parasyntactic entities fall into this 

category. They are the information bearing entities whose function 

is essentially communicative. They range in size from "yes" and 

"no" to autonomous parasyntactic entities together with their 

qualifiers. There are three main types of maximal informer; that 

is of informer plus any qualifiers or inversion features that occur 

with it: 

declarative, interrogative and neutral 

DECLARATIVE informers have "s-a" inversion or correspond to a PBS 

with an obligatory subject which may not take an inversion feature. 

For examplep "I'm too old for tennis", "she smokes too much". 

Mr Haig is now in Buenos Aires (II. 1) 

more than three hundred buildings and many roads and 
bridges have been destroyed (11-34-5) 

INTERROGATIVE informers have "a-s" inversion. For examplet "are you 
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cold", "where's the umpire". 

can I come to you because ... (IV-348) 

may I just ask you something (IV-53) 

can I come back to George Foulkes (IV. 24) 

Page 3-162 

what would you suggest we do to assist the Falkland 
Islanders (111-105-6) 

NEUTRAL informers include all informers which may not take an 

inversion feature. Within neutral informers, we may recognise 

imperatives, "subordinate" clauses, the "let" construction and 

moodless informers. 

Imperatives correspond to a PBS without an obligatory subjectp 

such as "be quiet" and "shut the door". 

wait a minute (IV-322) 

call David Scott (1-34) 

never say you're only a woman (IV-313-4) 

We include here such constructions as "let" in "let's go" (where 

Ifus" includes the addressee, as opposed to the regular imperative 

where it is a plea to the addressee) and subordinate clauses such as 

"if I may turn to you first of all" (111.91). 

let's just clarify something (IV. 52) 

let's hope a solution can be found by then (IV-373) 

Moodless informers include examples such as "the brown cow", "yes", 

and "lecturer". 

back now to the top fifty all-time favourites (1-35-6) 

my thanks this morning to Malcolm Rifkind for 
(IV-375-6) 
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This concludes our classification of parasyntactic entities. Let us 

now examine some of the complex base types of English. 

3.10 ComDlex Base Types 2f English 

To round off this chapter on Parasyntax, we shall look briefly 

at the occurrence of some autonomous parasyntactic entities. 

Perhaps the easiest part of a base to identify is a vocative. 

These occurred throughout our data as autonomous parasyntactic 

entities. 

Malcolm / may I just ask you something (2-3-3) 

VOCATIVE / INTERROGATIVE INFORMER 

good morning / Tam (2.4.17) 

SOCIAL FORMULA / VOCATIVE 

One unusual feature of the vocatives on a radio preogramme is that 

they are not only used to address someone, but also to introduce the 

addressee to the listeners. For this reason we have a n=ber of 

vocatives of the first name -> family name type which occur 

significantly less frequently in other types of data. 

Malcolm Rifkind / thank you very much (IV-364) 

VOCATIVE / SOCIAL FORMULA 

George Foulkes / if I may 
(111.90-1) 

turn to you first of all 

VOCATIVE / NEUTRAL INFORMER 
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Social formulae also occurred throughout the data, with the 

most common examples being "good morning"v "thank you" and "please". 

good morning and welcome to the programme (11-1-2) 

SOCIAL FORMULA 

thank you / I'm very grateful (IV. 223) 

SOCIAL FORMULA / DECLARATIVE INFORMER 

now my question is to Mr Foulkes / please (IV-331-2) 

DECLARATIVE INFORMER / SOCIAL FORMULA 

There were no instances of expressive formulae, and the 

majority of complex bases consisted of informers. Of the informers, 

the easiest autonomous entities to recognise are the "yes", "no" and 

"indeed" types: 

yes / you've guessed it (111.18) 

NEUTRAL INFORMER / DECLARATIVE INFORMER 

no /I don't think that follows in every case (IV. 291) 

NEUTRAL INFORMER / DECLARATIVE INFORMER 

yes / indeed (IV-332) 

NEUTRAL INFORMER / NEUTRAL INFORMER 

right / what of the Prime Minister's refusal to recall 
Parliament this week end (111-113-4) 

NEUTRAL INFORMER / NEUTRAL INFORMER 

These usually occurred as unqualified autonomous parasyntactic 

entities, but were sometimes embedded in constructions such as the 
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following: 

Page 3-165 

(yes we do have a claim on the Falklands) (1.21-2) 

so historically 

which is subsequently analysed as 

yes / we do have a claim on the Falklands 

NEUTRAL INFORMER / DECLARATIVE INFORMER 

The number of cases where more than one informer occurred in the 

base of a parasyntactic unit without any kind of qualification to 

link the parts was limited. The following examples could be 

considered examples of such bases: 
you know / it's one thing to get into a war / it's another 
thing to get out of it (IV. 143-4) 

FILLER / DECLARATIVE INFORMER / DECLARATIVE INFORMER 

I'm only a woman / I'm not a politician (IV-313) 

DECLARATIVE INFORMER / DECLARATIVE INFORMER 

Such examples will be examined in Chapter Five where we describe the 

nature of the sentence and discuss criteria for distinguishing one 

sentence from two. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE SENTENTIAL LEVEL 

4.1 Sentences. Written and Spoken 

Hundreds of definitions have been proposed for "sentence" (see 

Ries 1931 for many of the earlier ones) and yet it remains an 

elusive notion. It is a notion which is basic to linguistics, but 

is so often undefined and undiscussed. 

Sentences in written English are readily identifiable in those 

cases where they are marked by an initial capital letter and a final 

punctuation mark. The feeling that there should be corresponding 

units in the spoken language is one of the sources of difficulty in 

the description of spoken language in terms of sentences. Hoey, for 

example, is honest enough to state these assumptions explicitly: 

"This book ... eschews discussion of spoken interaction 
entirely, concentrating on written monologue throughout 
(though its claims are believed to apply in great part to 
spoken monologue)" (Hoey 1983: 3) 

This position is similar to that held implicitly by many 

linguists and discourse analysts who use the term sentence 

frequently without ever attempting to describe or define it. (see, 

for examplep Dressler (ed) 1978 where each of the 18 authors refers 

to sentencesp but only the Soviets describe them (ibid: 264). ) 
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A spoken discourse cannot necessarily be exhaustively described 

in terms of sentences, given that there are often incomplete 

sentences, false starts, interruptions and so on, but nevertheless 

there are sentences of spoken language which may be realised in 

discourse. This interrelation between sentences and discourses will 

be discussed more fully in Chapter Five. 

4.2 Definitions 2f Sentence 

The sentence has been viewed from many different points of view 

- of which the main ones are logical, syntactic and semantic - and a 

number of very different definitions have been proposed for it. In 

a useful article entitled "QuIest ce que la phrase? " ("What is the 

sentence? ") Bureau takes us through a number of these (Bureau 1980). 

He begins with a series of definitions which present the sentence as 

the expression of a relation between two terms in the Aristotelian 

logical propositional tradition. 

La phrase Deux termes Auteur 

une enonciation theme ------------ propos Bally 
ce dont on parle, ce quIon en dit 

une proposition sujet ------------ enonce co ncernant Sapir 
-le sujet 

une affirmation sujet ------------ predicat Meillet 

un acte de 
c ommunication chose dont on parle/ce quIon en dit Wartburg 

et Zumthor 

un assemblage sujet logique ------ ce qui est dit Guillaume 
du sujet logique 

une proposition sujet ------ predicat Guiraud 
(action, pensee, sentiment, 

desir attribue au sujet) 

Bureau, ibid, P 
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There are two main objections to this type of definition. The 

first is that these are not essentially linguistic definitions in 

that they do not reflect language structure, but rely instead on an 

abstract intellectual operation in order to identify, logically, 

the two terms of the sentence. There is no reason to suppose that 

the results of such a logical operation should be equivalent to a 

linguistic analysis. 

The second major objection is that such definitions cannot 

cope adequately with sentences which have no subject ("Watch the 

stepl") or no predicate ("The one and only Bill Torrencel"). Where 

they do attempt to include such sentences, the tendency is towards 

either a Procrustean. Bed type operation, or towards an argument for 

ellipsis of the missing term. Such attempts are rarely convincing, 

and problems still arise with other sentence types such as "It's 

raining. " or "Here comes the rain. " (which is quite distinct from 

"The rain comes here. ") For such reasons, Bureau rejects any 

definition of sentence which relies solely on logical analysis. He 

points out that many linguists use simultaneously logical, 

syntactic and semantic definitions in an effort to capture the 

diversity of sentences, and turns next to the syntactic definitions 

which he himself espouses. 

The syntactic definitions of sentences do not face the above 

problems. For instanceg Martinet "defines the sentence as an 

utterance, all the elements of which are attached to a single 

predicate or to several co-ordinate predicates" (Martinet 

1964: 143). He follows this by saying that "in this way we can 
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dispense with the criterion of intonation in the definition, which 

is a real gain in view of the marginally linguistic nature of this 

phenomenon" (ibid). Such syntactic definitions of the sentence 

depend on the notion of a linguistic nucleus which presupposes a 

linguistic, rather than a logical analysis of the sentence and 

therefore does not presuppose that there must be a subject and 

predicate in any given sentence. In these definitions, the 

sentence is first and foremost a syntactic unit ("la phrase est 

avant tout une construction syntaxiquell Bureau ibid p 11) and as 

such it is the maximum linguistic unit ("la phrase est ... la 

structure linguistique maximalell Bureau ibid p 10). It is an 

independent, self-contained unit whose parts are organised around a 

central element, or syntactic nucleus. This essentially syntactic 

definition of sentence does not deny that sentences do have 

meanings, but it in no way requires any additional condition that a 

sentence should express a complete idea or convey a whole thought. 

The expression of a complete idea might well take more than one 

sentence. 

As should now be apparent, an Axiomatic Functionalist 

definition of "sentence" for English will not correspond to a 

syntactic unit. There are a number of reasons why we object to 

such syntactic definitions, most of which have already been 

discussed in the previous chapter. Because we recognise a 

grammatical level above syntax, our sentences will correspond 

directly to parasyntactic units, and only indirectly, if at all, to 

syntactic entities. As Bureau develops his position, however, our 

argument too goes from strength to strength. He argues that 
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intonation and punctuation are stylistic devices which the author 

may use. Often a graphic or intonational sentence will correspond 

to a linguistic sentences, but it need not. As far as delimiting 

linguistic sentences is concerned, for Bureau, syntactic 

considerations override intonational and punctuational. ones. Thus 

in the following examples there is in each case one linguistic 

sentence, despite the punctuation which indicates two and three 

sentences respectively. 

"Il me tend sa main degantee, toute chaude et molle. 
Douce. " (A. Hebert, Kamouraska p. 167) (ibid: 10) 

"Guerre qui sait etre belle. Aux couleurs d1incendie et 
de coucher de soleil sur la mer. Aux mouvements felins. " 
(J. M. G. LeClezio, L& Guerre (ibid: 11) 

Punctuation thus belongs to a separate semiological code of graphic 

conventions, not to a linguistic code. (This is consistent with the 

Orthodox Functionalist belief that the structure of a spoken and 

written language are "the same" and hence there is one "language" 

with two different manifestations. ) Our specific objection to these 

examples will become clearer in Chapter Five. To anticipate, 

however, there are many functional relationships between sentences 

which very much resemble syntactic relationships (see particularly 

"Cohesive Ties", Chapter Five). For instance, an "And finally" at 

the beginning of the final sentence of a news broadcast (eg 11.47) 

could be interpreted as linking all the previous utterances to the 

final sentence. If we were to rely primarily on syntactic 

considerations, this would yield extremely long "sentences" with 

dubious links between them. Secondly, each of Bureau's examples 

stops at what he considers to be the end of the sentence. Should 
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the author continue in such a way that the final given constituent 

could just as easily be subordinated to the following constituent as 

to the previous ones, then Bureau's description of one linguistic 

sentence for each of the above examples would not be so convincing. 

A case in point is the following extract from The News (II): 

at least eight people have died and more than twenty have 
been injured in a volcanic eruption on the island of West 
Jarva in Indonesia more than four thousand people are 
reported to have left their homes it is the volcano's 
first eruption in more than sixty years and Mexican army 
commandoes are considering more plans to move more people 
from around the smouldering ci chong volcano in the south 
east of the country where forty people have died and about 
three hundred people have been injured in yesterday's 
eruption the efforts of rescue workers are being hampered 
by peasants who are insisting on moving back into villages 
which were badly damaged when the eruption first began 
(11.21-32) 

Indeed such potential ambiguities would force him to either heed any 

punctuation that may help - and thus deny the autonomy of syntax and 

punctuation - or to admit that any piece of writing could, 

theoretically, be analysed into sentences in a number of different 

ways. This latter course would surely lead to a reductio ad 

absurdum, and Bureau is forced to recognise the importance of 

intonation and punctuation not only for syntax itself, but also for 

the delimitation of sentences in spoken and written languages. 

Before we leave other definitions of sentence, we will remind 

ourselves briefly of two which have been relatively influential in 

linguistics generally: 

A sentence is "an independent linguistic form, not 
included by virtue of any grammatical construction in any 
larger linguistic form. " (Bloomfield 1933: 170) 

A sentence is "a grammatical unit between the constituent 
parts of which distributional limitations and dependencies 
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can be established, but which can itself be 
distribution class. " (Lyons 1971: 172-173) 

Page 4-172 

put into no 

Bloomfield's definition, as we saw (2.2) includes secondary 

phonemes of pitch as markers of grammatical constructions. Lyons' 

definition is interpreted more strictly syntactically. Thus Brown 

and Miller (Brown and Miller 1980), who accept this latter 

definitionj find they cannot cope with either conjoined sentences or 

sentence fragments. Their argument runs as follows: 

If we allow conjoined sentences such as "Mary came 
into the room and John stood up", then we should also 
allow all co-ordinate sentences, including "John wanted 
Harry to come and Bill to go". This would involve 
producing sentence fragments such as "Bill to go" and 
"Kate did" which, since they can only be understood in 
context, are not wholly linguistic. So "conjoined 
sentences (S and S) are not to be considered part of the 
grammar at all, but are derived by text-formation rules. 
This conclusion is not wholly comfortable, but the logic 
of the argument seems to force us to adopt [Lyons'] 
definition of sentence". (ibid: Chapter 10) 

Here again we see the advantage of having a separate syntax and 

parasyntax. "Kate did" can be described as syntactically 

incomplete, but, as the base of a parasyntactic unit, and therefore 

as potentially corresponding to a sentence. While the full 

implications of what Kate did may only be understood in context, it 

is clear that the sentence as it stands, in isolation, still conveys 

a linguistic message by wholly conventional linguistic means. 
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4.3 Sentences jj2. Axiomatic Functionalism 

def 20 "sentence" for "signum with such features that 
it cannot be a feature (constituent, or other feature) of 
another signum". Alternative definition: "signum such 
that it is a self-contained vehicle for conveying 
messages". 

There are four aspects to being a sentence which merit discussion 

here: 

[ 11 A sentence is a signum. 

[21 A sentence cannot be a feature (constituent or other 

feature) of another signum. 

131 A sentence conveys a message. 

A sentence has sentential features. 

Let us now consider each of these in turn. 

Firstly, a sentence is a signum, and not a grammatical entity. 

This follows logically from the axiom that all systems have 

sentences (Axiom D) together with the definitions which do not allow 

the entities of a simple system to be labelled "grammatical 

entities" (def 2a3 and 2a3a). If all systems have sentences and 

sentences are grammatical entities,. then simple systems do not have 

sentences because simple systems do not have grammatical entities. 

Simple systems are, of course, systems of sentences and sentences 

may correspond to grammatical entities in complex systems. 

- 
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Secondly, sentences are not potential constituents. From this 

it follows that they are, in Bloomfieldian terms "free forms", but 

no claims are made as to their complexity. In other words, being a 

sentence does not necessarily entail that a sentence corresponds to 

a maximally complex grammatical entity. It may in English 

correspond to a simple parasyntactic unit with a simple base: 

"Hello" (III. 1). For this reason, amongst others, we are tempted to 

view the Sentential Level as something ontologically distinct from 

the Systemology. The Sentential Level impinges on all three 

sub-theories equally. First, it is a level of signa, and thus 

impinges on the Ontology. Secondly, it is vehicle for conveying 

messages, and thus has a unique semantic status. And thirdly, it 

impinges on the Systemology in that the features which ensure that 

it is not a constituent or feature of another signum are generally 

systemological. The Sentential Level is therefore one vital link 

between the three sub-theories of Axiomatic Functionalism. 

ONTOLOGY 
I 

signa 

SENTENTIAL LEVEL 

sentential features messages 

SYSTEMOLOGY SEMANTICS 

- 
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We have briefly touched on the third and fourth aspects of 

sentencehood. The third is the ability of sentences to convey 

messages, where other signa have only information value. Signa 

other than sentences can only convey messages indirectly by 

belonging to a sentence. In this way we see that sentences are the 

linguistic entity closest to actual communication. In comparison, 

all other signa are more abstract. 

which occur in them. 

Sentences realise the signa 

The fourth point is perhaps the most interesting from our point 

of view. It is that a sentence has such features that it cannot be 

a feature of another signum. The nature of these sentential 

features varies greatly. 

In some systems all signa are sentences. This is true of all 

simple systems, such as gestures, as well as all systems with no 

grammar, such as semaphore. Every well-formed combination of flag 

Positions in semaphore is the form of a signum and every signum is a 

sentence. In such systems, being a signum, is a sufficient condition 

of sentencehood. 

In other systems, all grammatical entities of a particular type 

correspond to sentences. For example, in systems with a morphology, 

but no syntax or parasyntax, all morphological complexes correspond 

to sentences. This is true of the system of traffic signs, for 

example, where the grammatical entities are complexes of monemes 

(such as "a blue square" and "P") , which do not correspond to 

vehicles for complete messages ( "permission"? and "parking"? ), but 

together they do correspond to a self-contained vehicle for 
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communication, or a sentence. ("parking permitted here"). 

Similarly, there may be systems where sentences correspond only 

to syntactic entities. The system of Roman Numerals is a case in 

point. Any well formed syntactic entity of the system also 

corresponds to a sentence, and every sentence corresponds to a 

syntactic entity. 

A more unusual type of sentential feature occurs in Chinese, 

for example, where the presence of a particle, "ma" or "le" at the 

end of a grammatical entity "converts" it into a potential sentence. 

Such sentential features are called sentential markers. 

Finally, in most natural languages we have hypothesised that 

sentences correspond to parasyntactic units. In particular, in 

English we have noted that they correspond to parasyntactic units of 

a particular type: those with a parasyntactic feature of 

intonation. It is the presence of these intonational parasyntactic 

features which gives sentences their communicative autonomy in 

English. This aspect of parasyntactic features is something quite 

distinct from their distinctive function in parasyntax. In order to 

underline that point and to bring out the important differences 

between parasyntax and the sentential level, we shall now compare 

and contrast parasyntactic units and sentences. 

- 11 - 
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4.4 Sentences and Parasyntactic Units 

The most obvious distinction between sentences and 

parasyntactic units in Axiomatic Functionalism is axiomatic: All 

semiotic systems contain sentences (Axiom D), but grammatical 

entities may have parasyntactic features (Axiom C). In other words, 

all semiotic systems have a sentential level, but not all semiotic 

systems have a parasyntax or parasyntactic units. Since most, if 

not all, natural languages do have a parasyntax, we shall examine 

further ways in which sentences differ from parasyntactic units. 

Another important consideration which is also built into the 

theory is that only sentences can be said to convey messages. 

Although all signa have information value, they only convey messages 

indirectly by contributing to the message of the sentence they occur 

in. This may seem like a quibble, but ontologically it is a very 

important point. Sentences themselves are abstractions in as much 

as they are not considered in relation to their linguistic or 

extra-linguistic context. So to consider other, more abstract, 

signa as conveying messages is to distort the data even further. 

For this reason, commutation is ultimately with reference to the 

sentence and the message it conveys. (Hence, for instance, 

definition 23: "phonological form" for "a class of all and only the 

phonetic forms able to be and in their capacity of being, 

distinctive with r espect _t. Q g, messagg, in the language in 

question". ) It involves not only alternation between semiotic 

entities, but also reference to identity or non-identity of message 

conveyed. 
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With reference to commutation in parasyntaxy it is particularly 

pertinent in that the distinctive function (def 7a3) and hence the 

identity of a grammatical entity is established via commutation (def 

7a2) which in turn requires a context in which the commutation can 

occur. Without the context of the sentence, it would be logically 

impossible to identify parasyntactic entities as grammatical 

entities. 

Parasyntactic features are ontologically quite different from 

sentential features (see 4-5) and they are not in a one to one 

relation of correspondence. Not all parasyntactic features are 

sentential features - features of inversion are parasyntactic 

features - and not all sentential features are parasyntactic 

features - sentential features may also belong to the base of a 

parasyntactic unit. In such cases, they are called sentential 

markers. 

Finally, we note from the definitions that a sentence cannot be 

a constituent or feature of a larger entity whereas a parasyntactic 

unit may be a feature of a complex parasyntactic unit. 

To sum up, a sentence, unlike a parasyntactic unit, is 

identified according to its communicative autonomy; it is 

describable in terms of one or more "constituent" signa and it may 

not itself enter into any higher combination. 
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4.5 Sentential Fegtures 

Page 4-179 

Def 20c "sentential features" for "such features as 
determine signa to be sentences" 

In 4.3 we examined various types of sentential feature ranging 

from membership of the class of signa, through corresponding to a 

grammatical entity with a particular degree of complexity, to 

corresponding to a grammatical entity with a particular type of 

feature. 

The role of sentential features is quite different from that of 

grammatical features. Sentential features are features of a signum. 

which mark that signum as a sentence, rather than features which 

contribute something to its formal distinctiveness (as cenological 

features do) or to its information-value (as grammatical features 

do). They cannot be equated with grammatical featuresy because 

their function is not grammaticalp but sentence-forming, or 

"sentence-determining". They can often be identified with a 

particular grammatical feature (eg a syntactic structure, a 

parasyntactic feature or a parasyntactic entity), but these 

grammatical features have their distinctiveness in grammar, just 

like any other grammatical feature, quite independently of their 

additional correspondence to sentential features. There is no case 

we know of where sentential features do not correspond to 

grammatical features, but the logical possibility exists in the 

theory for such a situation to arise where sentential features are 

additional to grammatical entities in that they do not correspond to 

features with a grammatical distinctiveness at all. Strictly 
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speaking, of course, all sentential features are additional to 

grammatical entities and as featuresp with a sentence-forming 

function, are quite autonomous. 

It is important not to overestimate the power of these 

features: they do confer sentencehoodp but only onto suitable 

candidates, ie signa. For this reason sentential features are 

described as features that determine siRna to be sentences. In 

spoken English, for example, where a sentential feature corresponds 

to a parasyntactic feature of intonation, it is striking that the 

presence of a parasyntactic feature of intonation in an utterance is 

a necessary, but not a sufficient condition for that utterance being 

a sentence of English. For example, "big deal" could conceivably 

correspond to a sentence, but it is counterintuitive to hypothesise 

that "big the" also corresponds to a sentence of English, even if it 

is given exactly the same parasyntactic feature of intonation, eg 

"I"0 

The same is true of written English where the necessary 

addition of capitalisation at the beginning and a punctuation mark 

at the end of a string of written words is not sufficient to 

"convert" that string into a sentence. 

Let us return to the full definition of sentential feature: 

def 20c "sentential features" for "such features - belonging to 
the base, or additional to the base (in the latter case 
they are by definition parasyntactic) - as determine 
particular signa to be sentences, or constituents of 
sentences" 
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We omitted the section between dashes because of our 

description of the base as part of a parasyntactic unit, rather than 

a sentence. We have hypothesised that in English a sentence 

corresponds to a maximal parasyntactic unit, or a parasyntactic unit 

which consists of a base plus a distinctive intonation. A 

parasyntactic feature of inversion is not, therefore, strictly 

speaking, additional to a sentence-base, as the base of a maximal 

parasyntactic unit. For this reason we prefer not to use the term 

"base" without specifying what it is the base of. We therefore 

ammend the section between dashes to 

"- belonging to the base of sentential entities, or 
additional to the base of sentential entities -" 

where it is understood that if a sentence corresponds to a maximal 

parasyntactic unit, them the base of that sentence corresponds to 

the base of that parasyntactic unit. This has the added advantage 

of bringing it into line with definition 20cl below. 

Before we can extend our description of sentential features in 

English, we must examine the notions of sentential markers and 

clauses. 

4.5.1 Sentgntial Markers 

def 20cl I'sentential markers" fo r "sentential features 
belonging to the base of sentential entities" 

Typical examples of sentential markers are tags in English such as 

"isn't he" (def 20cl) and particles such as "ma" or "le" in Chinese, 

"yeh" or "i" in classical Chinese and "ha" or "ne" in Japanese 
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(Mulder, private discussion). In the absence of a grammatical 

description of these Oriental languages under the theory of 

Axiomatic Functionalism, it is difficult for us to appreciate the 

way in which these sentential markers function as compared to the 

way entities of the base in English function, so we shall limit our 

description to sentential markers in English. 

Let us first consider the role of tags in parasyntax: Tags in 

English clearly mark a grammatical entity as a parasyntactic entity, 

rather than a syntactic entity. Since the choice of intonation is 

independent of the choice of tag, a parasyntactic feature of 

intonation cannot be concomitant on the tag. In other words, the 

analysis of a parasyntactic unit with a tag as part of the base 

would be first into base plus parasyntactic feature of intonation: 

it's beautiful isn't it +? 

then into parasyntactic entities of the base 

it's beautiful 
4\ 

isn't it 

Secondly, a tag is an optional element of a maximal parasyntactic 

unit, whereas a distinctive intonation is an obligatory element. 

For these two reasons we may make a distinction between the 

sentential function of tags and the sentential function of 

intonations. Not only are tags sentential markers and intonations 

sentential intonation features, but tags determine signa to be 

consti_tuaaLs of sentences where intonations determine signa to be 
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sentences. We may define "sentential entities" as "sentences or 

clauses" (def 20al) where clauses are potential constituents of 

sentences (def 20a), and therefore describe intonations as sentence 

features and tags as clause features. Sentence features determine 

signa to be sentences; clause features determine determine signa to 

be constituents of sentences. This yields the following 

classification which we will expand on, following an examination of 

clauses as constituents of sentences: 

Sentential Features 

Sentential 
Intonation Features 

Sentence Clause 
Features Features 

4.6 Constituents 
gof 

Sentences 

Sentential 
Markers 

Sentence Clause 
Markers Markers 

def 20 "clause" for "potential constituent of a sentence" 

We discussed above (4.5) the different types of sentential 

feature and concomitant variety of sentence-types. Clausesp as 

constituents of sentences, also vary greatly in nature from one 

system to another. They reflect the nature of the sentences they 

are constituents of, while retaining the following sentential level 

properties: - 

1) As sentences are identified by sentential features, so 
clauses are identifiable by clause features. 
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2) As sentences may contain sentence markersp 
contain clause markers. 

Page 4-184 

so clauses may 

3) As sentences are self-contained vehicles for conveying 
messages, so clauses are self-contained vehicles for conveying parts 
of messages. 

As sentences are signa, so clauses are signa. 

5) As sentences may correspond to grammatical entities, so 
clauses may correspond to grammatical entities. 

Sentences in spoken English are marked by a sentential 

intonation, and clauses are marked by a clause intonation. Clause 

intonation on a non-final clause is a type of suspensive intonation 

which is largely predictable from the syntactic and parasyntactic 

structure of the sentence. For example, short EPBS's with 

conditional adjuncts are generally realised as two clauses (a comma 

indicates the juncture of clauses): - 

1. If you go to bed early, I'll wake you at six. 

Although the food was good, the party was not a success. 

When the cat's away, the mice will play. 

Short co-ordinative constructions are generally realised as two 

el aus es: - 

The girl went home, and everyone was very sad. 

Are you coming here, or is she going there? 

They may be poor, but they're certainly not happy. 
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She did say you were going, but are you really? 

As are short items on a list: - 

John, Mary, Peter and Paul. 

Page 4-185 

She stood up, shook his hand, offered him a seat, then sat down. 

10.1 want to see how quickly, how quietly, and how carefully, you 

can tidy up this mess. 

And most boundaries between parasyntactic entities: - 

11. Well, Jean, how are you? 

12. She'd love to see it, wouldn't she? 

13. We're not going to London next week, which is a pity. 

14. Nevertheless, we will go sometime. 

We see here, quite clearly, that clauses cut across the 

systemological division into syntax and parasyntax: a clause may 

correspond to either a syntactic unit or a parasyntactic unit - 

strictly speaking it does so only indirectly via the notion 

sentence. The division of a sentence into clauses is made partly on 

the basis of information-units - the parts of the message which 

correspond to clauses - and partly on the basis of breath groups. 

In this way the division of a sentence into clauses makes it easier 

to comprehend and easier to produce. For this reason, it is often 

the case that the longer a sentence is, the more clauses it will be 

divided into: - 
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15. that bright, strangely-hung, painting over there, of a man and 

a woman, is the best I've ever seen. 

16.1 think the worst thing we could do, would be to look after 

things by ourselves from now on, and just leave the others, to get 

on with their own work. 

17. Although it is quite possible to say 13,14, and 15 in one 

breath, such a realisation gives the overall impression that the 

speaker is rushing, and the message is consequently more difficult 

to grasp. 

Similarly, the shorter a sentence is, the fewer clauses it will 

be divided into: - 

18. Yes please John. 

19. Of course you can. 

20. Why not? 

The converse of 17 is that if you speak too slowly, the message will 

also be difficult to grasp. 

We introduced above (3.6-3-3) the notion "neutral realisation" 

and it is this neutral realisation of a sentence that we are 

concerned with here when we describe the number of clauses per 

sentence. In some cases there will be more than one possible 

neutral realisation of a sentence and the number of clauses may 

vary. It is for this reason that clauses are defined as Dotential 

constituents of sentences. Thus, for example, the following are 
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both potential realisations of the same sentence: - 

21a. Yes I know. (one clause) 

b. Yes, I know. (two clauses) 

22a. They walked slowly past the coffin. (One clause) 

Page 4-187 

22b They walked, slowly, past the coffin. (Two clauses) 

This potential for alternative realisations of clauses is 

relatively limited and must not be confused with the auxiliary 

system of sentence stress (5.8) as in 

23. Jane went &Qjaýng in town on Fr day. ; Ll 

where the stressed items may also be marked by suspensive 

intonations. We prefer not to describe 23 as four clauses, despite 

the phonetic arguments in favour of this. The reason for this is 

that some sentences have both stress and clause breaks in certain 

places. 

la. If you go to bed early tonight, I'll wake you at six. 

1b. If you go to 
_bgýL early tonight, I'll wake you at six. 

The division of a sentence into clauses is a relatively easy 

part of the description of a sentence, although the corresponding 

description in phonetic terms is relatively more complex. The real 

problem for the Sentential Level is how we can distinguish final 

from non-final clauses, and one sentence from two. We shall now 

consider this problem. 
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4.7 gne- Sentence D 
-z -Dig 

Page 4-188 

A useful device for describing intonation is given under def 

1 8b: - 

as far as I know, all systems exhibit a cline 
from suspensive [, ] to final [. I and, within this, from 
non-emphatic [, ] or [. 1 to emphatic [? ] or [11 
respectively. We can represent this by the following 
square: 

emphatic 
f inal 

The most common situation seems to be that "suspensiven is 
phonetically mainly characterised by a rising pitch, 
"final" by a falling pitch, whereas the degree of emphasis 
is characterised by the steepness of the rise or fall in 
pitch, often accompanied by an increase in amplitude. " 

Although this appears under def 18b of the Postulates, it is a 

descriptive hypothesis, rather than an axiom or definition. This is 

clear from the "as far as I know" and "seems to be". It is also a 

phonetic hypothesis, rather than a purely linguistic one, as 

indicated by the square brackets ([1). 

A suspensive intonation may be emphatic Pl or non- 

emphatic[, ]. An emphatic suspensive intonation is characterised by 

a steeper rise and often occurs on the final clause of a sentence. 

A non-emphatic suspensive intonation is characterised by a less 

steep rise and often occurs on non-final clauses of a sentence. 

Because of the Phonetically gradient nature of intonation, it is not 

usually possible to use the suspensive intonation alone as a marker 

of whether a clause is final or not. We generally have to compare 
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it with the beginning of the next clause and to examine the 

syntactic and parasyntactic entities to see if they are complete. 

Consider the following examples from the Postulates: - 

1. "John bought a horse. " "Peter sold it again. " 

2. '"John bought a horse, Peter sold it again. " 

Between [, ] and [. 1 there is an infinite number of potential clause 

intonations. Because of this, we have to recognise that whether we 

have one sentence or two in a particular description, may be 

arbitrary. We can either describe ambiguous data as one sentence, 

with a suspensive clause intonation on the first clause, or as two 

sentences which may be connected in discourse by a suspensive 

intonation. (Suspensive intonations, as phonetic features, are not 

the sole prerogative of linguisticsO 

Unless one has particular reasons for wishing to describe long 

sentences in linguistics, it is simplest to tend towards two 

sentences in those cases where it really is not clear whether there 

is one sentence or two. Where there are potentially two sentences 

and the decision is made to describe them as one sentence, the 

potential sentences are described as clauses ie potential 

constituents of the sentences. Thus in "John bought a horse, Peter 

sold it again. " we can identify two clauses "John bought a horse" 

and "Peter sold it again". These clauses are signa, which 

correspond to grammatical entities. They are identifiable as 

potential constituents of sentences by their clause features and 

their information-bearing capacity. 
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Let us now consider further examples of 

constituents of sentences in order to 

delimiting sentences in English. 

clauses as 

Page 4-190 

potential 

clarify our method of 

"housewife Edith Muxworthy who lives in Wales was so upset 
at Argentina's action that she spent several hours 
dialling random numbers to that country and singing Rule 
Brittania to some no doubt rather startled Spanish 
speaking subscribers and I was amused to read of a 
Canadian family who feared that world war three was going 
to envelope the globe in the near future so last year they 
took themselves off to somewhere safe and quiet yes you've 
guessed it Bill and Vera Curtis and their children now 
live in th e Falkland Islands then there was the 
Buckingham hire hotelier who said he was removing 
Argentine wine from his wine list and would in future use 
it only for cooking and our government was so unprepared 
for what happened that after the Argentine troups invaded 
the Falklands officials had to requisition all the maps 
Britain's largest dealers had of the island and one report 
claimed naval experts were studying a tourist brochure of 
the South Atlantic islands produced by two geography 
lecturers at Aberdeen University well those are some of 
the lighthearted results of the Argentine situation but 

999oo" (111.12-29) 

"I'm only a woman I'm not a polýtician" (IV-313) 

"this is a world issue it's a world problem and when the 
united nations and the ... " (IV. 121-2) 

6. "no I'm not talking about that at all what I'm saying is 
that any solution which is acceptable to the people of the 
Falkland Islands is not likely to be rejected by the 
British Government and that is the fundamental requirement 
it's called self determination it's what most of the world 
claims to believe in it's what the United Nations stands 
for and what the British policy is based on" (IV. 261-8) 

If we read through 1, without listening to the recording, we 

notice that it consists of a sequence of clauses, each joined to the 

preceding one by "and " or "then", and that these clauses form a 

unit. The end of this unit is marked by the "well" which introduces 

a new unit. Let us concentrate on the passage from "housewife Edith 

Muxworthy" to "Aberdeen University". 
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Clearly the "and's" and the "then's" do link one clause to 

another, but do we want to treat the whole unit as one sentence? We 

think not. The result of doing so would be to lay oneself open to 

having to treat whole books where there are links between each 

clause as one sentence. How then do we divide units into sentences? 

Perhaps the message conveying aspect of sentences can be of use 

here. We can take sentences to be "messages" or "information 

units". This would give us four sentences in the unit as follows: 

i. housewife Edith Muxworthy who lives in Wales was so upset at 

Argentina's action that she spent several hours dialling random 

numbers to that country and singing Rule Brittania to some no doubt 

rather startled Spanish speaking subscribers 

ii. and I was amused to read of a Canadian family who feared that 

world war three was going to envelope the globe in the near future 

so last year they took themselves off to somewhere safe and quiet 

yes you've guessed it Bill and Vera Curtis and their children now 

live in the Falkland Islands 

iii. then there was the Buckinghamshire hotelier who said he was 

removing Argentine wine from his wine list and would in future use 

it only for cooking 

iv. and our government was so unprepared for what happened that 

after the krgentine troups invaded the Falklands officials had to 

requisition all the maps Britain's largest dealers had of the island 

and one report claimed naval experts were studying a tourist 

brochure of the South Atlantic islands produced by two geography 
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lecturers at Aberdeen University 

Page 4-192 

i and iii would not be controversial as sentences, but what about ii 

and iv? If we describe ii as one sentence, we would describe it as 

corresponding to three clauses: 

a. and I was amused to read of a Canadian family who feared that 

world war three was going to envelope the globe in the near future 

b. so last year they took themselves off to somewhere safe and 

quie t 

c. yes you've guessed it Bill and Vera Curtis and their children 

now live in the Falkland Islands 

Each of these clauses in turn would be described as being 

divided into clauses: - 

ai. and I was amused to read of a Canadian family 

aii. who feared that world war three was going to envelope the 

globe in the near future 

bi. so last year 

bii. they took themselves off to somewhere safe and quiet 

ci. yes you've guessed it 

cii. Bill and Vera Curtis and their children 

ciii. now live in the Falkland Islands 
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Similarly, (iv) would be divided first into two clauses: 

a. and our government was so unprepared for what happened that 

after the Argentine troups invaded the Falklands officials had to 

requisition all the maps Britain's largest dealers had of the island 

b. and one report claimed naval experts were studying a tourist 

brochure of the South Atlantic islands produced by two geography 

lecturers at Aberdeen University 

and subsequently into the following clauses: 

ai. and our government was so unprepared for what happened 

aii. that after the Argentine troups invaded the Falklands 

aiii. officials had to requisition all the maps Britain's largest 

dealers had of the island 

bi. and one report claimed 

bii. naval experts were studying a tourist brochure of the South 

Atlantic islands 

biii. produced by two geography lecturers at Aberdeen University 

One thing we cannot tell, without listening to the recording, is 

whether the "and" between "island" and "one report" is a syntactic 

"and" or a parasyntactic "and". The fact that there are two ways of 

reading it supports our hypothesis that "and" may correspond to a 

syntactic conjunction or to a parasyntactic qualifier. if it 

corresponds to a syntactic conjunction, we would support the 
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description of this unit as one sentence. But if it corresponds to 

a parasyntactic qualifier, we would be more inclined to treat it as 

two sentences. The reasons for this are several. 

First, it is clear that these linking words are discourse 

connectors in that they often function as links between what clearly 

are sentence. As in the following case of a parasyntactic break and 

extra-height on the second clause: 

She said so, didn't she? And. what is more, we believed her. 

If they are described as such in discourse analysis, then it is 

redundant to repeat such a description in linguistics. 

Secondly, these linking words generally occur in the initial 

position of a parasyntactic unit and can thus function on the 

sentential level to mark the beginning of a sentence, in the same 

way that tags, which occur in the final position of a parasyntactic 

unit, function on the sentential level to mark the end of a 

sentence. Such observations will greatly facilitate the 

delimitation of sentences in English. 

Thirdly, it is simpler, not only in terms of the length of the 

sentences to be described, but also in terms of the number of levels 

required for exhaustive analysis into clauses if we treat such 

utterances as two sentences rather than one. 

We shall, thereforep consider parasyntactic qualifiers such as 

"and" and "then" as markers of the beginning of a new sentence in 

such cases where there is otherwise indeterminacy. We shall label 
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them "sentence introducers". 

Page 4-195 

Let us now examine the devices used to link the clauses in 2, 

4,5 and 6 above: 

A. REDUPLICATION: 

I'm ... I'm 

.... is a world ... ... is a world 

it's ... it's ... it's 

Here the syntactic structure and the intonation pattern are repeated 

and thus lend cohesion to the string. 

RESTATEMENT: 

issue ... problem 

it's called ... it's what ... it's what ... 

Here the message is repeated, but using an alternative formulation. 

C. ANTONYMY: 

woman ... politician 

(or in this case speaker antonymy) 

Here the semantic opposition links the first clause to the second. 
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D. ANAPHORA 

2. ... a horse ... it 

Here "it" refers back to "a horse". 

Page 4-196 

As long as we stick to sentences which may begin with a 

sentence introducer and end with a tag, we are still able to talk 

about commutation and distinctive function and linguistic units. It 

seems that when we go beyond that, we enter a whole new type of unit 

which cannot be described in terms of structures and paradigms, but 

requires a much freer description. It requires a description in 

terms of message-bearing entities, rather than systemological 

entities; a description which involves a certain amount of 

interpretation, rather than an acceptability in all possible worlds. 

We know the listener considers "woman" and "politician" to be 

antonyms, but this is in no way built into a linguistic description 

of English under the Functionalist approach. Similarly, "it" in 1 

and 2 may refer back to "a horse", or it may not, given a complex 

enough context. Any link between clauses which relies mainly on 

such rhetorical devices will not be considered an intrasentential 

link. This is not to say that 2, for example, could not correspond 

to one sentence, given a sufficiently clearly sentential intonation. 

But in cases where there is even the slightest doubt, we prefer to 

regard it as two sentences for all the reasons given above in 

connection with sentence introducers: 
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(i) It is redundant to describe discourse links in linguistics. 

(ii) The systemological aspect of sentences can be described in 

terms of positions and paradigms which fill those positions in a way 

in which discourses, which require an interpretation of the links, 

cannot. 

(iii) It is simpler to deal with shorter sentences than longer 

sentences. 

4.8 Sentential Features of English 

At various places throughout this chapter, we have pointed to a 

number of sentential features of English. Let us now pull them all 

together. 

First of all, every sentence of spoken English has a sentential 

feature which corresponds to a distinctive parasyntactic feature of 

intontation and every sentence of written English begins with a 

capital letter and ends with a final punctuation mark. These are 

sentence features, and without them sentential entities are not 

well-formed as sentences and therefore cannot be sentences. 

Secondly, any sentence of English may have at most one 

inversion feature, just as they may have at most one distinctive 

intonation or one final punctuation mark. Even on the few occasions 

where we have a choice of tag, there is at most one inversion 

feature. We shall now digress slightly to demonstrate this. 
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If we take the neutral realisation of the base "they're well 

done, are they", we can have inversion with the first clause: "are 

they well done, are they"; or inversion with the second clause: 

"they're well done, they are", but we cannot have more than one 

inversion feature within one sentence: *are they well done, they 

are. (The more usual tag would be "aren't they", but this allows 

only one possible combination within a sentence: "they're well 

done, aren't they"; *they're well done, they aren't; *are they 

well done, they aren't; *are they well done, aren't they. ) 

The only examples from the data where we appear to have more 

than one inversion feature per sentence are not traditionally 

described as such in Axiomatic Functionalism. They are al 1 

instances of direct speech, where the quoted speech is not analysed 

as part of the larger sentence, as in the following: 

the basic underlying question of the whole thing is "do we 
have a genuine historical claim to the Falklands? " 
(1-11-13) 

so what you're really saying is "there is no alternative" 
(IV. 21). 

Although inversion features are parasyntactic features and are 

additional to a clause base, their function as sentential features 

is not within the clause they occur in, but within the sentence as a 

whole. As part of a clause, they do not determine that clause to be 

a clause; but as part of a sentence, the occurrence of one and at 

most one inversion feature determines a sentence to be a sentence. 

For these reasons we classify them as sentence markers. They differ 

from sentence intonations in that not only do they belong to they 
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sentence base, but they are not obligatory. A sentence of spoken 

English must have a sentence intonation and it may have at most one 

inversion feature. 

Thirdly, as we saw in the previous section, a sentence 

introducer such as "well", "sot', "and", "then" or "but" may mark the 

beginning of a sentence, just as a tag may mark the end of a 

sentence. Here are some examples of this from the data: 

SENTENCE INTRODUCERS: 

well I think you ought to put this in perspective 
(111.186-7) 

so who are your studio guests this morning (1.24) 

and Mexican army commandoes are considering ... (11.25-6) 

then there was the Buckinghamshire hotelier who 
(111.20-1) 

but before we take any calls let me just ... (111.49-50) 

TAGS: 

what sort of criteria would you use in coming to a 
decision do you think (IV. 62-3) 

but you're on a bit of a cleft stick here are you not 
(IV. 258-9) 

Sentence introduers and tags need not constitute the initial 

and final clause of a sentence, respectively. Each may occur with 

another parasyntactic entity, such as a vocative, in that clause. 

Their presence, however, determines that sentential entity to be a 

clause and for this reason, and because they belong to the base of a 
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sentence, they are called clause markers. 

To this description of sentential features in spoken English we 

can add the suspensive intonation which is additional to the base of 

a clause and determines that clause to be a clause, giving the 

following examples of sentential features: 

Sentential Features of Spoken English 

Sentential Sentential 
Intonation Features Markers 

Sentence Clause Sentence Clause 
Features Features Markers Markers 

Sentence Clause Tag;, 
Intonation Intonation Inversion Sentence 

Introd uce- rs 

4.9 Sentences, Utterances = Communication 

We shall now examine the relationship between sentencesy as 

maximal linguistic units, utterances, as models for a single 

realisation of such units, and speech, or how these units actually 

occur in communication. 

The notion "sentence" is a theoretical notion which is applied 

in the description of all semiotic systems. In this sense, it is a 

metamodel. Sentences of English - which are the product of the 

application of the theory to the field of speech phenomena of 

English - are descriptive models set up to account for the data. 

They are part of the English language ("langue") as an abstract 

system of conventions for communication. (For further explanation 
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of these concepts see Mulder and Hervey 1980 and particularly Mulder 

1980, and Suleiman and Gardner 1981). As signa, they may be 

realised in actual communication ("parole") via the notion 

utterance. This is stated in Axiom F: "Signa may be realised an 

unlimited number of times (in actual communication), each resulting 

utterance denoting a denotatum which may belong to a potentially 

infinite denotation class" (Hervey 1974). An utterance corresponds 

on the one hand to a unique event -a single realisation of a signum 

-and, on the other hand, to an allomorph, or a phonological form in 

its capacity of having a particular distinctive function. This 

relationship has been neatly captured in the following table adapted 

from Mulder, forthcoming, Chapter Four (P 103). 

Level of L ev el of Level of 
Cenetics Cenology Signum 

ii Rd (iRd)Rd 
IMAGE (allocenon) UTTERANCE 

S={i} sRd (sRd)Rd 
CENETIC ALLOCENE (allomorphon) 
FORM 

c={s}Rd cRd 
CENOLOGICAL ALLOMORPH 
FORM 

S=IclRd 
SIGNUM 
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If we read the table from bottom to top, each column represents 

class: member relationships. Thus a cenetic form (s) is a class of 

impressionistically similar images; a cenological form (C) is a 

class of allocenes, each with the same distinctive function; and a 

signum (S) is a class of allomorphs, each with the same distinctive 

function. 

Although the theorematic notions of allocenon and allomorphon 

are not well established, we could also describe an allocene as a 

class of allocenons which correspond to the same cenetic form, and 

an allomorph as a class of allomorphons which correspond ultimately 

to the same cenetic form. We prefer, however to ignore these terms 

at present and to concentrate on the more established notions. 

An utterance is therefore a member of a class which is an 

allomorph; or an allomorph is a class of utterances - the class of 

utterances whose images are members of the same cenological form 

with the same distinctive function. 

An image (def 22b) is a "realisational form or a substance 

form". As suchp it is a protocolised event; the arresting of a 

single event, observed by a single person/subject at a single point 

in time. An utterance is such an image in its capacity of having a 

particular cenological distinctive function and a particular 

grammatical distinctive function. It is a model for a single 

realisation of a signum and relates, on the one hand, to the notion 

"image" and, on the other hand, to the notion "allomorph". Hence 

its defintion as a "member of a signum (as a class) such that it is 

a model for a single realisation (in actual communication) of that 
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signum" (Axiom F, def la). 

Page 4-203 

An utterance, therefore, belongs to language (langue), as do 

all the above entities on the Level of Cenology and the Level of 

Signum. How then, do these entities relate, via the notion 

sentence, to actual communication (parole)? 

We must reiterate the point that sentences, as units of langue, 

are models set up to account for certain phenomena. "Language" is 

the intension of the class of speech phenomena whose extension is 

all speech phenomena. Language therefore emerges from the theory - 

it is not inherent in the speech phenomena. Similarly, a language 

emerges from a particular description of a particular class of 

speech phenomena (Mulder 1979b). As models, sentences have a 

crucial role to play in the abstract linguistic system in both 

semantics and systemology. It is sentences which convey messages, 

where other signa have information-value alone; and it is 

ultimately with reference to sentences that all commutation in 

systemology takes place. This does not entail, however, that they 

are the only signa to occur in communication. To claim this would 

be to render invalid any descriptive hypothesis of the type IIx is a 

sentence of English, where x is a signum". In other words, if any 

signum which was realised in actual communication could be described 

as a sentence, then all signa which are realised in actual 

communication could be described as sentences; it would be 

impossible to refute any descriptive hypothesis which described a 

signum as a sentence and the notion "sentence" would be rendered 

useless as a descriptive tool. Valid hypotheses require the 
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potential existence of counterexamples, and it is these we shall now 

examine. 

We can make a distinction between the imperfect realisation of 

a sentence and the realisation of an "incomplete sentence". The 

former occurs when, for instance, the speaker has a cold. The 

blocked or partially blocked nasal cavity affects the quality of the 

nasals (amongst others) rendering them, phonetically, barely 

distinguishable from corresponding nasal voiced stops. Despite 

this, it is usually possible for the listener to compensate for the 

interference and receive the intended message despite its imperfect 

realisation. In such cases the imperfections can be said to belong 

to parole, and not langue, and the self-containedness of the 

corresponding linguistic unit is not threatened. 

Not so when a sentence is not completed. This can happen for a 

number of reasons and is particularly common in informal spoken 

language. Most frequently, a sentence may be started and not 

finished. This may be because of an interruption, or because the 

speaker decided no one was listening, or it may be a "false start" - 

the speaker may choose to reformulate what he wants to say. Often, 

but not always, these incomplete sentences correspond to clauses 

and, just as incomplete syntagms (which are obviously syntactic 

entities, but are not well-formed on the level of syntax) may 

correspond to well-formed parasyntactic entities, so too may 

incomplete sentences (which are obviously sentential entities, but 

are not well-formed on the sentential level) correspond to discourse 

units. As far as linguistics is concerned, however, although they 
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may be partially described, they do not correspond to sentences and 

therefore are not maximalp self-contained linguistic entities. 

There is something of a paradox here. What we seem to be 

saying is that our theory is not interested in describing all the 

speech phenomena of, say, spoken English, but that it requires the 

linguist to interpret the phenomena in an idealised fashion. The 

dangers of appearing prescriptive here are all too apparent but, 

perhaps, unavoidable. On the other hand, if we ignore all the false 

starts and corrections, we run the risk of excluding from our 

description of English those expressions - fully conventional 

linguistic expressions of English - which are used for correcting 

false starts or slips of the tongue. As with the distinction 

between linguistics and paralinguistics (see 5.2), we have to use 

our judgement and develop criteria for deciding whether false starts 

are actually part of the ensuing sentence or not, and whether 

interruptions, such as corrections or hesitations, should be 

included or not. Indeed, we may wish to describe such devices as 

paralinguistic, given that their purport is rather 

message-correcting that message-conveying. 

As these issues really take us beyond our scope into what 

Saussure so aptly entitled the linguistics of speaking(parole), 

rather than the linguistics of language (langue) (Saussure 

1974: 21-22) qI shall only briefly outline an Axiomatic Functionalist 

approach to this problem. 
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If the false start occurs at the beginning of an utterance and 

the ensuing sentence-utterance is parasyntactically and 

syntactically complete, then the false start should not be regarded 

as part of the sentence on the grounds of simplicity. If, however, 

the rephrasing occurs in the middle of an utterance - particularly 

if it interrupts the realisation of a syntagm - then it is more 

consistent to describe the whole utterance as one sentence. We saw 

an example of this in the Radio Tay sentence. 

Interruptions may also be described as part of the sentence or 

as additional to the sentence. As we will see in the case of 

paralinguistic entities (5.2) , those entities which are functionally 

related to all or part of the sentence - such as the hesitation 

markers used to indicate that the speaker is searching for a word - 

can be described as paralinguistic entities, whereas entities which 

may occur simultaneously with a sentence utterance (eg film and 

subtitles) or interrupt a sentence utterance (eg the diner who 

briefly interrupts a sentence to his co-diner to say "thank you" to 

the waiter for some small service) but which enter no functional 

relationships with the rest of the sentence cannot be described as 

part of the sentence in question. In most cases, they will 

correspond to separate sentences. 

In all cases it will be up to the individual linguist how many 

or how few of these paralinguistic entities he wishes to include, 

just as it is up to him to delimit the scope of his data in terms of 

accent, dialectv discourse genre etc. The nature of the data will 

naturally affect his description of the English language and this is 
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as true of his selection of "production" features as of any other 

feature. It seems reasonable to us to try and include in the 

description of English the use of all signa which are fully 

conventional signa of English, whether they are used as correctors, 

hesitation markers or whatever, or not. 
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CHAPTER 

DISCOURSE ANALYSIS AND LINGUISTICS 

5.1 Introduction 

The aim of this final chapter is to demarcate, more clearly, 

the upper limits of Parasyntax and thus counterbalance Chapter Two 

which outlined the border between Syntax and Parasyntax. In doing 

so we shall outline in greater detail an Axiomatic Functionalist 

approach to the description of paralinguistic entities and place the 

role of discourse and text studies in their place with regard to 

Axiomatic Functionalist Linguistics and Semiotics. 

We start with a view of extralinguistic entities as they may be 

described from the point of view of linguistics and within the 

framework of Axiomatic Functionalist Semiotics (5.2). From there we 

move to a description of the relationship between Linguistics and 

Discourse Analysis and explain why the latter is outwith the scope 

of Axiomatic Functionalist Semiotics (5-3 - 5.9). This includes 

sections on Textual Cohesion (5.4), Discourse Coherence 

Discourse Genres (5.6) and Discourse Structures (5-7). The final 

section (5.8) brings together Linguisticst Text1inguistics and 

Discourse Analysis and thus concludes the thesis. 
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5.2 Linguistics, Paralinguistics And_ Extralinguis tics 

In this section we hope to provide some guidelines for 

distinguishing linguistic and extralinguistic features. We will 

also bring together a number of loose ends from the Chapter on 

Parasyntax which we are now able to tidy up. The problems that 

faced us in Chapter Four included how to find a cut-off point 

between linguistic and extralinguistic intonation systems and 

whether to include such auxiliary systems as that of connotative 

stress as a parasyntactic, paralinguistic or extralinguistic system. 

Let us see how far the distinction between Linguistics, 

Paralinguistics and Extralinguis ties can help us with the above 

problems. 

In a paper presented to the annual SILF Colloquium in Freiburg 

in 1982 (Gardner 1982), the present author argued that the 

traditional trichotomy into linguistics, paralinguistics and 

extralinguistics which is based on the vocal - non-vocal distinction 

was not valid in a functionalist approach where such trichotomies 

should be based on form, not substance; on the internal structure 

and function of entities, rather than the means of realising 

entities. In addition such distinctions should take into account 

the conventional aspect of languages, rather than ignoring it. She 

proposed the following definition of paralinguistics (adapted from 

one proposed in Jeanne Martinet 1980): "Paralinguistics is the 

scientific study of systems of conventions for communication which 

modify or complete a linguistic sentence". A corollary of this is 

that the message conveyed by the linguistic sentence is modified or 
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completed by the information conveyed by the paralinguistic entity. 

Thus instead of the traditional. 

Communication 

Vocal Non-vocal 

Linguistic Paralinguistic Extralinguistic 

we have the following: 

Communication 

Linguistic Extralinguis tic 

Paralinguistic Fully Extralinguistic 

Wholly Not wholly 
Conventional Conventional 

pertaining to 
a system of 
conventions for 
communication 
with a double 
articulation 

pertaining to 
a system of 
conventions for 
communication 
which modifies 
or completes 
linguistic 
sentences 

pertaining to 
a system of 
conventions for 
communication 
which is 
f unctionally 
independent of 
a linguistic 
system 

via natural 
indices or 
features like 
connotation 
which are not 
systematically 
conventional 

For example: 

spoken English connotative 
stress 

Morse Code voice quality 

Under this view there are three types of paralinguistic system: 

those which are superimposed on a linguistic sentence, those which, 

from a constructional (systemological) rather than a fully 

linguistic point of view, are actually part of the linguistic 
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sentence, and those which interrupt a linguistic sentence. 

A typical example of the first type, of a paralinguistic system 

which is superimposed on a linguistic sentence, is a discourse 

system which modifies the realisation of a linguistic sentence by, 

for instance, shifting the sentence accent, or changing the order of 

the constituents. Another, relatively more autonomous system is 

that of connotative stress. Discourse entities have an essentially 

variable and non-identifying relationship with the linguistic 

sentences, but the message of a sentence which is realised together 

with any such paralinguistic features in a discourse is, in the 

broader context of the discourse, modified by such entities. 

Jeanne Martinet produced an apt example of the second type of 

paralinguistic entityp the type which "completes" a linguistic 

sentence, in "She's a little [gesture: forefinger to forehead], 

isn't she? " where the gesture, although it stands in a syntactic 

position, could not be considered a linguistic sign of English. 

Some proper names and foreign words also belong to this category. 

Such entities are obviously not paralinguistic entities, per se, but 

they belong to a discrete semiotic system and may play a 

paralinguistic role with reference to a particular linguistic 

system. They may be "more" or "less" linguistic depending on the 

number of levels on which they are assimilated into the language. 

In other words, they may retain their original phonological form or 

not; they may conform to the grammatical rules of the language or 

not; and they may depend on the semantic conventions of the 

language or not. If they conform in every aspect, then they are, of 
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course, be seen as fully linguistic in that language, but failure to 

conform in any one respect is sufficient for them to be treated as 

paralinguistic entities. 

The third type of paralinguistic entity is one which interrupts 

a linguistic sentence, but does not belong to it. For example, all 

the little coughs, grunts and hesitation noises, when used in a 

systematic, conventional way, have a paralinguistic function if they 

do not enter into grammatical relationships with the linguistic 

signa they interrupt. 

This definition of paralinguistics does not admit everything 

that occurs with language and communicates conventionally - there 

has to be a functional relationship between the linguistic and the 

paralinguistic entity. This would not be the case, for example, in 

a film with subtitles where, although there is a relationship of 

occurrence dependency between them, in that the subtitles have to 

keep up with - to occur with- the spoken text, the two systems are 

functionally independent - neither one modifies or completes the 

o ther. 

Having outlined the domains of linguistics, paralinguistics and 

extralinguistics, we shall now turn to the question of possible 

overlaps. Paralinguistic systems of all three types can be seen as 

auxiliary systems of a language. The problem comes in deciding 

whether a potential auxiliary system should be considered a 

linguistic subsystem and part of the language concerned or whether 

it should remain fully paralinguistic; ie whether it should be 

treated as an internal or an external auxiliary system. This was , 
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for example, our problem with connotative stress which we have, 

provisionally, described as an external2 ie paralinguisticy 

auxiliary system. We have indicated how there can be degrees of 

linguisticness and this is one criterion that should be used in 

deciding whether an auxiliary system is to be an internal linguistic 

system or not. Another, related, criterion is whether an auxiliary 

system is language specific or not. A language specific system is 

more linguistic than a more universal system. A third criterion 

which applies only to those paralinguistic systems which are 

superimposed on languages is whether the systems have an essential 

identifying relationship with the language proper, or whether they 

play a variable purely modifying role. By this we mean that those 

systems (such as distinctive intonation features) which enable us to 

identify the more linguistic signa (in this case, sentences), should 

be included in linguistics proper, whereas the more independent 

aspects of, for example, connotative stress, should remain external. 

Each of these criteria however, allow for an element of choice in 

exactly where the cut-off point between internal and external 

systems and hence between linguistic and paralinguistic systems will 

be. In other words, we choose to include intonation as a 

parasyntactic system and to exclude connotative stress as a 

paralinguistic system in the description of English for the 

following reasons. Firstly, intonation is not only a grammatical 

feature, but also a sentential feature. Unlike connotative stress, 

it plays an essential identifying role with regard to the sentences 

of English. Secondly, the intonation pattern of English is language 

specific, whereas the system of connotative stress occurs with many, 
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perhaps all languages. Thirdly, intonation features are distinctive 

parasyntactic features; they commute in the context of the 

parasyntactic unit and have an identifiable semantic import. In 

this way they are far more integrated, from a systemological point 

of view, than features of connotative stress. These latter are 

additional to the parasyntactic unit as a whole in that they are not 

opposed to each other, but they oppose one parasyntactic unit to 

another. We therefore find it simpler to exclude them from 

linguistics and describe them as paralinguistic features which, when 

imposed on sentences, yield oppositions between paralinguistic 

units. With the above criteria, we should be able to decide for any 

auxiliary system, whether to describe it as a parasyntactic, and 

hence linguistic, system, or as a paralinguistic, and hence 

extralinguistic, system with respect to a language. Extralinguistic 

features in any given instance will be either paralinguistic or 

fully extralinguistic. The latter include natural indices which are 

not conventional, connotative features which are not systematically 

conventional, and functionally independent semiotic features which 

do not modify or complete the linguistic sentence. 

5.3 Discourse Analysis =L Text1inguistics 

Although the terms "discourse analysis" and "textlinguistics" 

are not used consistently in the literature, the following table 

adapted from Edmonson (Edmonson 1981: 4) neatly captures the 

potential distinction between them. 
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1- suprasentential - use 

2+ suprasentential - use 

3- suprasentential + use 

4+ suprasentential + use 

the sentence 

the text 

the speech act 

the discourse 

Page 5-215 

The main object of linguistic description is the sentence (1); 

the isolated sentences as abstract entities out of context. A text 

(2) is a string of sentences between which there are cohesive ties. 

Textgrammarians are generally not concerned with the use or the 

context of the text or its parts; they are interested in the 

lexical and "grammatical" ties which bind sentences into larger 

units such as paragraphs. As a result, they tend to focus on 

written texts. This is in contrast to pragmatics or speech act 

theory (3) which is interested in how sentences can be used and how 

they function in a context. This aspect is often quite divorced 

from their message-bearing aspect or linguistic function and 

generally requires reference to the context in order to interpret 

the use of the sentence in any given instance. Discourse analysis 

is the study of units which are both longer than the sentence 

and functionally distinct from it. 

5.4 Textual Cohesion 

Widdowson (1973 and 1979) has made a useful distinction between 

textual COHESION and discourse COHERENCE. The former is a matter of 

lexical, grammatical and generally "surface" devices, whereas the 

latter operates between speech acts. A potential discourse might be 

cohesive (well-formed from the point of view of structure and 
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texture), but not coherent (well-formed from the point of view of 

speech acts). Conversely, it may be coherent and not cohesive. A 

well-formed discourse may be both coherent and cohesive, but of the 

two coherence is more important. The exact requirements of a 

well-formed discourse will be discussed later. In this section we 

shall examine the features which make a discourse cohesive. 

In Chapter Four on the delimitation of sentences, we recognised 

(a) that there are cohesive ties between sentences and (b) that some 

of the ties between clauses of a sentence are very similar to the 

ties between sentences in a text. This was the case particularly 

with suspensive intonations and conjunctions. The other cohesive 

ties that we examined briefly are reduplication, restatement, 

autonomy and anaphora. To these we can add tense and aspect 

sequencing, participant anaphora (cf Harweg's syntagmatic 

substitution), deictics, the use of synonyms, negated antonyms, 

generic/specific, specific/generic, summary, preview, introducers, 

complementaries, (eg boys ... girls), converses (eg order... obey), 

series (eg Monday... Tuesday), collocation (eg king ... crown), and 

cataphora. 

Cohesive ties, then, give cohesion to a discourse. Some 

cohesive ties (eg conjunctions) are similar to the ties between 

clauses of a sentence; others (eg contextual antonyms) require 

interpretation by the listener. Most cohesive ties are 

intersentential, but there are also intrasentential ties (eg the 

series in "She goes shopping on Mondays, but not on Tuesdays. " cf 

"She goes shopping on Mondays, but not on her own" where there is an 
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absence of the series cohesion). These intrasentential ties are 

additional, rather than essential ties between the clauses of a 

sentence. 

In recent years a considerable amount of research has been done 

on cohesion, the most significant of which is perhaps Halliday and 

Hasan (1977), but see also Gutwinski (1974), Hoey (1983), Longacre 

(1978), Stubbs (1983), Jordan (1983a, 1983b). As a detailed 

description of cohesion is not essential to our thesis, the reader 

is invited to consult the above sources for a more elaborate 

account. We have demonstrated that cohesive ties are different in 

kind from linguistic structures and shall now turn to coherence. 

5.5 Discourse Coherence 

A discourse differs from a sentence not only extensionally, but 

also functionally. A sentence in discourse is used for a specific 

purpose. It may be used for its "linguistien purpose of conveying 

messages, but often it functions quite differently. In order to 

interpret the function of a sentence in discourse, we generally need 

to take into consideration the context of the utterance. Contextual 

features which may be relevant to the interpretation of a sentence 

in discourse include the speaker, the hearer, the relationship 

between them, the physical setting, cultural setting, etc. Any or 

all of these may be taken into account in interpreting the 

discourse. 
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The message-bearing aspect of a sentence will always contribute 

to the function of the sentence in discourse, but to varying 

degrees. Brown and Yule give an example which neatly illustrates 

this distinction: If one of two strangers standing at a bus stop 

says, "My goodness, it's cold! ", "it is difficult to suppose that 

the primary intention of the speaker is to convey information. It 

is much more reasonable to suggest that the speaker is indicating a 

readiness to be friendly and to talk" (Brown and Yule 1983: 3). Me 

same linguistic sentence, in another context, could be used more 

informatively if the hearer did not know that whatever the speaker 

was referring to was cold; or it could be used by the speaker to 

indicate his surprise that x was cold. 

In such cases where we require reference to the contextual 

features in order to interpret a communicative act, we are clearly 

beyond the scope of linguistics and in the area of discourse 

analysis. 

A discourse is coherent, then, if it is interpreted in such a 

way that each of its parts follows on "pragmatically" from the 

preceding part, where the parts are functionally distinct from, and 

may be extensionally distinct from, sentences. 

(1) There's some food in the fridge if you're hungry. 

(2) A: You're late this morningl 

B: Oh hello John. 

is adapted from Van Dijk (1979: 454) who distinguished pragmatic 

connectors from semantic connectors. The former operate between 
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speech acts; the latter between propositions. Although this would 

be regarded as one sentence in Axiomatic Functionalism, the 

additional "discourse" interpretation that "there's some food in the 

fridge" can be understood as an offer ("please take some food"), 

clearly complements the linguistic information provided by the 

linguistic sentence. 

(2) might represent a coherent discourse if speaker A is John, 

and his utterance is interpreted as a greeting. The predicted 

response to an initial greeting is a secondary greeting, and B's 

response would certainly fall into this category. The above 

potential discourse would be coherent, but because of the absence of 

any cohesive ties, not cohesive. Such discourses are common among, 

for example, a husband and a wife, who share a considerable amount 

of "common knowledge". They may make little or no sense to anyone 

not "in the know". 

Discourse coherence is not only an issue in spoken language. 

The following example of a cohesive text from Enkvist would require 

a great deal of interpretation for it to be regarded as coherent. 

I bought a Ford. A car in which President Wilson rode 
down the Champs Elysees was black. Black English has ben 
widely discussed. The discussions between the presidents 
ended last week. A week has seven days. Every day I feed 
my cat. Cats have four legs. The cat is on the mat. Mat 
has three letters. (Enkvist 1978: 110) 

The only way this can be treated as a coherent text is if it is 

reagrded as a communicative act intended to demonstrate the point 

that cohesive texts need not be coherentl (or perhaps as some kind 

of language game) From this, of course, it does not follow that all 
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cohesive units are coherent. Let us now turn to discourse genres. 

5.6 Discourse Genres 

The English language, as described in linguistics, can be used 

for many different purposes, each of which is governed by its own 

conventions. For example, the English we use when chatting to 

friends in a pub is quite different from the English we use when 

delivering a formal lecture. Some discourse genres, such as 

sonnets, official letters and interviews, manifest quite elaborate 

constraints on the form and / or content of the discourse. Others, 

such as narratives or explanations, typically use sequences of one 

type of structure, while some, such as modern poetry or informal 

conversation between close friends, are relatively free. In all 

cases, however, we can recognise self-contained discourses, as 

opposed to unconnected utterances. For each discourse genre there 

are certain regular features which mark the beginning, middle and 

end of the discourse. These features will vary greatly from one 

discourse genre to the next, and will contribute to th e 

distinctiveness of that genre. 

A native speaker is normally competent in a number of different 

discourse genres in his language and can switch from one to the 

other as required. The distinction between linguistics and 

discourse analysis is often highlighted when a non-native, or a 

non-competent native, speaker, who has a good grasp of the English 

language, attempts to use it in various situations. His lack of 

discourse competence will prove a great stumbling block to his 
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achieving his discourse aims. It is for this reason that English 

language teaching has moved away from teaching grammar rules alone, 

and has emphasised, equally, the functional approach to language 

learning, which includes the teaching of various discourse 

strategies designed to achieve specific aims. Discourse competence 

is something that has to be learned, by native and non-native 

speakers alike, for each of the discourse genres. 

The discourse analyst will, generally, be concerned with 

describing one discourse genre at a time. As a result, different 

analysts have arrived at quite different discourse structures. They 

have been influenced partly by their academic background and partly 

by the type of discourse they have studied. We shall now brief ly 

summarise some discourse structures. 

5.7 Discourse Structures 

Some discourse analysts have argued that discourses do have 

structures, others claim they are quite free, - and that it is 

primarily semantic cohesive ties that bind the parts together. 

Others (eg Halliday) take the compromise position that while some 

discourse genres are clearly highly structured, others are 

relatively free. Let us look briefly at some of the proposed 

structures. 

Longacre (Longacre 1976) has worked on discourses in Teribe in 

Guahibo and on languages in New Guinea, Columbia, Panama and Ecudor. 

This led him to the thesis that every discourse has a principle of 

cohesion, be in chronological or conceptuo-logical. Narra ive 
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discourses are described as agent orientated and chronological. 

They have the following structuret or functional slots: 

Aperture / Stage / Pre-peak Episode / Episode / Post-peak Episode / 

Closure / Finis 

Each of these slots may be filled by a paragraph or an embedded 

discourse, thus allowing for recursivity. A typical aperture for an 

English narrative would be "once upon a time" whereas a typical 

finis is "and they lived happily ever after". 

The Birmingham Group which includes Sinclair, Coulthard, 

Brazil, Johnst Stubbs, Berryq Burton, Gosling and Richardson, have 

been more interested in interaction than narratives. They have done 

detailed studies of teacher-pupil interaction and doctor-patient 

interaction. They see themselves as building on to Halliday's 

rank: scale model the following ranks: 

Interaction, Transaction, Exchange, Move, Act 

The miniimim exchange described consists of two moves [IR]. This can 

be read as "an initiation (I) which predicts ( ->) a response, 

followed by a response (R) which presupposes an initiation. The 

minimum classroom exchange is EIRF], where F is teacher feedback. 

The ethnomethodologists, coming from a more anthropological 

background, have come up with different structures again. For 

instancep Sacks and Schegloff's conversational analysis includes 

adjacency pairs such as greeting - greeting; question - answer; 

and so on. 
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It should be obvious that very little, if any, of the data that 

these structures accounts for would fall under the scope of 

Axiomatic Functionalist Semiotics. We insert them here to 

illustrate the limits of our Semiotics in order to better define it. 

Let us now see just how Discourse Analysisp Text1inguistics and 

Linguistics are related for Axiomatic Functionalism. 

5.8 Sentences jja. Discourse 

For Axiomatic Functionalism, linguistics stops where 

commutation, in the linguistic sense, stops; it stops where rules 

become regularities; it stops where meaning becomes a matter of 

interpretation and use, rather than inherent in the linguistic 

signs. It stops with the sentence. 

We do not believe that "Tex tlinguis tics is the branch of 

linguistics in which the methods of linguistic analysis are extended 

to the level of the text" (Noeth 1977: 11); we believe that the 

cohesive ties which link parts of a text can also be found within 

sentences; that they are functionally distinct from linguistic 

"ties" and therefore textlinguistics is functionally distinct from 

linguistics. Intrasentential cohesive ties are additional to 

linguistic well-formedness, intersentential cohesive ties constitute 

text well-formedness. 

Discourse analysis is also quite different from linguistics in 

the extent to which it relies on the context for an adequate 

interpretation of the functional units involved. This is the major 

factor which contributes to the functional distinctness of discourse 
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entities from the linguistic sentences they correspond to. The 

context of a discourse entity will affect the realisation of the 

sentence in many ways. It is important that these discourse 

features are recognised as such and that they are not wrongly 

described as linguistic features. The context of a discourse entity 

may affect the number and order of the clauses of a sentence, the 

relative pitch of a sentence, the place of the sentence accent and 

the intonation. Palkova and Palek (Palkova and Palek 1977: 221-2) 

give the following examples of the order of clauses being a function 

of the discourse: - 

(a) Arthur set out on the road to his sister's early in the 

evening in his best dinner suit. It was impossible to get his 

sports jacket clean in time. 

(b) Early in the evening Arthur set out in his best dinner suit 

on the road to his sister's. She was expecting the whole family. 

Their hypothesis is that the final clause in the first sentence 

should contract the cohesive tie with the second sentence in order 

for the discourse to be maximally coherent. 

This hypothesis is compatible with the Prague School notion of 

communicative dynamism and functional sentence perspective. 

Basically the less dynamic parts of a sentence, often carrying old 

or given informationv tend to occur before the more dynamic partsq 

carrying new information. 
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A similar notion is Brown and Miller's end focus - the moving 

of one constituent to the end of the sentence to highlight it as new 

information. 

1. Someone parked a large furniture van right outside our front 

door last night. 

2. Last night someone parked a large furniture van right outside 

our door. 

Last nightv right outside our door, someone parked a large 

furniture van. 

(Brown and Miller 1980) 

The same function is also achieved by shifting the sentence 

accent. 

A (looking out of the window): Is your car parked outside? 

B: Uhu. 

A: Is yours a blue car? 

B: Yes. 

A: Well, someone's trying to break into a blue Ford down 

there. 

In A's second turn, the sentence accent automatically shifts to 

"blue" as the piece of new information, then in A's third turn it 

shifts away from "blue" again. These accent shifts are fully 
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predictable from the discourse context and not functional at all in 

linguistics. 

To sum up, when sentences are realised in actual communication, 

they may be combined with two very different types of system. 

Firstly, being placed in a discourse context, may alter the place of 

the sentence accent, or the order of the clauses. And secondly, 

being combined with an auxiliary semiotic system may entail thier 

combining with features of what from a linguistic point of view have 

been labelled connotative stress or conotative modulation. The 

recognition of such non-linguistic features as such, will greatly 

assist us in the pursuit of our linguistic aims - to describe 

sentences, in all their aspects, as members of systems of 

conventions for communication with a double articulation. 
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APPENDIX A 

POSTULATES FOR AXIOMATIC FUNCTIONALISM 

We have reproduced here the Postulates for Axiomatic 
Functionalism as they appear in The Strategy 2f Linguistics (Mulder 
in Mulder and Hervey 1980: 40-63 and Hervey in Mulder and Hervey 
1980: 203-211). To these we have inserted our revised Axioms and 
Definitions in capital letters with a reference to the section(s) in 
this thesis where they are discussed. Unfortunately the revised 
Postulates (Mulder, forthcoming) were not available to the present 
author at the time of writing. 

Axiom A. All features in semiotic sets are functional 

la "functional" for "separately relevant to the purport of the whole 
of which it is a part" 

lb "system" for "self-contained set of features with a common 
purport" 

1bl "self-contained" for "representing all relative dependencies of 
its members, as members of the set in question" 

ic I'semiotic system" for "system of conventions for communication" 

lel "features" for "elements, analytical properties of elements, or 
relations between elements or properties of elements" 

1c2 "entity" for "element or discrete disjunct analytical property 
of element" 

lc3 "semiotic entity" for "entity in semiotic system" 
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Axiom B. Semiotic systems contain simple, and may contain complex 
unordered, or complex ordered signa and figurae 

2 "information value" for "specific set of potential 
interpretations" 

2a "sign" or "symbol" for "semiotic entity with both form and 
information value", simply called "signum" 

2al "sign" for nsignum with wholly fixed conventional information 
value" 

2a2 "symbol" for "signum with not wholly fixed conventional 
information-value, ie to which a temporary item of information- 
value can be attached by a definition" 

2a2a "proper symbol" for "symbol with partially fixed conventional 
information value" 

2a2b "nonce symbol" for "symbol with no fixed conventional 
information value" 

2a3 "plerological entity" or "gra=atical entity" for "signum in 
grammar" 

2a3a "grammar" or "plerology" for ("morphology (plerematics) or 
syntax (plerotactics)" Alternative definition) "complex 
plerological system" 

2a3b "morphology" or "plerematics" for "complex unordered 
plerological system" 

2a3c "syntax" or "plerotactics" for "complex ordered plerological 
system" 

2a3d "plerological system" for "system of signa" 

2a3e "plerology" or "grarnmar" for "complex system of signa" 

2b "figura" for ffsemiotic entity which has only form" 

2bl "cenological entityn for "figura in a semiotic system that has a 
cenology" 

2bla "cenology" for "cenematics or cenotactics". Alternative 
definition: "complex cenological system" 

2b1b "cenematics" for "complex unordered cenological system" 

2bic "cenotactics" for "complex ordered cenological system" 

- 
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2bld "cenological system" for "system of figurae" 

2ble "cenology" for ncomplex system of figuraeff (alternative 
definition to 2b1a) 

3a "phonology" for 11cenology in natural language" 

3al "phonematics" for "cenematics in natural language" 

3a2 "phonotactics" for "cenotactics in natural language" 

3a3 "phonological system" for "cenological system in natural 
language" 

3a4 "phonological form" for "feature belonging to phonological 
system" 

3b "articulation" for "cenotactics or syntax(plerotactics)" 

30 "double articulation" for "both cenotactics and syntax" 

30 "language" for "semiotic system with double articulation" 

3c2 "proper language" for "semiotic system with a cenology 
containing both a cenematics and a cenotactics, and a grammar 
containing both a morphology and a syntax" 

3c2a "proper cenology" for "system constituted by the interlocking 
of one cenematics and one cenotactics" 

3c2b "proper plerology" for "system constituted by the interlocking 
of one morphology and one syntax" 

3c2c "interlocking" for "the one system providing the forms of the 
entities of the other system" (a cenology and a grammar 
interlock in this way) or for "the one system providing all of 
the basic elements of the other system" (a cenematics and a 
cenotactics interlock in this way). 

3c2c "INTERLOCKING" for "THE ONE SYSTEM PROVIDING THE FORMS OF THE 
ELEMENTS OF THE OTHER SYSTEM" OR FOR "THE ONE SYSTEM PROVIDING 
THE BASIC ELEMENTS OF THE OTHER SYSTEM" OR FOR "THE ONE SYSTEM 
PROVIDING SOME OF THE BASIC ELEMENTS OF THE OTHER SYSTEM" (2-7) 

4a "simple system" for "system without combination of elements" 

4b "complex system" for "system with combinations of elements" 

4bl "unordered system" for "complex system without ordering 
relations between elements" 

4b2 "ordered system" for "complex system without ordering relations 
between elements" 

- 
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4c "LINEAR ORDER IN GRAMMAR" FOR "THE ORDER OF GRAMMATICAL ENTITIES 
IN AN UTTERANCE" (2-3 .1) 

I'semiotic system" for nsystem constituted by the interlocking of 
one plerological system and one cenological system" 
(alternative definition to 1bl) 

6a "ordering relations" for "asymmetrical relations between entities 
in combinations" 

6b "relations of simultaneity" for "symmetrical relations between 
entities in combinations" 

7a "paradigmatic" for "the oppositional or distinctive aspect of 
semiotic entities" 

7a "PARADIGMATIC" FOR nTHE OPPOSITIONAL ASPECT OF SEMIOTIC ENTITIES" 
(2-3-5) 

7al "paradigmatic relations" for "relations of opposition between 
members of sets" 

7a2 "commutation" for " alternation between semiotic entities (or 
"zero" and semiotic entities) in functional opposition as 
immediate constituents, in a given context" 

7a3 "distinctive function" for "the set of commutations in which a 
semiotic entity may partake". Alternative definition: "the 
set of oppositions into which a particular semiotic entity 
enters" 

7a3 "DISTINCTIVE FUNCTION" FOR "THE SET OF OPPOSITIONS INTO WHICH A 
PARTICULAR SEMIOTIC ENTITY ENTERS" (2.8.2) 

7a4 "PERMUTATION IN GRAMMAR" FOR "ALTERNATION BETWEEN TWO SEMIOTIC 
ENTITIES IN AN UTTERANCE SUCH THAT EACH OCCUPIES THE PLACE OF 
THE OTHER AND THE RESULTANT IS A DIFFERENT GRAMMATICAL ENTITY" 
(2-3-1) 

7b I'syntagmatic" for "the ordering aspect of semiotic entities" 

7bl "syntagmatic relations" for "ordering relations between semiotic 
entities in combinations" 

7b2 "syntagmatic entity" for "entity capable of standing in ordering 
relations with other entities or having an internal structure 
such that it is capable of containing - as constituents - 
entities capable of standing in ordering relations with other 
entities" 

7C "tactic" for "cenotactic or syntactic" 

- 
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7cl "cenotactic entity" for "syntagmatic entity in cenology" 

7c2 "phonotactic entity" for "cenotactic entity in natural language" 

7c3 "tactic relations" for "constructional relations (whether 
ordering or not) between syntagmatic entities, as immediate 
constituents, in combinations" 

7d "syntactic entity" for "syntagmatic entity in grammar" 

7d1 "syntactic relations" for " tactic relations in grammar" 

7e "cenotactic/phonotactic relations" for "tactic relations in 
cenology/phonology" 

7f "constructional relations" for "relations between immediate 
constituents" 

7f1 "constituents" for "entities (of the same kind, ie of the same 
level of abstraction) in self-contained combinations" 

7fla "immediate constituents" for "constituents that are not 
constituents of constituents within the combination in 
question" 

7f1b "ultimate constituents" for "the last analytical entities of a 
self-contained combination of entities" 

79 "positions" for "divisions within a chain, such that in every 
such division an entity, as an immediate constituent of that 
chain, can stand and alternate (ie commute) with other 
entities, or with zero" Alternative definitions: "points on a 
chain corresponding to relata of direct tactic relations" and 
"points of intersection between paradigms (visualized as a 
vertical straight line, called paradigmatic axis and a chain 
(visualised as a horizontal straight line, called syntagmatic 
axis)" 

7gl "paradigm" for "set of entities in functional opposition in a 
given context, within a chain" 

8a "ceneme" for "self-contained bundle of one or more distinctive 
features as its immediate (and at the same time: ultimate) 
constituents" Alternative definitions: "self-contained 
simultaneous bundle of one or more distinctive features"l 
"minimum syntagmatic entity in cenology" "minimum cenotactic 
element" 

8al "cenematic complex" for "complex ceneme" 

8a2 "phoneme" for "ceneme in natural language" 

- 
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8a3 "distinctive feature" for "minimum cenematic entity" 

8b "plereme" for "word or grammateme" 

8bl "word or grammatemen for "self-contained (by definition 
simultaneous) bundle of one or more monemes as its immediate 
(and at the same time: ultimate) constituents" Alternative 
definitions, "minimum syntagmatic entity in grammar", "minimum 
syntactic (plerotactic) entity" 

8b2 "plerematic complex" or "morphological complex" for "complex 
plereme" 

8b3 I'moneme" for "minimum morphological (plerematic) entity" 

"distributional unit (wider sense)" or "field of relations" or 
"chain" for "self-contained bundle of positionsn "chain" for 
"instance of a self-contained bundle of positions" ie "a 
self-contained combination of one or more syntagmatic entities" 

9a "distributional unit (narrower sense)" or "cenotagm" for 
"self-contained bundle of positions in cenology" or for 
"instance of a self-contained bundle of positions in cenology". 
Alternative definition: "minimum type of structure within 
which the distribution of cenotactic entities can be described 
completely and exhaustively" 

9al "distribution" for "the set of occurrences of an entity in 
constructional relations with other entities" 

9b I'syntagm" for "self-contained bundle of positions in grammar" or 
for "instance of a self-contained bundle of positions in 
grammar" 

10 "syntagmeme" for "ordered pair consisting of a paradigmeme and 
the position in which it stands", ie "member Of a chain" 

10a "paradigmemell for "member of a set of entities in functional 
opposition in a given context, within a chain" ie "member of a 
paradigm" 

10b "instance of a chain" for "self-contained simultaneous bundle of 
syntagmemes" 

11a "relation of subordination" for "determination" or "direct 
tactic asymmetrical relation of functional dependency" 

11b "relation of coordination" for "direct tactic relation of mutual 
functional independency" 

11c "relation of interordination" for "direct tactic relation of 
mutual functional dependency" 

- 
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11d "relation of apposition" or "quasi-syntactic relation" for 
"direct non-constructional - and therefore non-grammatical - 
relation between, qua tactic function, equivalent immediate 
constituents of a chain" 

lld "RELATION OF APPOSITION" OR "QUASI-SYNTACTIC RELATION" FOR 
"DIRECT NON-SYNTACTIC RELATION BETWEEN, QUA TACTIC FUNCTIONp 
EQUIVALENT IMMEDIATE CONSTITUENTS OF A CHAIN" (2-5-1) 

lldl "QUASI-SYNTAGM" FOR "SYNTACTIC ENTITY IN WHICH AT LEAST ONE 
POSITION IS FILLED BY ENTITIES IN APPOSITION" (2-5-1) 

lld2 "INCOMPLETE SYNTAGM" FOR "A SELF-CONTAINED BUNDLE OF POSITIONS 
IN GRAMMAR, AT LEAST ONE OBLIGATORY POSITION OF WHICH IS NOT 
FILLED" (2.5.2) 

lld3 "MARGINAL SYNTAGM" FOR "QUASI-SYNTAGM OR INCOMPLETE SYNTAGM" 

12a "occurrence interdependency" or "bilateral occurrence 
dependency" for "relation such that neither of two entities in 
direct relation which are immediate constituents of a chain can 
occur in the chain in question whilst the other is zero" 

12b "unilateral occurrence independency" or unilateral occurrence 
dependency" for "relation such that one of two entities in 
direct relation which are immediate constituents of a chain can 
occur in the chain in question whilst the other is zero, but 
the other one cannot" 

12c "bilateral occurrence independency" for "relation such that each 
of two entities in direct relation which are immediate 
constituents of a chain can occur in the chain in question 
whilst the other is zero" 

13a "nucleus" or "governing entity" for nentity in nuclear position" 

13b "peripheral entity" or "governed entity" or "determinant entity" 
for "entity in peripheral position" 

13C "expansion" for "immediate constituent that commutes with zero" 

13d "bound entity" or "actualiser" for "peripheral immediate 

constituent that does not commute with zero" 

13e "free nucleus" for "nuclear immediate constituent that does not 
require the presence of a non-zero peripheral constituent" 

13f "actualisation" for "situation in which a nuclear immediate 

constituent requires the presence of a non-zero peripheral 
constituent" 

14a "disjunctive or diverse determination" for "complex tactic 
relation such that two or more peripheral immediate 
constituents are subordinated to the same nucleus, but in 

- 
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different ways" 

14b "conjunctive or parallel determination" 
relation such that two or more 
constituents are subordinated to the 
cannot be ascertained that they are so i 
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for "complex tactic 
peripheral immediate 

same nucleus, but it 
n different ways" 

14c "underlying structure" for "abstract representation of a chain 
in terms of positions with or without indication of functional 
dependencies, or occurrence dependencies" 

15 "direct relation" for "relation between constituents that is not 
a relation via other constituents" 

15 "DIRECT RELATIONn for "RELATION BETWEEN ENTITIES THAT IS NOT A 
RELATION VIA OTHER ENTITIESn (??? ) 

Axiom C. Figurae may have para-cenotactic features and signa may 
have para-syntactic features. 

AXIOM C. CENOLOGICAL ENTITIES MAY COMBINE WITH PARACENOTACTIC 
FEATURES TO FORM PARACENOTACTIC UNITS AND GRAMMATICAL ENTITIES 
MAY COMBINE WITH PARASYNTACTIC FEATURES TO FORM PARASYNTACTIC 
UNITS. (3.2) 

16 "para-tactic features" for "para-cenotactic or para-syntactic 
features" 

17 "para-cenotactic features" for "cenological features accompanying 
but not determining the identity of, cenotactic entities" (3.5) 

17 "PARACENOTACTIC FEATURES" FOR "CENOLOGICAL FEATURES ACCOMPANYING 
BUT NOT DETERMINING THE IDENTITY OF PARACENOTACTIC ENTITIES" 

17a "contrastive para-cenotactic features" for "features with the 
sole function of groupment over and above cenotactic groupment" 

17b "distinctive para-cenotactic features" for "para-cenotactic 
features that are in a relation of commutation with one or more 
other para-cenotactic features, or with zero" 

17b "DISTINCTIVE PARACENOTACTIC FEATURES" FOR "PARACENOTACTIC 
FEATURES THAT ARE IN A RELATION OF FUNCTIONAL OPPOSITION WITH 
ONE OR MORE PARACENOTACTIC FEATURES IN THE CONTEXT OF A 
PARACENOTACTIC UNITn (3-7) 

18 "para-syntactic features" for "features accompanying but not 
determining the identity of, syntactic entities" 

18 "PARASYNTACTIC FEATURES" FOR "FEATURES ACCOMPANYING, BUT NOT 
DETERMINING THE IDENTITY OFv PARASYNTACTIC ENTITIES" (3-5) 

- 
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18a "contrastive para-syntactic features" for "features with the 
sole function of groupment over and above syntactic groupment" 

18b "distinctive para-syntactic features" for "para-syntactic 
features that are in a relation of commutation with one or more 
other para-syntactic features" 

18b "DISTINCTIVE PARASYNTACTIC FEATURES" FOR "PARASYNTACTIC FEATURES 
THAT ARE IN A RELATION OF FUNCTIONAL OPPOSITION WITH ONE OR 
MORE PARASYNTACTIC FEATURES IN THE CONTEXT OF A PARASYNTACTIC 
UNIT" (3-7) 

18c "INVERSION FEATURES IN GRAMMAR" FOR "PARASYNTACTIC FEATURES OF 
PERMUTATION" (see def 7a4) (2.4.1) 

19 "Para-tactic unit" for "self-contained entity constituted by 
tactic entities, together with accompanying para-tactic 
features" 

19 "PARATACTIC UNIT" FOR "PARACENOTACTIC UNIT OR PARASYNTACTIC UNIT" 
(3-3) 

19a "complex paratactic unit" for "self-contained entity constituted 
by two or more paratactic units, together with further 
accompanying paratactic features" 

19al "PARATACTIC ENTITY" FOR "ENTITY OF THE BASE OF A PARATACTIC 
UNIT" (3.8) 

l9a2 "PARACENOTACTIC ENTITY" FOR "ENTITY OF THE BASE OF A 
PARACENOTACTIC UNIT" A paracenotactic entity may correspond to 
a cenotactic entity or a paracenotactic unit. (3.8) 

19a3 PARASYNTACTIC ENTITY" FOR "ENTITY OF THE BASE OF A PARASYTACTIC 
UNIT" A parasyntactic entity may correspond to a syntactic 
entity, a quasi-syntactic entity or a parasyntactic unit. 
(3.49 3.8) 

19b "PARACENOTACTIC UNIT" FOR "SELF-CONTAINED ENTITY CONSTITUTED BY 
ONE OR MORE CENOLOGICAL ENTITIES TOGETHER WITH ONE OR MORE 
ACCOMPANYING PARACENOTACTIC FEATURES" (3-3) 

19c "PARASYNTACTIC UNIT" FOR "SELF-CONTAINED ENTITY CONSTITUTED BY 
ONE OR MORE GRAMMATICAL ENTITIES TOGETHER WITH ONE OR MORE 
ACCOMPANYING PARASYNTACTIC FEATURES" The grammatical entities 
involved are called parasyntactic entities. (3-3,3.4) 

Axiom D. All semiotic systems contain sentences 

20 "sentence" for "signum with such features that it cannot be a 
feature of another signum" or "signum such that it is a 
self-contained vehicle for conveying messages" 

- 
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20a "clause" for "potential constituent of a sentence" 

20al "sentential entities" for "sentence 20al "SENTENTIAL ENTITIES" 
FOR "SENTENCES OR CLAUSES" (4-5-1) 

20b "base" for "in a paratactic unit, the total complex of those 
features that corresponds (on another level) to tactic 
entities" 

20b "BASE" FOR "IN A PARATACTIC UNIT, THE TOTAL COMPLEX OF THOSE 
FEATURES THAT CORRESPONDS (ON ANOTHER LEVEL) TO CENOLOGICAL OR 
GRAMMATICAL ENTITIES" (3.4.1) 

20bl "SIMPLE BASE" FOR "BASE CONSISTING OF ONE PARATACTIC ENTITY" 
(3.8) 

20b2 "COMPLEX BASE" FOR "BASE CONSISTING OF MORE THAN ONE PARATACTIC 
ENTITY" 

20c "sentential features" for "such features - belonging to the 
base, or additional to the base (in the latter case they are by 
definition parasyntactic) - as determine particular signa to be 
sentences, or constituents of sentences" 

20c 11SENTENTIAL FEATURES" FOR "SUCH FEATURES - BELONGING TO THE BASE 
OF SENTENTIAL ENTITIES, OR ADDITIONAL TO THE BASE OF SENTENTIAL 
ENTITIES - AS DETERMINE PARTICULAR SIGNA TO BE SENTENCES OR 
CONSTITUENTS OF SENTENCES" (4-5) 

20cl "sentential markers" for "sentential features belonging to the 
base of sentential entities" 

21 "ellipsis" for "realisation of a syntagm, such that one or more 
of its constituents are not realized at the utterance level" 

Axiom E. There may be a many-to-one relation between realisation 
form and figura (allophony), and between cenological form and 
signum (allomorphy), and vice-versa (homophony and homomorphy 
respectively)" 

AXIOM E. THERE MAY BE A MANY-TO -ONE RELATION BETWEEN CENETIC FORM 
AND CENOLOGICAL FORM (ALLOCENY), AND BETWEEN CENOLOGICAL FORM 
AND SIGNUM (ALLOMORPHY), AND VICE-VERSA (HOMOCENY AND 
HOMOMORPHY RESPECTIVELY). " (??? ) 

21 a "IMAGE"(SYMBOLISATION 1) FOR "REALISATION FORM OR SUBSTANCE 
FORM" An image is a protocolised event; the arresting of a 
single event, observed by a single person/ subject at a single 
point in time. 
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22 "realisation form" or "substance form" for "generalised model for 
a class of impressionistically similar phenomena that may 
correspond to one or more figuraeff 

22 "CENETIC FORM(SYMBOLISATION 
-g)" 

FOR "GENERALISED MODEL FOR A 
CLASS OF 124PRESSIONISTICALLY SIMILAR PHENOMENA THAT MAY 
CORRESPOND TO ONE OR MORE FIGURAE" 

22a "phonetic form" for "realisation form in natural language" 

22a "PHONETIC FORM" FOR "CENETIC FORM IN NATURAL LANGUAGE" 

22b "CENOLOGICAL FORM" FOR "A PARTICULAR MAXIMUM CLASS OF ONE OR 
MORE CENETIC FORMS, EACH MEMBER IN ITS CAPACITY OF STANDING IN 
A RELATION WITH A PARTICULAR DISTINCTIVE FUNCTION" OR "A CLASS 
OF ALL AND ONLY THE CENETIC FORMS ABLE TO BE, AND IN THEIR 
CAPACITY OF BEING, DISTINCTIVE, IN A PARTICULAR WAYt WITH 
RESPECT TO A MESSAGE, IN THE LANGUAGE IN QUESTION" OR 
SELF-CONTAINED CLASS OF ALLOCENES" 

23 "phonological form" for "a particular maximum class of one or 
more phonetic forms, each member in its capacity of standing in 
a relation with a particular distinctive function" or "a class 
of all and only the phonetic forms able to be, and in their 

capacity of being, distinctive, in a particular way, with 
respect to a message, in the language in question" or 
"self-contained class of allophones" 

23a "allophone or phone" for "a particular phonetic form, member of 
a particular class of phonetic forms, in its capacity of 
standing in a relation with a particular distinctive function" 

23b "ALLOCENE OR CENE" FOR "A PARRICULAR CENETIC FORM, MEMBER OF A 
PARTICULAR CLASS OF CENETIC FORMS, IN ITS CAPACITY OF STANDING 
IN A RELATION WITH A PARTICULAR DISTINCTIVE FUNCTION. " 

24 "signum" for "the conjunction of a particular expression and a 
particular content, which mutually imply one another" 

24a "expression" for "a particular maximum class of one or more 
phonological forms, each member in its capacity of standing in 

a relation with a particular distinctive function" or "a class 
of all and only the phonological forms able to be, and in their 
capacity of being, a phonological form of an instance of a 
particular signum" or "self-contained class of allomorphs" 

24al "allomorph" or "morph" for "a particular phonological form , 
member of a particular class of phonological forms, in its 

capacity of standing in a relation with a particular 
distinctive function" or "member of an expression" 

24b "content" for "a particular distinctive function in its capacity 
of being the particular distinctive function of each member of 
a particular class of phonological forms" or "the converse of 
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expression" 

25 "homophone" for "allophone of one figura having the same phonetic 
form as an allophone of another figural' 

26 "homomorphn for "allomorph of one signum and having the same 
phonological form as an allomorph of another signum" 

27 "homonym" for "total class of allomorphs of one signum, in 
comparison with and its members havin the same phonological 
forms as those of the total class of allomorphs of another 
signum" 

28 "synonym" for "Signum, in comparison with and having the same 
intrinsic information value (denotation) as another signum" 

29a "word" for "plereme, as a class of allomorphs, established in 
such a fashion that all its members have a continuous (ie 
uninterrupted) phonological form" 

29b "grammateme" for "plereme, as a class of allomorphs, established 
in such a fashion tht some of its members have a non-continuous 
(ie interrupted) phonological form" 

Axiom F Signa may be realised an unlimited number of times (in 
actual communication), each resulting utterance denoting a 
denotatum which may belong to a potentially infinite denotation 
class 

la "utterance" for "member of a signum, (as a class) such that it is 
a model for a single realisation (in actual communication) of 
that signum" 

lb "utterance" for "conjunction of a unique form and a unique 
reference" 

1bla "form" for "image in its capacity of having the particular 
distinctive function appropriate to a particular signum" 

1b1b "form" for "member of an expression (as a class) such that it 
is a model for a single realisation (in actual communication) 
of that expression" 

1b2a "reference" for "grammatically distinctive function in its 
capacity of being the particular grammatically distinctive 
function of a particular image" 

1b2b "reference" for "member of a content (as a class) such that it 
is a model for a single realisation (in actual communication) 
of that content" 
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2 "class of equivalent utterances" for "the set of all and only the 
utterances that are members of a given signum (as a class)" 

2a "class of equivalent formsn for "the set of all and only the 
forms that are members of a given expression" 

2b "class of equivalent references" for "the set of all and only the 
references that are members of a given content" 

3a "form class" for "the set of all and only the utterances whose 
forms have phonologically equivalent images" 

3b "reference class" for "the set of all and only the utterances 
whose respective references relate to the same denotatum" 

3c "form-reference class" for "the set of all and only the 
utterances with phonologically equivalent images and with the 
same denotatum" 

4 "denotatum" for "denotable denoted by utterances" 

4a "denote" for "refer to by virtue of specific conventions" 

4b I'denotable" for "actually or potentially ostensible entity 
capable of being expressed by the realisation of at least one 
index" 

4bl "ostensible" for "distinct from at least one other entity, or 
from its own absence" 

5 "denotation" for "correspondence with a particular denotation 
class" 

5a "denotation class" for 11 the set of all and only the denotata 
denoted by respective utterances belonging to the same signum" 

"morph" for "the set of all and only the utterances belonging to 
the intersection of a particular form class and a particular 
class of equivalent utterances (signum)" 

6a "homomorphy" for "the intersecting of a given form class with two 
or more classes of equivalent utterances (signa)" 

6b "homonymy" for "the intersecting of two or more distinct classes 
of equivalent utterances (signa) with one and the same set of 
from classes" 

7al "hyperonym" for "signum whose denotation class properly includes 
the denotation class of another signum" 

7a2 "hyponym" for nsignum whose denotation class is properly 
included in the denotation class of another signum" 
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7b "synonym" for "signum whose denotation class totally overlaps 
with the denotation class of another signum" 

7c "paronym" for "one of two or more signa whose denotation classes 
do not include one another, but are properly included in the 
denotation class of a given signum" 

7ala "direct hyperonym" for I'signum whose denotation class properly 
includes that of a given signum without properly including the 
denotation class of any hyperonym of a given signum" 

7a2a "direct hyperonymy" for "signum whose denotation class is 
properly included in that of a given signum without being 
properly included in the denotation class of any hyponym of the 
given signum"; ie "hyponym of a signum x that is not a hyponym 
of a hyponym of signum x" 

7alb "semantic feature" for "the possession, by a given signum, of a 
particular direct hyperonym" 
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B. 1Z DAVID SCOTT M JIMMY MACK 

1 so we're fast running out of time altogether ** (Footnote) well 

21 suppose one of the questions I really want to know is if this 

war zone is declared how can we ensure the safety of the 

Falkland Islanders ** well I don't know the answer to that but 

that's something we'll be hoping to find out during the course 

of the programme when we'll be talking to a man who has lived 

there for many years he grew up there and eh has been in 

contact eh last contact only a few days ago with his family who 

are still there so we'll be getting the mood of the islanders 

10 and their fears and of course the there are suggestions eh 

11 today that some of the islanders want to leave before the fleet 

12 gets there ** yeah ** of course the basic underlying question 

13 of the whole thing is do we have a genuine historical claim to 

14 the Falklands ** well the answer seems to be yes in 

Footnote: A double asterisk marks a change of speaker. Otherwise 

no punctuation is indicated. Readers who wish to hear the data 

should contact the author via the University of St Andrews. 
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15 international law because the Falkland Islands were discovered 

16 eh by a British explorer called John Davies in 1592 and they 

17 remained eh British until the French took them from us and kept 

18 them for three years before we regained them from the French 

19 again them we lost them to the Spanish eh we recovered them 

20 from the Spanish in 1832 and we've held them since and 

21 Argentina's claim apparently is based on the premiss that they 

22 inherited the right to the Falklands from the Spanish who had 

23 taken them from us ** mmm ** and held them for five years but 

24 of course we deny this claim so historically yes we do have a 

25 claim and the Falklands are ours and the Falkland Islanders 

26 regard themselves as British and want to remain so ** so who 

27 are your studio guests this morning ** well we've got Malcolm 

28 Rifkind the newly transferred eh from the eh Scottish Office to 

29 the Foreign Office he eh has been getting briefed by Foreign 

30 Office officials all week and he'll be joining us at eleven 

31 o'clock and we've got George Foulkes who of course is the MP 

32 for South Ayrshire who is opposed to sending the fleet out 

33 there but of course the eh main ingredients are the callers and 

34 we're looking forward to hearing from our listeners ** indeed 

35 and 041 if you're outside Glasgow 334 9301 is the number to 

36 dial any time from now and call David Scott on the air at three 

37 minutes past eleven David thank you very much indeed ** okay 

38 Jimmy thanks ** back now to the top fifty the all-time 

39 favourites and this is number eleven 

- 
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B-2 21a NEWS 

1 Mr Haig is now in Buenos Aires where later today he'll meet the 

2 Argentine military leader General Gualtieri and other members 

of the ruling Junta when he flew into the Argentinien capital 

from London Mr Haig said that years of historic cooperation 

between Washington and Buenos Aires could still help avert an 

armed confrontation with Britain tens of thousands of people 

were expected to attend a pro government demonstration of 

Argentine national unity outside the Presidential Palace in 

Buenos Aires while Mr Haig is having his discussions meanwhile 

10 an Argentine news agency has quoted a military spokesman in the 

11 capital as saying that mines have been laid around the 

12 Falklands to counter the British task force it's been reported 

13 that Argentina intends to have about nine thousand troups 

14 stationed on the islands by early nelxt week the eldest daughter 

15 of the Falkland Island's Chief Constable says she believed her 

16 father signed a letter calling on the government to evacuate 

17 the islanders voluntarily Mrs Marise Rabjons speaking from her 

18 home in Dunfermline said that the Chief Constable had the 

19 necessary experience to assess the situation and she believed 

20 that the letter accurately reflected the views of the islanders 

21 they wanted to be evacuated at least eight people have died and 

22 more than twenty have been injured in a volcanic eruption on 

23 the island of West Java in Indonesia more than forty thousand 

24 people are reported to have left their homes it is the 

25 volcano's first eruPtion in over sixty years and Mexican army 
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26 commandors are considering plans to move more people from 

27 around the smouldering Ci Chong volcano in the south east of 

28 the country where forty people have died and about three 

29 hundred have been injured in a series of eruptions the efforts 

30 of rescue workers are being hampered by peasants who are 

31 insisting on moving back into villages which were badly damaged 

32 when the eruptions first began the Soviet Communist Party 

33 newspaper Pravda has reported serious flooding in the Southern 

34 Republic of Georgia more than three hundred buildings and many 

35 roads railway lines and bridges have been destroyed there were 

36 also an unspecified number of deaths and injuries surgeons at 

37 Papworth Hospital near Cambridge have said they're planning to 

38 carry out Britain's first combined heart and lung transplant 

39 operation according to a spokesman it's likely before the end 

40 of the year last night surgeons at Papworth successfully 

41 completed their thirty- second heart transplant operation on a 

42 Derbyshire man in his forties there's been a big art robbery in 

43 New York a delivery lorry laden with paintings and sculptures 

44 worth half a million pounds has been reported missing after it 

45 was left parked in the city overnight it contained works from 

46 twenty five New York galleries due to be delivered to Chicago 

47 and finally this week's hundred thousand pound premium bond 

48 prize winner lives in Angus the winning number is 15 xf376327 

49 that's all for the moment our next news will be at midday ** 

50 but now on Radio Scotland it's time to call David Scott 

- 
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B-3 CALLING DAVID SCOTT-: 
- 

SIDE ONE 

1 hello David Scott here good morning and welcome to the 

2 programme well just one subject has been dominating the news 

3 this week and that has been the Falkland Island situation it's 

4 the Argentine invasion of this far flung part of Britain that 

5 we'll be dealing with this morning in only forty one hours from 

6 now our government has threatened to attack any Argentine 

warship spotted within two hundred miles of the Falklands and 

as with the American Secretary of State now in Buenos Aires 

trying to f ind a peace formula there can be no doubt of the 

10 seriousness of the situation but there's been something 

11 eccentric and typically British about some of our reactions 

12 housewife Edith Muxworthy who lives in Wales was so upset at 

13 Argentina's actios she spent several hours dialling random 

14 numbers to that country and singing Rule Britannia to some no 

15 doubt rather startled Spanish speaking subscribers and I was 

16 amused to read of the Canadian family who feared that world war 

17 three was about to envelop the globe in the near future so last 

18 year they took themselves off to somewhere safe and quiet yes 

19 you've guessed it Bill and Barbara Curtis and their children 

20 now live in the Falkland- Islands then there was the 

21 Buckinghamshire hotelier who said he was removing Argentine 

22 wine from his wine list and would in future use it only for 

23 cooking and our government was so unprepared for what happened 

24 that after the Argentine troups invaded the Falklands officials 

25 had to requisition all the maps Britain's largest dealer had of 

- 
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26 the Islands and one report claimed naval experts were studying 

27 a tourist brochure of the South Atlantic Islands produced by 

28 two geography lecturers at Aberdeen University well these are 

29 some of the light-hearted results of the Argentine invasion but 

30 of course it is with the much more serious aspects we will be 

31 dealing this morning my studio guest will be Malcolm Rifkind. 

32 the newly appointed under Secretary of State at the Foreign 

33 Office in the wake of the resignation of Lord Carrington and 

34 some of his top officials Mr Rifkind has been fully briefed by 

35 the Foreign Office on what has happened and what might yet 

36 happen he is attending a constituency surgeon eh surgery that 

37 ended five minutes ago and is hopefully now speeding to 

38 broadcasting house in Edinburgh and should join us in a few 

39 minutes also with me in our Glasgow studio is the Labour MP 

40 for Ayrshire South Mr George Foulkes who has expressed 

41 opposition to the despatch of this country's naval fleet to the 

42 South Atlantic he is a member of the Commons Foreign Affairs 

43 Select committee which is to investigate the run up to the 

44 invasion to see what went wrong now if you wish to put a 

45 question to either of my guests or if you simply wish to make 

46 your views known please give me a call on 041 334 9301 I'll 

47 just repeat that it's 041 if you're calling from outside 

48 Glasgow 334 9301 and if you've not had time to note that we 

49 will be repeating the number but it is in today's copy of the 

50 Radio Times but before we take any calls let me just briefly 

51 run over what has happened the Falkland Islands were discovered 

52 apparently by accident by a British explorer called John Davies 
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53 in 1592 some 390 years ago they remained ours until the French 

54 took them from us and kept them for three years until we 

55 regained them then we lost them again to the Spanish who of 

56 course had won large parts of South America including Argentina 

57 but we recovered the Falklands in 1832 and have held onto them 

58 ever since Argentina's claim is based on the premiss that they 

59 inherited the rights to the Falklands from the Spanish who had 

60 taken it from us for five years but at the time we reclaimed 

61 the Islands from Spain the then Prime Minister of Britain Earl 

62 Gray said Britain would never permit any other state to 

63 exercise a right derived from Spain which Britain itself denied 

64 since then there has been a continuing dialogue between 

65 Argentina and Britain about sovereignty there and two things 

66 happened recently which pundits say should have alerted the 

67 British government to the impending invasion last December 

68 Lieutenant General Leopoldo Gualtieri seized the Argentinien 

69 presidency from another military president there he was 

70 committed to a hard line in foreign affairs on March 30 we 

71 learned an Argentine aircraft carrier had sailed to the 

72 Falklands to join three warships already there then came the 

73 invasion followed by the suggestion that intelligence reports 

74 to the Foreign Office had indicated the naval build up some ten 

75 days before the invasion but we had done little or nothing in 

76 military terms relying instead on diplomacy but that as we all 

77 know now failed well this week has seen a flurry of activity 

78 the fleet sailed Lord Carrington resigned accused of having 

79 misread the situation the Defence Secretary John Nott has said 
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80 they will shoot on sight any Argentine warships within two 

81 hundred miles of the Islands and now the Argentines have said 

82 they will shoot back declaring that our proposals constituted 

83 war and today Alexander Haig the American Secretary of State 

84 having spoken to Mrs Thatcher earlier is in Buenos Aires trying 

85 to reach a peaceful outcome and the EEC ministers in Brussels 

86 are talking of trade sanctions while Russia denounces our 

87 defence of the Islands and a group of Labour M P's are 

88 demanding the recall of parliament to discuss the crisis well 

89 that is a very brief background to the situation and may I just 

90 repeat our number if you want to call with any questions or if 

91 you have a point of view you wish to put forward please give me 

92 a call on 041 outside Glasgow 041 334 9301 so George Foulkes if 

93 1 may turn to you first of all you have expressed the view eh 

94 that we were wrong to send the eh f leet there can I ask you to 

95 outline why ** last Saturday in the debate I was very worried 

96 about the proposal to send the fleet because I thought that the 

97 government and indeed some members of the opposition hadn't 

98 thought through the implications the loss of life that could 

99 come about and not just to our own troups and to the 

100 Argentinien troups but to the Falkland Islanders and that th I 

101 was eh of the view then and I still hold the view that the 

102 decision to send the fleet was more concerned with restoring 

103 the hurt pride of this country and saving the necks of the 

104 government rather that the interests of the Falkland Islanders 

105 and I thought that the and I still think that the Falkland 

106 Islanders' lives are in grave danger and we should be putting 
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107 them first ** well what would you suggest we do to assist the 

107 Falkland Islanders ** what I suggested was eh last Saturday and 

109 1 think it still holds good now is that we should be using the 

110 strongest possible diplomatic means and sanctions to bring 

111 pressure on Argentine and I think that our eh United States 

112 allies our eh partners in the European Community and our eh 

113 partners in the Commonwealth are the ones that can join with us 

114 to bring economic trade and other pressure on the Argentine and 

115 1 think that can be much more effective much safer ** right 

116 what of the Prime Ministers refusal to recall Parliament this 

117 week end eh I believe that several Labour M P's were asking 

118 this so that there could be a real debate over the backing to 

119 see in fact if there was any backing eh for the threat to 

120 attack warships within the two hundred mile limit ** well I eh 

121 support the call made by Tam Dalyell this afternoon Judith Hart 

122 and others for a recall of Parliament for one simple reason I 

123 think we're just beginning to realise what happened on 

124 Wednesday night Francis Pym led off the debate with what I 

125 thought was a reasonably conciliatory speech where he said that 

126 the government's first concern was to obtain a peaceful 

127 solution and he put the emphasis on that for the first time for 

128 any government spokesman and then by the end of the debate oh 

129 and he also said that he the reason he eh the main reason 

130 behind his statement was that eh the fleet being set sail gave 

131 at least two weeks to negotiate and eh that between now and the 

132 fleet arriving in the Falkland Islands and in the eh South 

133 Atlantic there would be time to reach a peaceful negotiated 
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134 solution and eh I was quite hopeful but by the end of the 

135 debate John Nott made this stunning declaration of a two 

136 hundred mile war zone now that raises the temperature it 

137 shortens the timescale it puts the pressure on people like 

138 Alexander Haig who are I think genuinely trying to find a 

139 solution and I think it really is quite a remarkable change 

140 over the period of a few hours ** well why do you think that 

141 was that announcement was made was it panic or a last minute 

142 decision that hadn't been thought through ** well I think that 

143 the feeling is that some meeting took place in the House of 

144 Commons during the course of the debate and eh no doubt on 

145 military advice they decided the cabinet subcommittee or 

146 whoever it was decided that the temperature should be raised I 

147 think they may well have seen some of the difficulties that are 

148 going to arise with the eh naval confrontation in two weeks' 

149 time or the potential naval confrontation and wanted to try and 

150 eh speed things up but it really does raise the temperature and 

151 it is something that members of Parliament were eh stunned by 

152 have not had time to discuss and consider and for that reason I 

153 think we need to have an eh an opportunity to debate we heard 

154 on the news today that eh within forty eight hours that's the 

155 deadline now there could be a naval confrontation we could see 

156 a British submarine firing even on an Argentinien merchant ship 

157 ** okay well I'm glad to say that Malcolm Rifkind has joined us 

158 in Edinburgh good morning Malcolm ** good morning ** first of 

159 all may I congratulate you on your shift to the Foreign Office 

160 although it may not be a cause for congratulations eh such a 
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161 stormy introduction eh the suggestion is made here by George 

162 Foulkes that you your government has eh got it wrong that you 

163 have unnecessarily raised the temperature by announcing a two 

164 hundred mile war zone what would you your response be to that 

165 ** well the first point that I would make is eh after that 

166 decision was announced Dennis Healey who was after all the 

167 shadow Foreign Secretary and the leading spokesman of the 

168 Labour Party on foreign affairs eh said that he eh accepted the 

169 need for this decision and that this was an acceptable decision 

170 from his point of view now he is the spokesman for the Labour 

171 Party and I'm obviously delighted that the eh front bench of 

172 the Labour Party even not some of their back benchers do 

173 realise that if diplomatic means are to have a good prospect of 

174 success then they must be backed by the ultimate us of force 

175 now I agreed with a very great deal of what George Foulkes ah 

176 said as to the vital importance of every diplomatic means 

177 available to achieve a peaceful solution and of course he is 

178 quite right to talk in terms of economic measures diplomatic 

179 measures other measures of that kind but I think unless one is 

180 going to be extremely naive one has to accept that it is very 

181 unlikely that a single Argentinien invader will leave British 

182 territory on the Falkland Islands if we simply make it clear 

183 that we're not prepared to contemplate the use of force to 

184 defend our own territory and our own citizens ** but you have 

185 dramatically reduced the amount of time that was available when 

186 we were initially talking about two weeks of the eh diplomacy 

187 mean that has now reduced to something like only forty hours 
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188 remaining eh before the deadline is reach where John Nott has 

189 said that he may eh reach a decision to fire on Argentinien 

190 ships ** well I think you ought to put this in perspective 

191 George Foulkes himself quite rightly emphasised that one of the 

192 overriding considerations must be the safety of British 

193 citizens on the Falkland Islands now of course anything that 

194 happens in the high seas around the Falkland Islands is not 

195 going to endanger these citizens ** but how do you know how do 

196 you know that the Argentines won't take some eh 

B. 4 CALLING DAVID SCOTT: SIDE TWO 

1 Mr Malcolm Rifkind ** well eh I mean I think the basic point 

2 I'd make is that when George says that eh because there could 

3 be the risk to life therefore we must do nothing militarily 

4 that would have been a very good argument against D-day in 1944 

of course eh that if you seek to liberate territory that has 

been occupied by an aggressor of course there is risk to life 

and property but you know this country has got a very good eh 

record of seeking to fight for liberty and no one seriously 

questions that on this occasion it is Argentine that is the 

10 aggressor the security council of the United Nations have 
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11 condemned Argentine ** well there's hardly a country in the 

12 world that hasn't ** I take it that you would not accept the 

13 proposition put forward by the caller that there might be some 

14 benefits eh from being eh from the conquests ** I think the 

15 point that Mr Andrews was making and it's a perfectly fair 

16 point eh is that if Argentine's claim is limited to the fact 

17 that a hundred and fifty years ago eh and they for a very short 

18 period of time occupied the eh Falkland Islands then the point 

19 he was making is that for example the Red Indians in America 

20 would claim that they have the only legal right to the United 

21 States and frankly obviously that is that sort of claim would 

22 be a nonsense ** but you don't get the white Americans 

23 attacking the Red Indians now ** no ** however that is another 

24 area that perhaps we shouldn't even open the door can I come 

25 back to George Foulkes George appeasement was mentioned eh and 

26 the caller was suggesting would we eh taking your argument a 

27 bit further eh not attack eh retaliate against a first eh what 

28 he called a first rank country ** I think you have to take each 

29 situation as it arises and what we're trying to do is to deter 

30 attack and em and Malcolm Rifkind and I may not disagree on 

31 that but what I am concerned about and what Malcolm Rifkind eh 

32 hasn't answered is how in the first instance we should be 

33 trying to find a peaceful solution and I think that the 

34 government has got its balance wrong that no great effort seems 

35 to be put into trying to find a peaceful solution and by for 

36 instance particularly John Knott declaring a two hundred mile 

37 war zone raising the temperature makes the eh obtaining of a 
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38 peaceful solution that much less likely and that's the concern 

39 is that we seem to be steaming these thousands of British 

40 troups it's not Malcolm Rifkind and I that are in the front 

41 line it's these thousands of youngsters many of them the 

42 majority of them under twenty one many of them teenagers that 

43 we are sending to their death without really exploring all the 

44 other alternatives ** but are those not being explored at the 

45 same time ** well they are but eh as I say Francis eh Pym early 

46 on Wednesday said that this would give the sailing of the fleet 

47 would give two weeks to find a solution Malcolm Rifkind hasn't 

48 said yet why the government changed their mind between Francis 

49 Pymls speech and John Knott's speech raised the temperature and 

50 made Monday the dead line instead of two weeks the deadline ** 

51 well let's just clarify something Malcolm may I just ask you 

52 something this statement by John Knott about the two hundred 

53 mile eh line round the Falklands and the fact that he would eh 

54 open fire on Argentine ships is this a definite proposal that 

55 will happen or is this an option that the will be open to the 

56 government I mean are we talking about really opening fire 

57 after four a. m. come Monday ** the government has made it 

58 abundantly clear that if there are Argentinien ships in 

59 Falkland Island waters after the deadline on Monday they are 

60 liable to be fired upon by the Royal navy ** what sort of 

61 criteria would you use in coming to a decision do you think ** 

62 well the criteria will be whether they are in Falkland Island 

63 waters in British waters now the other point I would make in 

64 answer to an earlier comment George made is let's just remember 
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65 one thing that the Royal Navy and the Army and Marine personnel 

66 that are going to the Falklands they are a professional force 

67 they are all volunteers who've joined the armed services 

68 because that is the career they wish to pursue they compare 

69 very favourably indeed with the vast majority of th e 

70 Argentinien forces who are not volunteers they are conscripts 

71 people who have been forced to join the armed services for a 

72 period of time our armed forces are the mst professional in 

73 the world and they are one hundred per cent volunteers ** well 

74 I'm still not quite clear if I may come back to that point 

75 Malcolm ** certainly yes indeed ** any Argentine ship eh within 

76 the two hundred mile limit you say is likely to be f ired upon 

77 are you saying this that they will be fired upon or is that an 

78 option that the government has but may not exercise ** well 

79 it's obviously not right to comment publicly at this stage on 

80 operational matters which will be for the Secretary of State 

81 for Defence and the Prime Minister and indeed the naval 

82 commander on the spot I can't obviously comment on details like 

83 that ** well I don't wish to put you on the spot with regard to 

84 that sort of detail but it would seem to make common sense that 

85 eh it is an option they will have rather than that they will 

86 open up fire indiscriminately after four a. m. what the 

87 Secretary of State for Defence has said is that after that 

88 particular dead line has expired any Argentinien ship in 

89 British waters off the Falklands island is liable to be shot at 

90 and I think it is extremely possible indeed I would go beyond 

91 that and say that I think it is extremely probable that that is 
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92 exactly what will happen ** okay well on the line now calling 

93 eh us is Tam Dalyell the Labour MP for Lothian good morning 

94 Tam ** good morning ** eh Tam what is the question you would 

95 like to eh or the point you would like to make ** well Malcolm 

96 Rifkind says that he has the security council vote but look at 

97 who the one vote was who voted against us Panama and the truth 

98 is that as soon as the first shot is fired the whole Hispanic 

99 world right centre and left will rally to the nationalist view 

100 of the Argentiniens now it's said by George rightly that there 

101 are thousands of youngsters do you realise what the Argentinien 

102 armament is the sixty eight sky hawks probably with missiles, 

103 mirages exocets, canberras .... and add to this information 

104 almost certainly from Russian satellites that'll be passed to 

105 the Argentiniens ** hmm ** this is a formidable force and the 

106 idea that there's going to be a walkover George is quite right 

107 thousands of youngsters' lives are at stake ** well let's eh 

108 bring Malcolm Rifkind in Malcolm the suggestion from Tam 

109 Dalyell is that the whole Hispanic world will rise up in some 

110 nationalistic anger against the U. K. should they fire on the 

111 warships of the Argentines ** well first of all it is certainly 

112 correct that the Latin American countries have given diplomatic 

113 support to the Argentine as regards its claim to the Falkland 

114 Islands but what has been equally interesting is over the last 

115 seven days Latin American countries themselves have either 

116 condemned the actual invasion of the Islands or said that 

117 they've remained er wish to remain neutral as to what has taken 

118 place but presumably that must be a scenario the Foreign 
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119 Office have considered ** of course that is right but it's not 

120 simply the views of other Latin American countries this a world 

121 issue it's a world problem and when the United Nations and the 

122 security council have voted in the way they have done they have 

123 called and demanded that the Argentinien troups should be 

124 withdrawn from the Falkland Islands Tam's right to point to 

125 some of the risks involved but I must say to Tam Dalyell whom I 

126 hold in an enormous respect I must say to Tam that the points 

127 he has made and I've no doubt he holds them sincerely are 

128 points that could be made in response to any act of aggression 

129 or invasion anywhere in the world at any time and if he is 

130 saying that a democratic freedom loving country like Britain 

131 even when it has world opinion on its side should never be 

132 entitled to use force if necessary to recover its territory and 

133 to liberate its citizens then that is a very depressing 

134 indication for the future of the free world ** Tam may I just 

135 change the subject very slightly I understand that you were 

136 expressing some annoyance if that is the correct eh word this 

137 morning at the Prime Minister's refusal to recall Parliament to 

138 debate the issue eh why are you insisting that there should be 

139 a recall ** because I don't believe that Sir Nicholas Henderson 

140 our ambassador in Washington and others are entitled to say 

141 that the British Parliament and the British people are wholly 

142 behind this you know it's one thing to go into a war it's 

143 another thing to get out of it we've found this in Ireland the 

144 Russians have found this in Afghanistan if we go into a 

145 sub-antarctic war how do we get out of it ** well that's 
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146 perhaps something we'll have to consider much more deeply in 

147 the coming weeks Tam Dalyell thank you very much on the line 

148 now is Keith Speed who is the former navy minister who left the 

149 government when eh cuts were announced the the eh navy eh Mr 

150 Speed good morning to you ** good morning to you ** good 

151 morning Mr Speed taking the news that eh we've heard this 

152 morning eh how do you read the situation no** w well how I read 

153 the situation that in fact the blockade due to start very 

154 shortly is beginning to have an effect in so far as the 

155 diplomacy which obviously has got to solve the situation at the 

156 end of the day is proceeding and the blockade is now beginning 

157 to put some worthwhile cards if you like in our diplomats' 

158 hands I entirely endorse incidentally what Malcolm has just 

159 been saying em em come Monday morning about the action we might 

160 well have to take and think it is worthwhile putting on record 

161 here that if we do have to take that action it will be action 

162 against aggressive moves by Argentien ships because having 

163 declared a war zone and there are plenty of precedents you'll 

164 recall President Kennedy and the Cuban crisis nineteen years 

165 ago it is entirely up to the Argentiniens whether or not they 

166 enter the warzone with a view to supplying and reinforcing 

167 their occupying troups on British territory ** Mr Speed I think 

168 as the deadline if I can put it that way draws ever closer the 

169 eh there seems to be several eh opinions one of them is that we 

170 would go ahead and we would shoot and there seems to be another 

171 equal opinion or equally opposite opinion that we draw back a 

172 bit and really have more time for talks ** that I think the 
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173 latter option would be disastrous ** why do you say that ** and 

174 1 do not say this in a gung ho ... I actually put forward a 

175 proposition for a blockade over a week ago and if a blockade is 

176 to be successful and you are to save lives and I don't want to 

177 see dead Argentiniens or Falkland Islanders or Britains at all 

178 it's got to be entirely credible and there can be no room for 

179 doubt in anybody's mind and the fact of the matter is that if 

180 you then start to pull back the diplomatic moves taking place 

181 within the United Nations or in Buenos Aires or indeed anywhere 

182 else eh will not have the full force of not only the British 

183 government or Parliament's intention but also the military 

184 presence that we put back now at the moment our diplomats 

185 really now have got something to negotiate with we've said very 

186 clearly that there can't be meaningful negotiations until the 

187 occupying forces are off British territory now if we pull back 

188 it seems that the Prime Minister's words the Foreign 

189 Secretary's words indeed the parliament's words and 

190 notwithstanding what Tam has said the overwhelming view of all 

191 parties and all people in the House of Commons in the debates 

192 the two debates this last week I think are very clear that 

193 would be undermined if we appear to hesitate and a blockade is 

194 very very clear indeed there is no reason why one torpedo 

195 should be fired or one life lost if the Argentiniens accept 

196 that there is a war zone there and they enter it at their peril 

197 the decision is theirs not ours ** well can I ask you about if 

198 1 may and I know this might be dangerous from your point of 

199 view but can I ask you what do you predict will happen from 
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200 here on then ** well it is terribly difficult and I'm bound to 

201 say I think at some stage they might well try to run the 

202 blockade and we're talking at the moment about a surface 

203 blockade and of course as I said and as I read in the paper 

204 last week a surface blockade by itself is not enough because 

205 you can in fact drop reinforcements in by air either dropping 

206 supplies by parachute or landing aircraft eventually one will 

207 have to extend that blockade to the air but you can only do 

208 that when you have your own air cover and when you have ships 

209 with missiles which as far as I'm aware we do not yet have in 

210 the area so this is only the first phase and I'm bound to say 

211 eventually I think there will be some kind of confrontation and 

212 hopefully then that eh will sharpen the diplomatic effort and 

213 there will be a solution which must have as its precursor the 

214 withdrawal of the occupying troups but I think it's a time for 

215 holding one's resolution and having a strong nerve because I 

216 think believe the thing that could actually cause more 

217 bloodshed and cause the very kind of battles that I'm sure none 

218 of us want is if Britain were thought to be weakening at the 

219 you know fifty ninth minute of the eleventh hour as it were and 

220 the Argentiniens then I think might be tempted into some rash 

221 move that I think then might be disastrous for them and really 

222 not very good for anybody ** Mr Speed thank you for joining me 

223 on the programme this morning ** thank you ** I'm very grateful 

224 eh on the line now from Aberdeen is Ian Connell good morning Mr 

225 Connell ** good morning Mr Scott ** I would like to make a 

226 comment and I would like to know what you your two guests in 
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227 the studio would think about it several factions of the Labour 

228 Party seem to think that the eh government were wrong in 

229 sending the troups and military cruisers to Atlantic eh now the 

230 offer tha ....... ** thank you very much for calling and with 

231 us on the line from Johnstone is Mr William Chalmers good 

232 morning Mr Chalmers ** good morning gentlemen I'd like to ask 

233 Mr Rifkind a question ** please do ** now if we do retake the 

234 Islands what then what are we going to do then are we going to 

235 keep a garrison of thousands of men and a naval force there for 

236 years to come because in my opinion make no mistake the 

237 Argentiniens mean business they're not going to give up their 

238 claim just because they're thrown off this time we'll end up 

239 having to with another Ireland situation that is troups there 

240 eh for donkeys' years well let's put that question to Malcolm 

241 Rifkind ** Malcolm what happens once we win it back and if we 

242 do ** well the first place there's no question if we do we will 

243 do there's no doubt about that but what happens thereafter is 

244 firstly this eh that the Argentiniens will then be in not the 

245 slightest doubt as to what the consequences of any armed 

246 invasion of British territory leads to and I've not any doubt 

247 at all that once these Islands are retaken by the United 

248 Kingdom and the liberties of our citizens have been restored 

249 then of course we will require I would have thought a some sort 

250 of presence on the Island and I would not think it at all 

251 likely that the Argentiniens having tried once and disastrously 

252 failed would contemplate it again in the foreseeable future but 

253 that wouldn't be the end of the story because of course the 
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254 commentators are quite correct to say that we must continue to 

255 try and get a diplomatic solution that will bring security and 

256 long term liberty to the people of the Falkland Islands ** but 

257 you're on a bit of a cleft stick here are you not here you are 

258 fighting for a piece of land and for the freedom of the 

259 eighteen hundred Islanders there but at the same time you're 

260 talking about future negotiations with Argentine ** no I'm not 

261 talking about that at all what I'm saying is that any solution 

262 which is acceptable to the people of the Falkland Islands is 

263 not likely to be resisted by the British government and that is 

264 the fundamental requirement it's called self determination it's 

265 what most of the world claims to believe in it's what the 

266 United Nations Charter stands for and what the British policy 

267 is based on ** but Mr Chalmers has raised a good point and 

268 Malcolm Rifkind hasn't answered what will be the cost of 

269 maintaining a garrison on the Falkland Islands and continuing 

270 to defend the Falkland Islands should we retake it against the 

271 possibility of a further invasion well also his colleagues in 

272 Parliament haven't answered the question of the cost of the 

273 present operation which will be billions of pounds which will 

274 have to be paid out of higher taxes or major cutbacks in 

275 services in the United Kingdom ** well I don't think cost is 

276 the most important thing I think principle as I've said earlier 

277 but I think it is a relevant matter that the government need to 

278 spell out because it is one of the factors that has to be taken 

279 account of ** yes let me respond to that because the discussion 

280 so far has centred purely on the Falkland Islands but imagine 
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281 if the British government and Parliament accepted George 

282 Foulkes's advice and simply called it a day and accepted that 

283 unless diplomatic solutions were achieved the Argentinien 

284 forces would remain in permanent occupation ** well ** can I 

285 just make one quick point if I may please because first of all 

286 it would put the position in Gibraltar in a very intolerable 

287 state it would be noticed by the Soviet Union that the British 

288 government wasn't even prepared to defend its own citizens that 

289 would then open be an open invitation to aggression by other 

290 countries in many other parts of the world ** no I don't think 

291 that follows in every case I think you have to take each case 
k 

292 as it arises and that this is a claim by Argentina that has 

293 lasted a hundred and fifty years they have no other similar 

294 claim apart from a border dispute with Chile ** Argentinas 

295 don't but many other countries have claims against many other 

296 parts of the world and if a country is seen to be unwilling to 

297 defend its own people and restore their liberties then that is 

298 an invitation to every other potential aggressor in and there 

299 are many of them in many other parts of the world ** the point 

300 is we didn't defend it in advance Malcolm Rifkind can't get 

301 over that that we failed his government failed to defend it was 

302 pulling out the only ship that was in the area and are now 

303 trying to recover the position to restore their pride to save 

304 their necks they know they've failed the Falkland Islanders and 

305 they're so desperate to try and restore the position they're 

306 willing to send thousands of our youngsters to their deaths to 

307 save their political existence that's the reality ** well Mr 
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308 Chalmers of Johnstone you opened a new can of peas there but 

309 can I just say that on a similar theme on the line from 

310 Dumfries we have Mrs Lina Dickson good morning Mrs Dickson ** 

311 good morning David ** yes ** quite candidly I've never heard so 

312 much unpatriotic tripe on any programme for a long long while 

313 the basic fact of this as I see it and I'm only a woman I'm not 

314 a politician ** never say you're only a woman ** I'm not a 

315 politician the basic fact is that the Argentine has attacked 

316 Britain that is the Falkland Islands we've tried diplomacy it's 

317 been tried for a very long while now it doesn't work with 

318 dictators we tried it in the first world war with the Kaiser we 

319 won that war we tried it with Chamberlain when he came back 

320 waving a peace of paper saying peace in our time we had to 

321 fight then with a big big loss of life ** so what you're really 

322 saying is there is no alternative ** no wait a minute the older 

323 generation know what that cost of lives at that time we did not 

324 assess it in money em now we have tried diplomacy with the 

325 Argentine and they are making the same mistake but there is one 

326 difference we are going to fire the first shot this time in 

327 other times we waited till the rest fired shots ** well we'll 

328 see how this works out over the next few days Mrs Dickson but 

329 thank you very much for that contribution on the line now from 

330 Girvan is Mrs Ishbel Farmer good morning Mrs Farmer ** good 

331 morning I too am of the older generation and served in the last 

332 world war now my question is to Mr Foulkes please ** yes indeed 

333 ** why did the Opposition not press more forcibly for Mrs 

334 Thatcher and Mr Notts resignations ** well that's a succinctly 
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335 Put question at least I thought it was ** yes I haven't 

336 finished when humiliated vain proud individuals inevitable 

337 overreact and this is what we can now expect ** you'll not 

338 think me rude Mrs Farmer but in order to get an answer to your 

339 initial question I'm afraid that we're going to have to put it 

340 to George Foulkes now George ** well I know Mrs Farmer and she 

341 knows me and she knows that there's no one who would be happier 

342 than me to see Mrs Thatcher's resignation we're pressing very 

343 hard for it I think we're going to see it in the end because I 

344 think the government is going to face even further humiliation 

345 on the almost suicidal course that it has taken and the only 

346 way that it'll be able to or that this country'll be able to 

347 recover its pride is to get rid of Mrs Thatcher as Prime 

348 Minister and to get someone else to take over ** okay can 

349 come to you because unfortunately we are beginning to run out 

350 of time eh how do you see the next few days developing and how 

351 hopeful are you of a diplomatic settlement ** well I certainly 

352 hope and pray there will be a diplomatic settlement but one 

353 thing I'm absolutely convinced of and what Keith Speed said 

354 earlier really has the same effect is this that the only way 

355 you can hope to persuade dictators to take their troups off 

356 British territory is by making it abundantly clear that if they 

357 don't you're Prepared to use all means including force if 

358 necessary to achieve that end I think George and his supporters 

359 have to accept their own remedy would mean that British 

360 territory and British citizens were in the control of a 

361 military dictator from now on and that is something simply 
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362 unacceptable not just to the government but to the majority of 

363 the Labour party and to the vast majority of all the other 

364 political parties and to the vast majority of the British 

365 public ** Malcolm Rifkind thank you very much ** well a public 

366 opinion poll conducted by the N. O. P. for the Daily Mail 

367 earlier this week showed that four out of five people wanted 

368 the government to recover the Falkland Islands sixty nine per 

369 cent believed it to be very important that we do so well time 

370 is running out for us on this programme but it's also running 

371 out in the bid to find a diplomatic settlement only forty hours 

372 remain until the deadline John Nott our Defence Secretary set 

373 beyond which we might attack Argentine warships within two 

374 hundred miles of the Falklands let's hope a solution can be 

375 found by then in what's certain to be a weekend of hectic 

376 diplomatic action my thanks this morning to Malcolm Rifkind for 

377 joining us in our Edinburgh studio and for George Foulkes here 

378 in Glasgow 

379 our sound crew this morning was Angus Hunter our production 

380 team was.... our producer was.... I'll be back with another 

381 subject next Saturday morning my name's David Scott call me 

***** 
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